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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOL. XXV.

HOLLAND.
TRY

MICH.,

SATURDAY, AUGUST
Peaches! Peaches!!

.• .• .• .• .•

.

Dr.A.C.V. R. Gilmore

Dentist

in

exchange for the unequalled Sunlight and

Van

The premium books of the S. O. &
fair will be ready for distribuabout tion next week.

beating apparatus in the Cen-

tral and High school buildings
completed.

WicklngJfe Storrer have opened a

Slooten, clothing store at Fennvllle.

is

Dr. Fisher of Hamilton.

Henry

^EtLECT
B.— No objection to U. S. paper currency.

to, to Mr. and Mrs.

NO.

W. A.

The Bell Telephone Co. have a crew
Ed Takken has secured the contract of men at work putting in new poles
for building a handsome residence for between here and Grand Rapids.

Ztowz/ brands of flour.

Nfr/

Miller Bros.

on Saturday morning— a son.

The

VAUPELL BLOCK.

Silver or Gold
taken

ttm

22. 1896.

Hyma

will soon

commence

Geo. Nichols has retired from the
Blom *. Nichols, that carried

firm of

_
_

the erection of a fine residence on on the bottling works on River street.
Eleventh street, opposite the public
There is a proverb that says someschools.
thing to the effect that when the days
J. M. Cronkrlgbtkindly remem- begin to shorten the heat begins to

)m

Wednesday
with a basket of choice Lombard
bered the

News

office on

hotten.

The new

POWDER

church on Market street
completed next week
Absolutely Pure:
that It can be occupied by the congreA
cream
of tartar baking powder. 8
Cards are out announcingthe margatlou on Sunday, August 99.
of aUln leavening strength. -Latef
riage of Albert J. DeVries and Miss
StatesGovernmentFood Rsport.
The south wall of Wlnants chapel is Royal Bakino PowdirOo., 100 WaU
Evelyn Mokma on Wednesday SepIt
bulging out and will have to be braced.
tember 2nd.
That your eyes are properlycared for.
The cause hereof Is said to be In the
The Public Schools will open
The possible consequences of neglect The Ref. classls of Holland will conare too serious to be overlooked.’If vene In adjourned session In this city roof, which Is not sufficientlyself-sup- Tuesday, Sept. 8.
porting.
spectacleswill improve or aid your
on Wednesday, Aug. 26, and will hold
Ex-PresidentHarrison is to speak
sight, you need them, and if you need
Next door to Kleklnt- them you ought to know it. For this its regular fall session at Zeeland on Says the Hamilton News: “We are New York Thursday, Aug. 27.
glad to announce that Frank Van Ry
purpose have your eyes examined. We Wednesday, Sept. 2.
Attorney Arthur Van Dureo is<
of Holland has been nominated for
will examine your eyes FREE, and
veld’s Bookstore.
John B. Greenway, late of the Inde- sheriff. He Is the right man in the vasslng the city for the annual
correct any defect of vision by properly fitting the eyes with glasses,at the pendent and now a resident of Grand
census.
right place.”
lowest price.
Rapids, is favorably mentioned as the
10 i)iece chamber set for .............................. $1 98
Kent county fusion candidate for Hagy Sc Boge of the Tower Block Squire Isaac Fairbanks has had
White wash bowl and pitcher ........................
65
W, R
shoe store, have engaged the services interior of his office neatly pa]
county clerk.
slop jars for 90c, 98c and .......................1 35
of Willie Blom as salesman, in the The work was done by N. Van
Optician.
chamber for 40c and ...........................
50
Rev. Dr. E. Winter will preach in place of Fred J. Batts, who will re- ten.
4 doz. nice flne white plates all sizes for .............. 30
Office at Stevensoo’sJewelry Store. the Third Ref. church next Sunday
Nice white meat platters 5c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 18c and.
20
sume the study of medicine at ChlcaPaul R. Coster will teach his tl
pitchers 8c, 10c, 12c 20c and ...............30
morning and evening, after which the go In September.
term as principal of the New Gi
Chopping bowls, wooden 10c, 15c and ..................
25
pastor Rev. G. H. Dubblok will again
Nice 2 qt. glass pitcher for ............................
10
Bids for the position of Janitor of gen schools, with Miss Hattie
assume his regular work.
Holland
City
News.
N ice Lamp shaae and frame ..........................
10
tbe Central and High School buildings Boone as assistant.
Children’s wheel barrows 10c and ....................25
PublUhodarmy Saturday. TermsflMper year,
John Garveltnk while running a will be opened next Monday evening
Dolls, all kinds from 5c to ............................1 00
John A. Roost, bookkeeper for
with a discountof 50 cents to (hot*
buzz saw at the West Michigan Seat- at a special meeting of the school
Box butter milk soap, 3 bars for ......................
10
paying in advance.
Atlas Glass Co., Grand Haven, had
ing Co., one day last week, met with board. Ten bids were received and the
Hammocks from 50c to..... ...........................1 98
wrist badly cut by a heavy pi<
Shelf paper all colors for ............. ............... 5
an accident which necessitatedthe resu)t will be watched with Interest.
MULDER BROS., Publishers.
glass
fallingon It last Saturday.
Nice pressed dish pans 12c, 15c, 20c and ...............25
amputation of his little finger at the
Nice line of cusplaors for .............................
10
The
Republican
convention
for
the
Ratal of adYertliing made known on spplioe- second joint.
The schooner J. L. Green arrix
Nice line Jardinlers for ..............................
10
tlon.
23rd Senatorial District will convene
from
Manistee yesterday moral
Brown stone tea pots 10c, 12c and ......... .......... 15
Holland City News Printing House, Boot
The tug Pup In towing a raft of logs at Grand Haven next Monday at 10
: Kramer Bldg . Eighth St.. Holland,Mich.
Set of triple plated knives and forks for .............. 1 20
with 110,000 feet of basswt
from Muskegon to Saugatuck lost a a. m. The district comprises the
Set of teaspoons 10c to ...............................1 00
for the Holland furniture]
man overboard when off Black Lake counties of Muskegon and Ottawa, the
Set table spoons 20c to ................................3 00
VICINITY.
Childs set (knife, fork and spoon) for ..................25
The Scott-LugersLu
ear’y Sunday morning. A boat was former being entitled to 13 and the
Silver mugs for 25c to ............................... 1 50
preparing material for/'
unched from the tug but he had sunk latter to 12 delegates.
Whisk broom s from 5c up to ..........................
30
lorn, to Mr. A. De Groot and wife,
buildings, one in Ottawa.
lefore the boat reached him. His
on Sunday morning— a son.
It Is seldom that any crop in MichiIn Allegan county. The bull
name was William Flinn, of Saugagan is reported In better condition cost about 8750 each.
Rev. R. Bloemendaal of Muskegon tuck, Mich.
Next door to
than is corn at tbe present time. The
has declined the call to Chicago.
During the recent storm at Paw Paw
The proprietors of ••The
average
of estimatesfor the southern
111
Kiekintveld’e Bookstore.
J. B. Van Oort submitted to an op- lake, one of the cottages was lifted,
counties is 104; central, 96; northern, Northern” barber shop have dl
eration for strangulatedhernia Tues- carried ten feet, and dropped on a 97, and state, 101. In this immediate partnership,Frank Davis ret!
green maple stump, which pierced the
day
gtf,
,, , 0
vicinity corn has never been known to H. J. Orobkrlght will continue
fioor and held the house fast, while
the shop and has secured
promise a larger yield.
John Elferding,Jr., will leaid’the
trees outside were fallingIn every dihelp.
Y. M. C. A. gospel meeting next SunFrom the class of ’96, of the High
rection. The family thought their
In the shooting contest
day.
School, Will Kremers expects to take
time had come.
Will
Thomas and C. J. De Roo
a course in pharmacy at Ann Arbor,
The schooner Addle left for LudlngThe contract for constructing a new
was concluded Tuesday, for oni
Misses
Minnie
Bird
and
Ruth
C.
Kerkton on Wednesday for a cargo of lumroof on the Allegan school building
hof will attend the state normal at dred birds, tbe former carried off
ber for Frank Haven.
was let to Rothschafer Bros, of this
Ypsllantl, Rose B. Davidson will medal, winning the contest by
The seboouer Kate E. Howard ar- city for 82,025. The other bidders were
...... TO LOOK OVER ......
birds.
teach in the Olive schools, and Simon
rived Sunday from Manistee with Osburn Sc Lohman of Grand Rapids
A. Verwey will enter upon a full
Henry Aalderlnk, who was codtIo-*
lumber for Frank Haven. She cleared and Thos. R. Crocker of Allegan.The
course at the Mining School at Hough- ted last week of larceny, in o].
Tuesday.
former’s bid was 82,850 and the latter’s
ton.
another man’s lettersand abstractli
The Buss Machine works shipped 82,796.80.Next Monday they will beThe Drovers' National Bank of Chi- money checks, has been sentenced
gin upon the job.
two caiving machines to Mishawaka,
...... LINE OF .....
cago Is presenting claims against forty Judge Padgbam to two years at Ji
Ind., this week. The firm has reThe fact that we have had some se- prominent farmers near Petoskey,for son.
ceived orders from points in Vermont rious wind storms raging around us
amounts aggregating 87,000. Four
Wm. H. Wing is moving Into the
and Wisconsin.
this season, inflicting damage here and years ago the Chicago Supply Co.,
brick house lately occupied by Geo.
Rev. Dr. Van Antwerp, who is on a there, reminded an old timer the other which is not unknown in these parts, Gee, while the residence vacated
cheap linings, no jwor workmanship and
vacation in New York, is expected day of the fact that during the 49 with Its schemes of direct sales to far- Mr. Wing will be fitted out and oohome the first week in September, years of Holland's existencethe only mers, sold shares to the above amount, cupied by B. D. Keppel at the explr
above all things a good fit or no sale.
after which the regular Sunday ser- injury wrought by the wind was In tbe but the goods sent did not give satis- tlon of bis term as sheriff.
vices in Grace church will he resumed. summer of 1864, when a part of the faction and the farmers refused to pay.
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, who recently reroof of the old First church blew off. The Drovers’ bank bought the paper.
Monday night the steamer City of
turned from the East, took a course
Holland carried the largest and most
It will be of interest to some of the
Benton Harbor and St. Joseph fruit In “belles lettres” at the college of
profitablecargo of freight yet reported veterans, and especially to the mem- growers recentlyinaugurated a cru- Liberal Arts at Chautauqua,N. Y.#
Including nearly 20,000 baskets of bers of the 25th Mich. Inf., to learn sade against some of the commission and spent part of his time in teachpeaches. The passenger list num- that the survivingmembers of Gen. firms of South Water street,Chicago. ing there. He also spent some time
bered 100.
Morgan's famous regiment (Confeder- A committee of growers went to Chi- in Oceana Co., this state, teaching in
ate), the 8th Kentucky Cavalry,in- cago some time since and found that a state institute. The professor refWork on the Fourth Wdrd school is
tend to hold a big re-union in October, while apples were selling there for ports a most enjoyable time.
progressingnicely. When finished
probably at Versailles. This regiment 81.50 a barrel, some commission firms
the upper rooms will be one of the
will call at any
Nealy, the nine-year-old son of Jarwas part of Morgan’s command, with were making returns foronlv 75c a barfinest equipped suite of rooms in the
OR
which he made his great raid into Ohio rel, which left the grower only 20 to 25 col) J. Van Putten, while at play in
city. The heating apparatusis about
Venhuizen om
and Indiana, In 1863. And it was the cents for his fruit In many cases the the field of
completed and the building will be
for passengers to or from Boats
25th Mich, that entertained him so commission men were stealing fifty Wednesday, was kicked in the face by
ready for use zvhen the fall school
or Trains.
disastrously on this occasion at Tebb's per cent and getting their commis a colt, breaking tbe nose and badly
term opens.
mutilatingthe whole face. He wa»
sions on the other fifty per cent. —Ex.
taken to the office of Dr. H. Krei
J. A. Crozier, commandant of the
The steamer Music wlil give an exL. A. Stratton,
The authorities of New York city wno dressed the injuries.Tbe young
Soldiers’Home, was in the city on Fricursion to Grand Haven and Ashley have ordered the ancient real estate
day to meet his daughters who had
lad did not regain consciousnessuntq
Heights to-morrow (Saturday).Stea- records, which are all written in the
tbe following morning.
come
in
on
the
steambarge
Mary
Mills,
Livery, Sale, Boarding and Feed
mer will leave here at 10:00 a. m., and Dutch language, to be printed,and
from Menominee,with acargoof lumStables.
Macatawa Park at 10:45 a. m., reach- the contract has been let for 84,887. Peter Dogger, aged 44 years, died
ber in which Mr. Crozier was also Ining Grand Haven at 1p.m. Return- The number of conveyances in these
Monday of consumption at New Holterested and which was sold to tbe
Northwest Corner Market and 7th Sts.
ing, will leave Ashley Heights at 5:00 records is not large, but among them land. Deceased was well known in
West Michigan furniture factory.
and Grand Haven at 6 p. m. The are some very extensive land grants, Stbls city and was at one time employed
a Silver Platform.
Rtll Phone 41.
Chase Phone 79
The People’s Party met in caucus Democratic county convention will and this renders them of very great ,at the Standard Roller Mills, where
The present agitation of the silver
Tuesday evening and the following convene on that day. Fare 50c for the importance. No record was kept dur- le met with a serious accident. The
question, will Inevitablycause a rise
In the price of that beautiful metal, members constitute tbe delegation to round trip. Tbe cornet band will ac- itg the first half century of the city,
meral took place yesterday, and was
free Silver!
therefore now is the time to buy sil- the county convention to be held at company ihe excursion.
as
during
that
time
settlers could ittended by a large number of rel»
If you have any old silver laying verware, and If you want tine goods,
lives and friends from this
around that you wish to dispose of, at cut rates, and a large assortment Grand Haven to-morrow: Wm. BaumMonday evening tbe Free Sllverites squat anywhere, and land was so cheap
gartel, M. Van der Helde, David
mog them being cashier G. W.
take it toC. A. Stevenson, the jeweler to select from go to
that It was even traded off for wamorganized a Bryan Free Sliver Club at
and he will pay you a big price for it
Bertsch, Win. Hopkins, Sr., frank
id wife.
pum.
The
first record begins In 1665.
STEVENSON'S Jewelry Store! Dyke, C. M. Hanson, Cornelius Kerk- S. of V. ball. The meeting was called
to order by Geo. P. Hummer, and
The C. & W. M. is preparing for; The Holland classis of the Cbristlap
hof, C. L. Kuite, Wm. Zeeh and
Tbe Ideal Panacea.
8th St/, Holland.
Wm.
O. Van Eyck was called to pre- traffic across Lake Michigan next win- Ref. church met in regular session In
George Elferdlnk. The delegates go
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chiside and H. Van Ry was elected secre- ter and this will be their first experi- Ninth street church Tuesday moi
cago, says; ‘T regard Dr. King’s New
Domestic Bakery.— If you are In uninstruoted.
tary. Committees were appointed to ence in thisline. They have closed or ing. J. A. Gerrltsen and Mr. B'
Discovery as an Ideal Panacea for Grand Haven and desire a lunch, step
Coughs. Colds and Lung Complaints, inatJ. Verkuyl’s Domestic Bakery,
Tbe Bankers Athletic club of Chic- draw up constition and by-laws. Tbe will close a contract with the Crosby presentedapplicationsfor assist
having used it in my family for the next door to Van Lqoik. Good place. ago came over on the steamer Chas. officers elected are: C. J. De Roo, transportationcompany by which a from the classical board of benei
last flve% years, to the exclusion of
McVea Sunday morning. * Not being president; Mayor De Young, vice- steamer will run between Muskegon lence to pursue theological studies a
physician’s prescriptions or other preable to enter Saugatuck harbor owing president; Herman Damson, secre- and Milwaukee during the winter in Grand Rapids, which were api
parations.”
•Jgt
Rev. John Butgus, Keokuk. Iowa, M|utu«
to the high sea running they had tary, and W. C. Walsh, treasurer. addition to the summer schedule. Rev. Groen and LicentiateDru'
writes: “I have been a Minister ol
to make this port. There were The next meeting wiH be held this The railroad is preparing the tracks who have been among the In
theMethodist EpiscopalChurch for 50
about forty wheelmen in the company (Friday) evening. They already claim between tbe main yards and the har- brought encouragingrepo(
years or more, and have never found
Lost!
and after riding through the streets that 20 per cent, of the signatures to bor entrance where tbe boats land in reference to its being a pro
anything so beneficial, or that
gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
their list are old-time republicans. the winter time for the heavy traffic. for missionarywork,
King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal Me tannerv acd Tenth "trS. “nSl [ur s°™
This
claim is undoubtedly made from Negotiationsare also pending for the ing will be hel
der will be liberallyrewarded by Mrs. *D
members of the
Cough Remedy now.
a
16 to 1 standpoint. The result how- erection of a large elevator at the har- the unfinish;
C.
P.
McKay,
west
Tenth
street,
Hoilocal
club..
They
spoke
In
compliII. Walsh, Holland,
*
mentary terms of our progressive city. ever, shows but 8 or 9 republicans.
bor entrance.
pleted.
A. De Kruif Zeeland,

Walsh-De Roo

flilling Co.

will be so far

ibs.

See To

Man'

m

I

sBazaar

“
“

XX

STEVENSON,
A

A

.

“ “

_

I

'.

.

CITY AND

_

R2I792IP
U DuLudl

AAAII’C

Gy

evening. .

,

COSTS YOU
NOTHING * * *
IT

__

bosman bros:
^FALL

SUITINGS.

No

'Garru-all'
RESDENCE

HOTEL

Bend

GO

On

land.

.

comPany

_

Wm.

,?h

Holland City News,
SATURDAY, August

It, 1896.

Mich.
Vox ttao ttoUi^wD

umr Nkws!

Some More

Sixteen to One.

was constantly lamentingthat his field several short t,urn» In front of John
uuns could not be more frequently used St rabbing’s hardware. Here he i ame
against the Indians. Finally one day near tipping over and whs ordered out
he took one of the small howitzers of the buggy, while the rig and boy
which defended the fort, and had It were taken care of by Mr. Sfrabbing.
securely strappedto the back of an ar- In the buggy was found a pint bottle
mv mule, with the muzzle projecting which had nearly been emptied of clear
over the animal’s tall. With this alcohol. The pitiful crying of he boy
novel uun carriage he proceeded with aroused the sympathy of the ex-sherthe captain and a sergeant to a bluff
a, A l*',u

1
J

i

Invalidand Sacramental Wines.
Speer’s Unfermented Grape Juice Is
pure and unintoxleating.It Is made
from
Port
IRVUJ the finest native grown
o -- - —
Grapes, especiallyfor the use of Chris
tian Churches, preserved from fresh
and pure juice as it is presm-d and
guaranteed to retain its grateful fiavor and essential qualitiesunimpaired
for any period. Much used for evenIng parties and invalidswho do not
use stimulants.

uaav*

SEE

'

THAT THE

1

on the bank of the Missouri, near
Me. Editoh:— I shall never get rec- which was encamped a band of friendly
Indians. The gun was duly loaded and
Allegan County,
onciled to the “cowardice of the Reprimed, the fuse inserted,and the
the
The Allegan county ChristianEn- Masons and buildersare requested
publican platform,”as my friend “J. mule backed to the edge of the bluff, deavor convention will l e held at Otto examine the stock of lath, and priO. P.Mputsit, which holds that we, The major remarking something about gg^o on Tuesday and Wednesday, Au- ces, at Scott’s lumber yard, River sir
the merai
moral eneci/
effect the
uut: cauiimuiuu
exhibitionwas gust, 25 and 28.
the people of these great United States, tne
opposite the Standard Roller Mills, if
• m m w
as regards our commercial and finan- likely to produce upon our Indian al- rrbe yeii0W8 commissioners of the
lies, stepped forward and appnea “ township of Casco have been obliged to
Hall’s Hair Renewer Is pronounced
cial relations with the rest of the
match to the
cause the arrest of several of the fruit the best preparation male for thickworld, should be governed in part by
The curiosity of the mule wajarous- ^rowere f0r failure to pull outtreesaf- ening the growth of the hair and r»*
the opinions of those with whom we ed. He jerked his h.e.ad. ar°UDdn^)l8^®fected with yellows, according to or- storing that which is gray to its origsustain these relations. To me this what was fizzing on his back, and tne derg The commissioners propose to inal color.
next second his feet were bunched tothe law isenforced.
Is paramount humiliation. Have we
_________ to pass your nights
Why continue
^il!!LW^hn^hegffu0ntLea^n- Thursday night of last week L. M.
not a Declarationof Independence, ff
in scratching, aand your days
. -in mlslions
radius of half a Watson’s b >at bwuseat Allegan was
ery? Doan’s Ointment brings instant
and a Federal Constitution, with thirash?ndnUed0uhDthe broken into, and his boat stolen^ Friday half of it was found in a flood jam relief, and permanently cures even the
teen amendments, and didn’t we whip mile. Tbe ^capUln 8hJaa^(1
worst cases of Itching Piles. It never
England?
falls. ,
I for one sincerely believe in mixing
my patriotism with my finances, even
.

IFAC-SIMILE

.

fuse.

|

,

a

>

8ee

VJ

similatlng HieToodandRetfula-

Bowels of

Imams

—

.

humBarnum un-

Besides, the masses like to be

bugged. The

late P. T.

log the

mule. Finally Me

eipiosmn w

not

derstood this, and it was the corner
and the wild leap of the terrifiedmule wnif,Ky
stone of his success.
carried both over the bluff to a
Then again, in times of commotion. anchorage in the river. The discom1 am very fond of catch phrases, for inShortly after, ^he^chlef or the inoi ifj
stance such as my friend “J. C. P."

safe

cWSt

uses:
“If a republic could not legislate on
this question without trembling,because kings and queens had not been
consultedand given their consent, it
would
be time
to burn up the
w„u.u.
- _________
___
constitution and declaration of independence, and again become a colony of
Great Britoin. . That is the way the
cowardly Republican platformstrikes
a patrioticAmerican/’

,

W:

I notice the

same tune

of appeal also

in the official call for the

Democratic

county convention:
“Every citizen, without regard to his
past politicalaffiliations ...... who has
patriotism enough to insist that our
government is great enough and powerful enough to make its own laws
without asking the consent or aid of
any other nation on earth, is most cordially invited,” etc.

Yet, the above language does not
begin to come up to the outburst of our
Candidate Bryan. He strikes the enemy right between the eye. Listen to
the clarion tones of our rising states-

o

who

k

a

Not Narcotic*

WRAPPER
OF EVERT

sell certain parties

For Infanta and Children.

Ottawa County,

ThitU-

from

flve

BOTTUB OF

ba

ilaili

the

ON TEE

IS

Opium, Morphine nor Mineral.

CASTORIA

dru

•my

to^ven hundred

Questioned as to why, he thus ex- Ottawa county has two ‘‘lifers’’In
plained: “Injun very brave: help white Jackson, Voskamp and Cheesebro
man Injun use gun, use bow arrow; Raymond Coates will be the third and
use knife; but when white man fire off eternal Justice demands that his sister
whole jackass, Injun no understand.” be the fourth.
We have in our midst a few converts Says the Coopersvllle Observer: The
who have gone into this

iiiu>m:\

PronwtesT)§estioibClwTRil-

I

it Is a trifle along the line of bluster.

<

BcssandftstContalMn^te

FK'Hote

if

SIGNATURE

l^^aradonfor^

ant.-moner

Se

Worms

June 28,

1

896.

Chicago

,

LOSS OF SURER

Facsimile Signature of

AND WEST MICHIGAN
am.
Grand Rapids ... 9 15

Lv.

CmORIA

.Convulsions Feverish-

ness aid

H'V.

45
30
40
60

5
6
0
11

26 *6 80 11
2 01 7 20 12
2 (W 7 80 12
6
6 50
1

.

HEW YOBK.

a.m. p.m. p.m. [p.m*
80

I

(> mon
Dosi S -

Al

15
Ar.Wavwlv ........10 20
80
Holland. ..........10 15
poor-farmer-golden-rule
crusade w,tn exclusive use of the wheelmen only,
40
Chicago ...........
a devotion which is inexplicable.Per- This Is a mistake. It is intended to
am. a.m. p.m.p.m. a.m
haps they could be induced to serve as be used as a foot path and everybody
p.m a.m. a m. p.m. p m.
7 20 5 00 •9 30
mule In this case, ]u'at U) produce a I "hi be welcome to use It for that pur- Lv. Chicago ...........
pose. Horses, wagons and buggies,
12 25 9 60 2 35
Holland .......... 4 45 »8
moral effect when they land in the however, will be barred.
W avail v ......... 4 55 4 45 12 90 loot 2 50
Ar.
Grand
Raplda
...
5
15
5
45
1 25 10 40 8 45
camp of the enemy.
While the farmers of Polkton and
11 » 7 M
Lv.
...
Peter All Geld.
other townships report a yield of six
12 35 800 3 15
Petoskey .........
bushels of wheat to the acre, Spring
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Lake boasts of a yield of 28 and ?4
NEIGHBORS.
Allegan and Muskegon Division,
bushels per acre.

]

}

1

is

Outoria li puft «p la obmIw bottke eely. It
not sold la balk. Don* allow any** to siU

1»-> olil

EXACT COPY Of
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WRAPPER.
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OUR

Lv. Pentwatar

Peach shipments from here average I jjev j Humfrey, pastor of the Conseven carloadseach evening, equal to gregational church, has sent in his res-

baskets.
a
----

......
Muakegon .......

Grand Haven

.

.

20
8 53
9 40
9 45

8

.

Waverly .......
Holland .........
Allegan .........
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7
7
8
8
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Attend the Grand Rapids

An Honest Man’s Story.

p.m. a.m. p‘m. P“ p.m.

Grand Haven.

Fennville.

1 33
4 56

Greenvillage, Pa., Jan. 23, ’96.
Dear Sir:— Thank God there Is a

busks

College

medicine that will cure catarrh. Mr.
PretzlngerI used your sample box of
^
catarrh which you sent me. The first Snorthand, Typewriting and Practioa
p.m. am. pm. pm
night I used it It helped me. May God Training School,
5 90,
6 00
Lv. Allegan ...........
bless you for your kindness. I used
Holland ......... 9 45 6 2£ 1 65 7 10
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
tbe little box you sent me and about
Waverly .......... 10 0( 6 25 2 K 7 IS
half of a 50 cent jar. They keep It In And prepare yourself to fill more reGrand Haven .... 10 31 7 a i 60
Lv.Mnakegon ....... 11 15 8 25 8 £2
Chambersbug. I have told a great
11 20
Ar.Pentwater ......
many people aPout >our medicine. sponsible and better paying positions.
am. pm. pm.
Hnn. Squire Britton, brother-in-law Send for Catalogue.
•Dally
to
me, is using it; he says it is helping
A. S. Parish,
Passengercan leave Holland 6.90 a. m. and
connect at Waverly with Ottawa B«ach Bnal- him very much; be has catarrh very
72 Pearl Str„ Grand Rapids, Mich.
nees Men’s train which arrivesat Orand Rapids bad. Mrs. C. D. Ludwig, daughter of
8.0<ia. m.
me Is using your medicine. I use it in
Traina leaving Holland
85 a. m . and 12.95 p.
m. connect at Grand Rapids with G. R. A I. ar the evening before retiring to lied and
riving at Petoekey9.20 a. ns. and 7.50 p. m. am feeling better now than I have
The controversyover marking fruit ran gg^ore here just south of the south and Bay Yiew 9.28 a. m and 7.58 p. m.
age of Iron by our government, without
for tbe last ti»e years. My head Is
baskets
broke
out
afresh
Thursday,
I -« —
regard of what the rest of the commerclear and 1 have more enemy for work
----for several captain mistook the lights and instead
•dal world may think about It, is taking
June 28, 895. and my business. Before I used
dealers who continue to violate the
the harbor ran on tbe beach.
your medicine l felt many a time that
root beie and there. I have made it
m.LaDlck, agent of the Spring »jibe ufe gavlng crew went to the leiroil,
I did not rare whether I whs living or
John Sereab, Prop.
dear to some of our leading men that Lake Co
o.,andE. E. Weed of Douglas 8Cboooer»g aggjgtance, and pulled her
LAN8INO &
R. K. dead: l had no energy : 1 didn’t C&re for
C. Bloji, Sb., Clerk.
jested
last
week
and
others
wi
1
off
Luckily
the
wind
did
not
begin
after all it was “cowardly" of the ChialivtMng. lhad eal tan li over sixtya iu. p 01. u u#
be proceeded against as soon as ppssi- ^ freshen until after the vessel was
cago Convention toAimit their “new hie. As a result of the determinedfreed or gbe mjght have went aground Lv. Grand Rapids ............. 7 -0 1 80 5 V sev*,n years; mot nor h.id catarrh a* d
8 54 3 1« 7 »
itinmed |i to e' li-nnipi n: she died
Ar. Lansing .....................
gospel” to the free coinage of silver stand of the growers to enforce tbe and bean seriously damaged,
6 4“ |i>
Detroit ...................... 11
in her slxiy-iounhyear.1 haveafarm
only, instead of includlog also that law, some of the dealers have now
a in pm. P m
up i Mra-bu m-vhi ml »h from
Zeeland.
Lv. Detroit ................... 7 40 1 in « a
other preckms metal, iron. We should commenced to mark the
Greenvlllawe. (in niee days 1 drive
10 94 3 V- M
nconstituLansing ....................
I The next state teacher* Institute for Ar. Grand Rapids .............. 12 30 5 2. in 45 upihe farm and work. Mr Pretzlnger I
have taken in the whole hog. Besides, Unill this >»* <»
p in pm. p id
ihir.k it won ii pay you to have Itput
in limiting the new Democracy to sil- t 0K? H0jIS L8n^r HH7^n« ^ LVv law1 Ottawa county, which is to be held
cltlzeb8 “ aDy law* | here, will open Monday, Aug. 31.
In all Franklin County papers ns I am
ver, we have subjectedourselves, and
Parlor Gan on all tralna, Mata 26 centa for at.)
a reliable,honest man. so the people
Business at the Zeeland furniture dlitanoe.
Finley Toledo md Holland Beer alrightly so, to the charge of class leglslssay, mlddl.ng well aequalntedover the
GEO. DaHAVEN,
factory is on the increase, and orders
Saugatuck.
ways on tap.
G.
P.
A.
Grand
Raplda.
Nick
tlon. Hot only does the Iron mine
Yours truly.
It is now patent to all that this are received faster than they can be J. O. HOLCOMB. Holland Agent
No. 17 River
HOLLAND.
Geo.
K.
Zollinger.
filled.
owner kick against this discrimination, year’s peach crop will not be more than
A
small
sample
con
be
obtained
by
Benj. Van Loo will join the Union
but the contagionhas spread into the sixty per cent as large as that of last
sending a 2c. stamp to Pretzlnger
band
with a______
clarionet.
This will bring
________
Piles! Piles!
camp of the coal miners. Their
Bros., Chemists, Dayton, O.
The
tug Pup went to Muskegon Fri- the number up to sixteen,
Dr WillUma'IndUn Pi .* Ointmant will curt
patriotism and love for the “poor
day night after a raft of 150,000 feet
Peter Elenbaas and Johannes Mulfanner” has been aroused, and the logs for Weed &
One Minute Cough Cure touches
der were in Chicago last week looking
other day at a largely attended meetthe right spot. It also touches it at
Seldom, if ever, has such a crop of UP machinery for|^e Dew factory.
im’a Indian Flic Ointmentla prepared only .Sot
the right time if you take it when you PUee and Itehincon tbe private parte, and nothing of the principal mine owners the apples been seen as now hangs on tbe
have a cough or cold. See the point? Ing alse. Every box It guaranteed. Bold by
Real Estate Transfers.
followingappeal was issued to the trees, and in many instances breaking
drngglata,lent bymall,for 11.00 per box. WlfThen don’t cough.
them
down.
If
they
bring
anything
Teuntie
Kroon'
to
M.
Jappenge.
part
lot 4,
llama aan
MTgOo.,
a£
a
Propr’a.
atspr* ,Cleveland,
—
O.
down -trodden people of the land:

aw

16,000

Ignatlon to take effect Sept. 1.
Threshers
have been --at work
| Ab ^be
0n OQUUIUIIJ
Saturday UI
of the
* UIVOMV.
---- y and the i
blic meeting
UICCUUK UU
HU*J
grain yield proves to be quite good, Ottawa County Fruit and Vegetable
better than in other localities where Qr0wer8 Association, it was decided to
grain farming
is poj®
more generally
matft some
gome experimental
exnerimentalshipments
shioments bv
ilng is
Keae^alJy rolJ®1’1 make
man:
lowed. A yield of 25 bushels to the rajj ^ the result by boat has lately
anriri naro t.niQ QPARnfl .
a
__________
_ m
& .
“To such dastards,as dare to lay a acre is not uncommon
here this season. | prove(i
very unsatisfactory,
Theshiplimit to the power of the American
W. E. Stedman is preparing to paint ment Monday of a carload is in a repeople to do what they please, Inde- portraits of McKinley and Hobart, four frigeratorcar. The result will be
pendentlyof all other nations, I hurl by six feet in size, in oil colors, to he watched with interest,
their cowardiceand lack of patriotism
used on streamers for campaign
Tbe First H. C. Ref. church of this
back in their faces.”
poses. He has already received a lartfe city has extended a call to Rev. Breen
I find that my advocacy the other order from an eastern firm which ban- of orange City, la.
vreek of the free and unlimited coin- dies campaign
The little schoonerNellie Johnston
--------

I

m

40
36
p.m. a.m.lp.m.p.m. a.m.
3
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Address:
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goods.

~u.
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White Seal Saloon

1

NORTHERN

Fine Wines,

I'

|

4-1'

el

li

packages.!

“ *

‘id*

Liquors,

a

«"nr?D“K:

Cigars.

County.

year.

I

Co.

of

Grand Haven

St.,

&

|

v>v/

Lawrence Kramer.

block
3k 44,
44, Holland
------- ......................... 9 350
into this Wilton Harrington, at. al., to H.Groenewond, eft twid sec. 9, Olive ...............6(0

like a reasonable price next fall, a large

"Whereas, The silver mine owners of
amount of money will come
the country have called on the Amerisection from the crop.
can people, through the popocratlcand
Aaltje Van den Bnach to Evert D. Bielefeld
The steamer Greyhound is now runmi
mu u«u
loi a.
2. Van
den d<»uu
Boaob'a *uu.,
tab., Holland ......
...... 125
populist parties,to pass laws whereby
the product of the silver mines can be ning between this place and Holland, Patrick Burk u>d wife to Jaa. Burk, m w%
neu mo. 98. Wright ....................... 2000
coined into legal tender money at twice making two round trips daily.
has a new cabin and makes a very good | JameaBwtto
---------------Pat Bark, dH
oh wtt
wh nett mcits market value; and
28. Wright ...............................
2009
'Whereas, Tbe entire product of the boat for this route.
J. P. Dd Prea and wife to Pater Elenbaas,
said silver mines is but $84,000,000per
The boats on the Chicago and Mil- land In Zeeland village ................. 3000
year; and
waukee lines now get up as far as Shri- Peter Elenbaas to I. Elenbaaa, land In Zeeland village ...... ........................
3000
"Whereas, tbe reason given for this vers Bend. With another $15,000 apdemand by said silver mice owners and propriation they will probably succeed Paul Steketee and wife to Paul J. Steketee,
lota 70 and 71 In MaoatawaParkand
the members of the great popocratic in getting up as far as Singapore,and
other land ...............................
1000
and populistic parties is that more then only at the close of the season of E. J. Harrington and wife to M. Notier, • 60
money
ey is
la needed in the country; and
97. The manner in which the money
feet of lot 9, Maeatawa Park ..............100
"Whereas, The coal mines of the appropriatedfor this harbor is expendUnited States produce yearly 178,000, • ed is farcical. A pier at Bryan Beach R. C. Joiner, Allen P. O., Hillsdale Stmrs. Nyackand Wisconsiu.
000 tons of coal that sells for an aver- Is what is needed and if the fruit grow- Co., Mich., says: “Nothing gave my
Leave Grand Haven every night,
age of tl.08 ppr ton; and
era carry out their present intentions rheumatism such quick relief as Dr.
except Sunday, at 11:15 p. m., and ar"Whereas, Tbe owners of the coal one will be built early next season.— Thomas' Eclectric Oil.”
rive every morning, except Sunday at
mines, believing that the silver mine Douglas Record.
5:00 a. m.
owners, under the constitution, have
Thousands
of
people
are
subject
to
R. B. Newnham, one of the DemoLeave Milwaukee every night, exno more rights and privileges than cratic wheel horses of this township, bowel trouble in some of its various
cept Saturday, at 9:00 p. m., and arthemselves;therefore,
repudiates tbe Chicago platform of his forms. Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild
“Resolved, That the government party, and is hoping that another Strawberry is an unfailing remedy in rive every morning except Monday at
6:00 a. m.
of the United States of America issue Democratic national ticket will be put all such cases.
Connections from Holland via the
to each coal mine owner a certificate in the field.
C. A W. M., at Grand Haven.
for 12 for each too of coal mined, such
Dr. Stimson has bad another successcertificate to be legal tender for all
Grapes fir Conghs aid f$r Siigers.
ful case of removal of cancer. The padebts, public and private.
Auntie Rachael, a Holland nurse,
“Resolved, That the coal mine tient Is Mrs. Thomas Garton, of Cbesh
has discovered a novel and effective Hrs.
owners, who are patriotic and liberal ire township. The operation was performed without the use of a knife or wav of using grapes in combination
citizens, realizing the need of more
Mettle
with Elecampane Root and Horeboun
money for themselves and for tbe the loss of a single drop of blood.
for the purpose of curing coughs, colds
The government dredge Saginaw arcountry, believe that this method will
and sore throat. It Is called Aunt
put into circulation about $40,000,000 rived here last week Friday to assist
Rachael’s Eleeampane and Horehound
in
the
work
of
opening
the
harbor
for
yearly, thereby relieving the necessiIs the gifted artist of
Cordial
and it Is said that physicians
ties of the coal mine owners and tbe navigation. She is of mnch greater
Grand Rapids, Mich.
are recommending It freely in the East.
people nearly four times more rapidly capacity than the Farquahar. She m •
who Dalntis your porSingers
and
lecturers carry a bottle
than can possibly be done by the own- mediatelystarted in at the fish dock
trait and fills It full of
with them.
to
cut
a
channel
throngh
to
tbe
lake,
ers of the sliver mines.”
fourteen feet deep and thirty feet wide,
This is what I call financiering,and and has made good progress thus far.
Every day symptoms of digestive
statesmanship,and If the people could Meantime the Farquahar is working disorders— acid stomach, distress after
eating, barning at pit of stomach
only he made to see it in our light, they in the channel above Sbriver’s.
Tbe village council will be asked to dull, heavy, feeling— Burdock Biooc
woold realizethat along this line we
pass an ordinanceprohibiting tbe run Bitters never falls to correct any
can develop the most efficientfinanning of steamboats In the Kalamazoo troubles of this sort.
cial system to dethrone the money river, within tbe corporatelimits of

.

|

v

m

»

Sold on a guarantee by J. O. Doeibnrg,Boland.

......

She

—

CROSBY TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY.

n

Harroun

•<

i

LIFE,

HEALTH

and BEAUTY.

power of the world-the Jew hankers tbe village at a greater speed than four
Get h tithe f rices.
(not theOhristianbankers), and in fact miles an noor. There are two reasons
41 bs Beefsteak .....................
95c
for this action. One Is to protect the
everybody who uses these savings
25c
docks and floating property along tbe 4 lbs Porksteak ....................
hanks as a means for boardinghis river banks and tbe other is to afford Roasts, per pound ........ 3 and Sets
earnings.
some measu re of saft ty to people in row Boiling Meat, per pound.. Sard Sets
Steaks
........ .8c
What we want to do in this campaign boatA- Commercial,
......... 6c
Lard
Is to produce a “moral effect” in the
Ham
........ 64c

camp

of the hostile foe; we want to
paralyze them. Let me Illustratehr a

Hamilton.

MR.

IJ.CCI

.

“Nearly forty years ago, after
some weeks of sickness, my- hair
turned gray. 1 began using Ayeri*
Hair Vigor, and was so well satisfied with the results that I have
never tried any other kind of dressing. It requires only
an occasional application of

AYER’S
Hair Vigor to kqep
my hair of good

^^^M^^color, to

remove

Cj^Pdandruff, to

heal

Itchingnumors,and prevent the

next trip.

HARROUN

*

...

MONROE STREET,
Grand Raplda, Mich.

At the

new

Central
Restaurant*
Good and Substantial meals

always. Also lunches at
reasonable prices.

.

YioderHiar Bldg., Eighth Street-

NOVELTY BARREL

hm

Puns.

recommend Ayer’s medicines
H. M. Haight,

my friends.”— Mrs.
Avoca, Nebr.

to

AYER'S
M
Hair Vigor

rtapwd by

Dr.

J.

O. Ajtt k Co., Lowell,Meet.

Take Ayer's SarsapariMa far tbs Ciflsrisa

The services of a

will Call on

with samples on

EAT HEARTY!

hair from falling out. 1 never hesitate to

jf You
Need
15
^

Office and MR.
call and see you

q

Ayer’s Hair Vigor.

W. HARROUN

Willbeln Holland again Sept. 12 to
anyone wishing one of MRS
....
...... ...
Lovely Portraits
HARROUN’S
so true in likeness and expression,
please drop a card in the Post

Salt Pork
........ 44c
......... 9c
Neves: A man who lives at East Saug- Boneless
I lUU Beef
....... 10c
atuck, accompanied by a five year old Dried
•tor,:
We are the people that will save you q
boy, drove In town on Monday after“One of our Western forts was in noon from Holland, and after scoring
md of a major of artillerywho around our streets, winding up with 0ney F. J. Kuite, River street.

Ham

I.

Well Satisfied with

—

—

first-class

DENTIST

—

v A.

im

i?-

SOLDIER BOYS HrO MEET.
Fifteenth Mlrhlgitu Infantry Will Han

$

tm near
We

are making the dull season lively
by selling

Dry Goods, Notions

FULL OF INTEREST.

» Reunion at Monroe.
Monroe, Aug. 18. -h The Fifteenth
Michigan* Infantry associationwill hold
their reunion Wednesday, September 2,
in this city. A large gatheringof the
officersand men of this regiment surviving is expected to be present to participate in this reunion. The .citizens
and ladies of the town are going to do
their best to entertain the old veterans,
os this regiment was organized at Monroe, and left this place for the field under command of the late Col. John M.
Oliver, who afterwards was promoted
ond commanded a brigade with distinction in the great campaign and the
march to the sea.

CONVENTION CALLED.

and Groceries.
We

So cheap that people cannot afford to do without them.
are closing out our stock of Parasols, and
Dress
lin

Goods. Remember

made

special prices in

our special sale on Ladies’ White Mus-

Underwear every Monday.

M. NO

TIER

mr

Paragraphs Brimming Over with News
from Michigan Localities.
The corn crop of southern Michigan
promisesto be the largest ever grown.
A project is on foot to establish one
of the largest sanitariums in the state
at Port Austin.
Dr. C. F. Farlin, of Adrian, was strick-

en with apoplexy while bathing and
died within a few minutes.

is

unable to speak aloud or hear.

A board of education favorable to continuing the study of German in ward
schools was elected in Bay City the
other day.

puncture. Thorns, Nails and(Tacks

a

iife.

only adds six ounces

Machine. 1

to the weight of the

BY

FOR SALE

been established at
Nicholson, Shiawasseecounty, 12 miles
northeast of Byron, with Joseph C.
office hos

G.VAN PUTTEN

Sault Stc. Marie, Aug. 15. — Five prisoners escaped from the county jail here
Friday morning. Some outside friends

had passed in saws, with which they
cut through the bars of the windows
and got away before the guards knew
goods.
what was going on. The prisoners were
which he offers:
George McDonald, George True, James
Doyle, W. Kink and R. Nedeau. They
Fine line of Ladles Shirt Waists from .............................50c to 81.00
were all short terra men except True,
Shirt Waist Sets frcm ...............................................
10c to 35c
Belt Pins and Belt Buckles from ....................................5c to 25c who was awaiting trial for larceny.
The whole county is searchingfor the
Latest Styles in Ladies Neck Wear.
Ladies Hose from ............................................
5c to 50c a pair. men.
Gents’ Half Hose from ........................................
5c to 50c a pair.
Father Steal* HI* Daughter.
Children’s Hose a Specially.
St. Joseph, Aug. 15.— On June 11 Mr.
Ladies Vests with and without Sleeves, from .......................5c to 75c
Gents’ Colored Merino and Fine Gauze Underwearat ......................
25c and Mrs. C. P. Stevens left Ann Arbor
Boys’ Silver Gray Ribbed Underwear at ................ ..................
25c on a tandem, for Rapid City, S. D., on
their wedding tour. They arrived
Children’s Gauze Underwear at all prices'.
there two weeks ago to visit Mrs.
Stevens’ father,whom she had not seen
Beeides these bargains we can show you prints, cottons, for 15 years. The wedding tour has now
outing flannels, ginghams, percales, laces and embroider- ended sorrowfullyfor both. The father has hidden his daughter and sent
ies at prices that can compete with any firm in this city.
the broken-heartedhusband word that
he is not satisfiedwith the match and
proposedto keep his daughter at home.

public to his summer line of dry
following are only a few of the bargains

calls the attention of the

The

M

The only safe, rare tr .
Death of Obldlah Hackett.
reliable Female PILI
Grand Rapids, Aug. 19. — Obidiah
ever offered to Ladler.
especially recommend- Sackett, known all over the United
_________
I ed to married
Ladicc States as the “Yankee News Man,” died
Tuesday evening of old age, aged 77.
The
deceased was a native of Boston,
id, Ohio
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and for years was manager of a lecture
Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils. Brushes, Fine Cigars bureau, and managed Horace Greeley’*
first tour through the west. For the
and choice lot of Perfumeries. '
past 16 years he has resided in this city

PENNJPL PILLS

and conducted a news agency. The
deceasedleaves three sons. His estate
is estimated at $50,000.

Mug

Killad In a Runaway.
Grand Rapids, Aug. 17.— Frank E.
Boyland, 40 years old, was killed in a

oi

sale

JPOR CASH.

Entire stock

the street car track Boyland was
thrown upon his head, crushing his
skull. He is a member of the A. O. H.

of**-

Clothing
Hats, Caps and Furnishing Hoods, regardless of
cost.

Come for Bargains.

Jonkman & Dykema.
GO TO
S.

ReidSBIR

Brick Store west
of Opera House.

ElQiltll St.

FOR CHEAP BEDROOM SUITS.
Handsome

runaway Sunday afternoon.The horse
took fright by the transom bolt of the
carriage dropping out, and in crossing

pattern*, new styles 110.00 and up. Very
24x30 plate, solid oak for only $15.00.

fishhook while fishing in the St. Joseph river. The hair is long and is supposed to be that of a woman who has
either been murdered and anchored
there or has floated down the river and
taught on a snag. No woman is known
to have been drowned.
Poisoned with Ice Cream.
Jackson, Aug. 18.— Many who ate ice
cream at a picnic given by the Sunday
school of the Maxon district at Clark’s
Lake are sufferingfrom poisoning. The
cream, sugar and egg* were mixed before leaving for the lake, and the milk,
souring, generated a poison. A number are seriously ill, and the outcome is
not yet apparent.
Polish Workmen Strike.

Manistee,

Aug.

18.—

Polish work-

men

Ingrain, Tapestry, Brussels and Moquettes
EVER EXHIBITEDIN THE

CITY.

Bieydes sold cheaper than any other place.

WALL PAPER, LACE CURTAINS, WINDOW SHADES. ETC
IN GREAT QUANTITIES. EXAMINE MY STOCK BEFORE*
SE1 ......
........
BUYING ELSEWHERE.

at Peter’s East Lake mill went on
strike Monday morning against the reduction of ten per cent, in wages made
Saturday. More than 500 men are
thrown out of employment.Both sidea
arc stubborn, and the outcome cannot
be predicted.The cut in wages made
reduced the common laborer’s pay to
DO cents a day.

Killed on the Mtreet.
Grand Rapids, Aug. 17.— Miss Minnie
Hougland, aged 35, was killed on Canal
street Saturday evening. She had just
stepped from a Bridge street car when
OR. MOTT'S she was struck in the back by a swiftly-

.

•iKIimuXE passing carriage.She was dead when
Tb« groat

mnedr for nemms

pills

.

Bert

.

licked up.

...

.

siaoti.

Calciming,
House Painting,
J. W.
Inside Finishing! “I hate

Lawrence Kramer.

Pierce. Republic, la., says:
used One Minute bough
* Cure
~
in my family and for myself, with reU I alio sell wall paper at a remarkable sults so entirely satisfactorythat I
low figure. Samples submitted and can harCly find words to express myself, as to 1U merit. I will never fail
estimates given on all jobs.
to recommend it to^ others, on every
C«r. College

Itmic aid Thirteeith St,

f

occasion that presents

itself.

n

Lawrence Kramer.

—

ning during a storm. The bedsteads
were torn to pieces,but the occupants
slept on feather beds and were uninjured.

4

$

4* iwi*

go, near Vicksburg, was struck by light-

i-iv

Dealers in

...

.

Furniture:=Carpets!

Dudley E. Waters, of Grand Rapids, is
building in the cemeteryone of the finest mausoleums in the United States at
a cost of $24,000. It will be on exact reproductionof the temple of Nika Aptoros, Wingless Victory, a beautiful little temple on the Acropolis of Athens.

Bargains

in

LACE

TAINS, Window

CHENILLE CUR-

and

Shades,

Baby Cabs Wall Paper

Easy Chairs, Writing Desks, Upholstered Rockers,
Parlor Suits, Hanging Lamps, Water Colors, Landscapes, Easels, Etc., Etc.

LIVE.

Bat the Mystery of the Slashing la Not
Yet Solved.

RINCK

Owosso, Aug. 15. — Mr. and Mrs.
George Russell, of Saginaw street,
whose throats were cut so mysteriously

«St

CO.,

HOLLAND.

'^^sHSHSHSHasasasHSHaasasHsai

last Friday, are still alive, and the indi-

Established1865.

TUB

cations are that they will both recover.

The opinions of the people here are
much divided as to who did the slashing and what were the actuating motives. There are some who think Mr.

PLOWS

Russell’s incoherenttalk about a big
black man is founded on facts. The
immediate family connectionsbeliev*
there was foul play.

made byithe

CHASE’S
BARLEY MALT
WHISKY.

Are The Best On Earth.

He

m

Absolutely Pure

Oliver Chilled Plow Works,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Recommendedand

ir*

Faro* Are Raised.
Detroit, Aug. 17.— Beginning at midnight Saturday the Citizens’Street
Railway company returnedto the old
plan of selling six ticketsfor a quarter.
For seven months and a half patrons
have been getting eight tickets for 25
cents. The managers claim they have
spent $4,000,000in putting in the best
system of electric railways in the counAmong them are the Nos. 98 and 99,
try, and they cannot get a fair return on Wood and Steel Beam Plow*, fitted with
the investmentat the low rates. The non-bresksWesteel standards. Also
Citizens’ company controls about 90 the celebrated No. 40 and rimHar patterns.
miles of track, made up of 20 lines on
Look out for imitationsand
the most important thoroughfaresin Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER Agents.
the city.

m

bnDOR8ED BY THE LEADDfO
Physicians a Chemists
as THE FINEST STIMU-

LANT AND TONIC FOR
MEDICINAL A FAMILY

m

DBS.

For MALARIA. DYSPEPSIA and WEAK
LUNGS IT IS UNIQDAUtD
For SAiJt

Blom A

m

By

Nichols, Holland

Mich

m a

For

LAMPS

is confident that he will be able to

up the affairs of the bank and
pay its depositors in full within a very
short space of time. His bonds were

close

fixed at $25,000.

Nominated for Congress.
Reed City, Aug. 15.— After the 362d
ballot the deadlock in the Eleventh dis-

trict congressional convention was
broken early Friday morning and W.
S. Mesick, of Antrim county, was nominated, defeating CongressmanAvery
and four other candidates.
Grand Rapids, Aug. 15.— In the Fourth
district E. L. Hamilton, of Niles,
was nominated on the 342d ballot to
succeed Henry F. Thomas.

Bor Right Brices
On Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Sash,
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,call
upon

Evart Takken,
N.

RIVER

ST.

Also Paints, Oils, Brushes,Varnishes, Lime, Cement. Hair, Stucco and Builders Hardware.

-

Contractor and Builder.

CALL

SEEDS!

have coDBtantly on hand
my store and elevator on
Street a full stock of

REVIVO
RESTORES

VITALITY.

Medium Clover,
Mammothy Clover,

Lansing, Aug. 14.— Lewis Whipple, a
farmer G5 years of age, who recently
came to Lansing from New York, committed suicide near this city by shooting himself in the head with a 32-caliber
revolver. A letter was found in the
man’s pocket, which disproved the theory of murder which was at first conceived.

-

Paul A. Steketea.

Frankfort, Aug. 14. — No case in the
history of Benzie county has attracted
the attention of the people as at the trial
of Mr. Thacker, who was once sentenced
I
to Jackson for life, and whose s«x>nd
at
trial on the charge of poisoning his
wife has just closed. The courtroom rth
was packed to suffocationat every seslion of the court since the trial began,
over two weeks ago.
Shot Himself.

ON

Plans aud Estimates given.

Is Not Guilty.

To Hlamber for Four Weeks.
Lansing, Aug. 13.— Lyman L. Kilmer
sumption and
ana insanlt]
Inuony. _Wltn
ranptton
was placed nnder hypnotic influence
Universityof Chicago Wins.
uiDaitnviaa.
... .
by Santanelli Tuesday night, and aa atBenton Harbor, Aug. 17.— The BenFor Salee by
b; J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines, True- tempt is being made to induce sleep for ton Harbor Blues were defeated Satursea, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Painte and Oils, Broshes, Fine Cigars, and 28 days by hypnosis. A former attempt day by the University of Chicago. This
otof
choice lot
of Perfumeries.
Perfum
failed because of the exceedingly hot is the second game lost by the Bines
weather.
this season. Score, 23 to 0. The score
was 3 to 3 in the third inning, when the
Given HD Freedom.
Don’t invite disappointmentby
experimenting.Depend upon One Lansing, Aug. 14.— James Bartholo- university waxed warm and made good
Minute Cough Cure and you have im- mew, sentenced from Kent county Jan- counts.
mediate relief.
relTef. It cures croun.
croup The uary 6, 1892, to Jackson prison for
Killed la a Mine.
cnly harmless remedy that produces
•even yean for felonious assault, has
Ishpeming, Aug. 15/— John Menapaa
cmediate
results.
Paper Hanging,
>een pardoned by Gov. Bich.
and Jens Kumpola were instantlykilled

.........

A

The residence of Mrs. Jerry Mandl-

Appointed Receiver.
and leaves a wife and seven children*
Lansing, Aug. 15.— J. A. May has been
He carried heavy insurance in Catholic appointed receiver for the Ingham
associations.
county savings bank, which closed its
doors last week. The appointeehas
A Ghastly Catch.
St Joseph, Aug. 14.— Thursday after- been cashier of the bank for three
noon a fishermanpulled up a clump of years, and his appointment was asked
hair attached to a piece of scalp on his for by a large number of depositors.

heavy carved.

THE FINEST SELECTIONS OF

lots of the fruit will never be tended to,
as the apples are bringing but 25 cents
a barrel in some places.

THE RUSSELLS STILL

1

RANTERS BROS.

Nicholson os postmaster.

Miss Ina Cornell,a teacher attending
the summer normal at Benzonia, was
tion to be held at Indianapolis Septem
drowned while bathing in Crystal lake.
ber 2.
Her home was at Joyfleld.
All the orchards of Van Buren county
PRISONERS ESCAPE.
are completely loaded with apples,but
Five Maw Their Way Out of the Sault
Mte. Marla County JalL

-fi

you never know that you have had

PLUGINE

John Schetler,a farmer living at Birkett, five miles north of Dexter, was
drowned near his home while bathing
in the river.
A post

ride right-on,m

You

are no longer the dread of your

At Lake Linden the t#o-year-old
son of Peter Roberts upset a pot of boiling lye upon himself,and died from his
injuries.

Michigan “Sound Money” Democrats to
Meet in Lansing August 88.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 17.— The bolting democrats of this state against the
Chicago platform and ticket held a
meeting Friday evening and issued a
manifesto to Michigan democrats denouncing the Chicago convention, its
platform and its ticket. A call was issued for a state conventionto be held
here August 26 to choose electors and
put a state ticket in the field and to
elect 28 delegates and 28 alternates to
tho national democraticparty conven-

si

and Plugine

get the puncture

does the rest.

Michigan spiritualistshave formed
a state organization with L. V. Moulton,
of Grand Rapids, as president.
Lightningburst the ear drum of Dr.
J. S. Neland at Battle Creek Monday,
and he

You

n.oo

Alsyke Clover,

Made a

Alfalfa Clover,
utDny*
White Clover,
ISth Day.
Timothy Seed, at Wholesale THE GREAT 30th
and Retail.

Also Flour Feed and Grain of
all kinds.
hoice Timothy Hay 65c a 100

Mixed Hay

55c.

Prairie hay 50c.

Goods delivered to any

of

Man

Me.

FRENCH REMEDY,

Produces(he above resultsin jo LAYS. It acts
powerfully and quickly. Cures when all others
fail. Young men and old men will recover their
youthful vigor by using REVIVO. It quickly
and surely restoresfrom effects of self-abuseor
excess and indiscretionsLost Manhood, Lost
Vitality,Impotency,NightlyEmissions, Lost

Power

part of the city.

ell

of

eithersex. Failing Memory, Wasting

Diseases. Insomnia, Nervousness, which unfits
one for study, business or marriage.It not only
cures by starting at the seat of disease,but

w. H. Beach

Is

•••

a
'

Great Nerve Toalc and Blood-BuUder

and restores both vitality and strength to the
muscular and nervous system, briogtog back
“Give me a liver regulatorand I the pink glow t. pale cheek* and restoringthe if
and badly mangled by a premature can retalale the world,” said a sen- Are of youth. It wards off lassalty and CosTsa Boren County Battalion.
Paw Paw, Aug. 15.— The Van Buren blast in the Lake Superiormine, and, irs The druggist banded him a bot- sumption. Accept no aubstltute. Insist on havcounty battalion held their annual re- Matti Franklin received fatal injuries tle of D«* Wltt.s Little Early Risers, ing REVIVO, no other. It can be carriedin vest
union at Four Mile lake Friday, and from a fall of 70 feet in the same mine. ) the famous little pills
pocket By mall $1.00 per package, is pl*fo
Lawrenc* Kramer, wrapper, or sis for lf.ee, with s positive writabout 100 of the veterans were present
Died of HU lajarlee
and quite a number of citizenf.
1 Elsie, Aug. 14.— On August 3 Bradley
ten guaranteet« cure or refund the srauey in
It Dot only It to, it mutt be to, One
Abels, an old pioneer living west of
Sheep Killed by Ughtalag.
every package. Forlree circular address
Minute Cough Cure acts quickly, and
Schoolcraft, Aug. 13.— During a se- here, was accidentally shot by a rifle
that’t what makes It go.
ROYAL MEDICINE
vere electricalstorm here 36 sheep be- In the hands of some young men. He
Lawrence
Kbakeb.
For
sale by Martaiu
longing to C. W. Brown were killed by lied Wednesday morning, never having
regained
consciousness.
t lightning bolt

m
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|
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Are these old Greenbackers who are
Charles ^ nooibulzen returned to
term in ed and fixed, Uncle Sam has
next favored and adopted bimetallism, now rallying around the Free Silver Fowlervllle,this state, yesterday,
that is, the use of both gold and sil- standard, the same fellows who in 1876, where he Will -serve his third term as
SATURDAY. August**.
ver. During the past twenty years In their Indianapolis platform declared principal of the schools there.
our government under the Bland- Alli- for ’’the immediate and unconditional M. Van Duloe and family of Kalaa. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor,
son law and the much abused Shenmn repeal of the specie resumption act of mazoo spent yesterday in this city and
law has coined hundreds of million»-ef Jan. 14, 1875, and the rescue of pur In- at the resorts.
Republican Nominations. silver dollars, so that now we havea dustries from ruin anddlskster'resultMiss' Lena Glerum of Grand Haven,
add who
silver circulation of $506,000,000. A-||l ing from its enforcement;’*
and Miss Nellie Glerum of Zeeland,
For President
the beauty of it all is, that every ode vehemently protested “against the are theguests of G. J. A. Pesslnk and
WILLIAM McKINLEY,
of these dollars is worth 100 cents in sale of government bonds for CUP puroi Ohio.
family.gold, because the government keeps a pose of purchasing silver as. g substiMl&s. rN^lla ^Pfanstiehlreturned
For Vice President
gold reserve of $100,000,000 as a guar- tute for our more convenient and less

Holland City News.

or
\

.......
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More bonanzas

GARRET

A. HOBART,
New Jenej.

At the huetliDg

antee fund, lust like a bank keeps a
certain amount of funds on band to although well calculated to euric]
Passaic, N*T. c She also visited the
meet the demands of its depositors. owners of silver mines, yet in operaState Ticket.
Niagara Falls aud other points of Intion will still furtberoppress, In taxFor Governor— HA ZEN S. PINGREE The reason why the ratio of 18 to 1 ation, an already overburdened peo- terest and spent a few days with Dr.
aod Mrs. J. R. McCracken at Havanof Wayne.
was adopted in 1834 is plain. It was ple”? If they he the same, they are in
For Lieutenant Governor— THOMAS then thought it representedthe rela- strange company
: y. ru A na,
B. DUNSTAN, of Marquette.
>. Miss Anna M. Pfanstiehl returned
tive market value of the two metals.
For Secretaryof State— WASHINGFour years ago I was told by one of Wednesday from a six weeks’ visit
This reason does not now suit. It is
TON GARDNER, of Calhoun.
my bosses— said an employe in one of with Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Waite at Old
Ftor State Treasurer— GEORGE A. known that the relative market value our factoriesthe other day— that' if I
Mission, this state.
is nearer 32 to I; and no one supposes
STEEL, of Clinton.
voted his ticket there was no question
Will Dehn exoeots to leave next
For ^Auditor General— ROSCOE D. that the free coinage of silver at the
but what my wages could he raised; I
D1X, of Berrien.
Tuesday ferWelton Junction, Iowa,
same ratio will make the market value
For Attorney General—
A. of silver bear any different relation to believed him, aod voted that way. where he Will teach his third term in
Since then I've bad a cut three times^
MAYNARD, of Kent.
the college there.
the market value of gold than It does
and
am threatened with the. fourty.
For Commissioner of State Land Of- now. If It would, the great object of
flce—
FRENCH,
You wait until next November, and S. Sprletsma, wife and daughter,
the free coinage advocates would be
are visitingthe family of Jacob Van
of Presque Isle.
you’ll hear something
...
Rbeeneh at Englewood, 111.
For Supt. of Public Instruction—J. lost. They want cheap money so as to
"
raise prices. But if this is their obE. HAMMOND, of Hillsdale.
The American people when they The family of A. Van Putten are
For Member State Board of Education ject why use silver at all? Why not come to understand the Free Silver
visitingwith Mr. and Mrs. C. Nyland
—J. W. SIMMONS, of Shiawassee. declare Id favor of irredeemablepaper agitationand who they are that are
of Grand Haven.
money? This would be much cheaper back of It will never vote to glvfe to the
Miss Alvena Breyman returned
Congressional Ticket.
than silver. It Is also much easier to rich owners of the silver mines an anThursday from a visit with her sister
carry around. Everybody prefers pa- nual bounty of some $30,000,000at the
For Member of Congrew,Fifth DiiUict—
in Milwaukee.
per money to either silver or gold, if expense of the honor, the integrity
WILLIAM A. SMITH,
Mrs. John Keeve and two children
of Grand Rapids.
only its value can be made equal to that of the business,and the labor of the
are the guests of the family of John
the metals. And If the government can country.
--Legislative Ticket.
Ver Schure.
make a good dollar out of silver worth
Mr. New Bryan’s New York speech
in
the
market
but
53
cents,
it
can
make
Mrs. Ed Slooter and children are
Tor State Senator,Twenty-third District—
a good dollar out of paper alone. If has fallen fiat upon the country, and visiting her parents it Grand Haven.
For Repreaentative, Pint District—
the government stamp is to be relied he realizesit keenly. As a matter of
Rev. and Mrs. A. Van den Berg of
ISAAC MARSILJE.
on for half the value of money, why precautionhis managers now keep him Overisel have returnedfrom a western
Tor Repreaentative,Second District—
not for the whole? This view was out of Maine.
of

now.

Ohio.

.

-DRY GOODS STORE' of

John Vandersluis,

'

THE NEW FALL GOODS ARE BEING PICKED UP
WITH A RUSH.
Never before has Holland seen such a display of Dry Goods
as are now being received at this store.
Everyjivailableinch of room

NEW

being utilized to display

is

FRED

WILLIAM A.

—

drop.

r

A

beautiful line of new Plaids, the 10c kind,
Just the thing for childrens school
go next week for .....................................

Uv

,

An

-

Special

W:

m

^

j

SPECIAL PRICES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Long Feather Boas, the

85c kind,
next week ....................................

Another
worth $1

A

understood, or so poorly under- should suffice

tips,

50c

of$1

..................

line of

a visit with friends

____

25
/W\
UU

John Vandersluis.
N. B. We still keep harping on Black Dress Goods, because we know we’re right on them.

.

Wm

All

at

.

Greatly

Reduced
Prices

-

Summer Clothing must be
sold. Nothing will be packed away.
All our

Everything
must

sell

will

be sold at prices that

the goods.

Men’s, Boy’s

and Children’s

Clothing
The Best

in

the City.

To make room and get money for
our Fall and Winter Goods.

marked way down in our
Shoe department, aho in our Gents
Prices

furnishing department. Give us a

call.

LOKKER&RUTGERS
COLUMBIA BUILDING, EIGHTH ST.

for

.

m

with white

These prices positively for next week only.
Yours for New Goods,

LeFebre has been visiting
Personal Mention.
with friends in Grand Haven and
The Misses Maud and Mae Souter
Muskegon.
Mrs. A.

them, and that party
Miss Julia C. Van Raalte is expecThe Democraticcity caucus was
stood, as this simple proposition. What is greatly to be feared whose purposes ted to return Jrom a visit at Falrview,
held at the office of Isaac Fairbanks
Isa gold basis? Since 1873 the stand- can only be accomplished by breaking 111 , to-morrow.
last night and the following delega
ard of values under the laws of this down or changing that constitution.—
W. G. Van Dyke and Louts Schoon tion will go to Grand Haven to-morcountry has been the gold dollar. So Times- Herald.
are io Chicago on business.
row: First ward— Henry Van Ry, A.
lias the standard for England, for
S. Reidsema and wife spent two Hellenthal, P. Van den Tak, Fritz
France, Great Britain, Germany and
To-day Senators StewartandJones
days io Chicago this week. He brought Jonkman, and Tim Smith; 2nd ward—
Holland, for Russia and for all of the want free silver. In 1874 they deIsaac Goldman, W. R. Billings and
with him a fine lady’s wheel.
great commercialand industrial na- nounced a free >coinage bill as an atJacob
De Feyter; 3rd ward— James
Gx). Gee and family returned to
tions of the earth . It is the accumu- tempt to reduce the value of the workDeYoung, Johannes Dykema, Wm.
Grand
Rapids,
their
former
home,
lated wisdom of the successful people logman's dollar. This was before they
O. Van Eyck, Henry Van der Ploeg,
of this globe In every country which were loaded down with silver mining last week.
and M. G. Mantlng; 4tb ward— Geo.
lias been pre-eminent in the advance- stock. Better for their standing in
Miss Louise Labarb of Fosrland,111.
P. Hummer, J. G. Van Putten and J.
ment along the lines of prosperity, the national history had they stood returnedhome last night after spendG. Van Alsburg: 5th ward— A. Balthat hastforced all of these countries fast to the honest dollar they advo- ing a few weeks with relatives and
gooyen. The delegates go uninfriends here.
on a gold basis, and in all of them the cated at that time.
structed.
; ~ v.
dollar is the standard of values,
J. Van Putten was at Bass River
standard having been once deNews $1.00 a year.
Monday.
Free trade, free silver,free soqpl
i

.

line very fine
75 next week

Curly Boas, very good imitation
genuine Ostrich feather, reg. $3 next week

Mrs. P. F. Oostema of Chicago is
visitiogherparents Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mrs. A. Vennema is recovering slowRoberts on 13th street.
ly from a serious illness.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Kremers are
Miss Minnie Kramer has returned
spendlr** a few days in Grand Haven,
from a week’s visit to Chicago,accomprior to their return to Clyde, Minn
panied by her niece Mamie Doesburg.
Miss Mate Tubbs of Lyons, this
John Van der Veen left Friday
state, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lou
evening for a trip to Chicago, MilVan Drezer.
waukee aod Waupuo, Wis.
The condition of ex-postmaster
Mrs. Rev. H. Harmeling returned
Duriog the present campaign and legislation. If legislation in favor of
Verbeek, who has been seriously inFriday evening per steamer for Wauthe discussion of the financialproblem manufacturers is to be denounced as
disposed, is slightly Improved.
pun, Wis.
the working classes are being put on legislationin favor of a class, then leg
Dr. Wm. Zwemer of Milwaukee was
Simon Bos, clerk of the steamer
their mettle. It is an opportunityfor islation in favor of silver owners must
io the city this week, visiting his old
them to assert themselves. They come under the same head. —Free Press. Bon Ami, was here Saturday.Mr. friends.
Bos reports a very successful season,
should not think of making a dollar
Mr. Streeter of Allegan was in town
smaller, but rather make its going
Not all politiciansare bad, and peo- the steamer not haying missed a
Friday.
He had just returned from
powers go as far as possible.If the ple should not so consider them. The single trip.
a visit to North Dakota, where he has
government can make money by issu- question is not who is to be on top, ^ Miss Kate Pfanstiehl has returned
two sons in the banking business.
ing paper money, all right and good, but what is to become of our country. from Big Rapids where she has purbut it is another proposition to see the Let us realize what this means, and sued a normal course at the Ferris InThe National convention of Rerich silver miners make the difference try to keep the country true to thein- dustrial school.
publican clubs will be held at Milwaubetween $1 and 53 cents, at the expense stiucts of the people. We do not want
Miss Mary Karssen has returned kee, commencing next Tuesday, Augof the laboring classes.
and will not tolerate eoclalism and an from a two weeks visit at Macatawa
ust 25tb, and continue three days.
archy in this country. Society has Park and Grand Rapids.
The program Includes addresses by
Four years ago, iu 1893, when we
been poisoned with these elements, Dr. Mabbs was in Allegan Wednesour candidatesMcKinley and Hobart,
were enjoying prosperity, when the
and it is this class that has come to day.
and Mark Hanna, chairman of the
farmers were getting fair prices for
demand of the honest laboring man
their products, when factories and
Miss Rena Winter has returned National Republican committee, will
and the man who by frugality has promills were paying fair wages and defrom Grand Rapids where she has participate in the deliberations of the
vided a little home for bis family, that
claring fair dividends,we were told
pursued kindergarten studies for six convention. An effort will be made
they give half of their possessions and
to secure the holding of the next Nathat everything was too high, owing
weeks.
rights to them. They wish to repudito a protective tariff, and that prices
Peter Gunst attended the re-union tional League convention at Detroit
ate contracts, have au insufficientdoland it Is therefore desired that Michought to and would come down with a
lar and deprive the poor man of what of the 2nd Mich. Inf., at Detroit this
igan shall bs largely represented at
change of administrationand political
rights he now enjoys. Every man can week.
the convention in order to do effective
parties. Well, prices did come down,
Miss Minnie Abrahams of Kalamafluure this question out for himself if
work in behalf of Detroit as the next
didn’t they. And now we are told,
he but stops to think about it. They zoo will spend the coming week with
convention city. The members of
by these same men, that it is by
would offer us 53 cents in silver and Miss Gertie Pesslnk.
the Advisory Council are Geo! Clapvery reason of these low prices that
try to make us believe it was a dollar.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Brockmeier le- perton of Grand Rapids, Grant Felwe are suffering to-day. In 1892 they
A merchant might as well cut his turned to Freeport, 111., on Monday, lows of Hudsonville,Homer Warren
told us that a revenue tariff, such as
yardstick in two and tall you one piece after spending some time with the
they proposed, would reduce prices.
of Detroit,G.t J. Dlekema of this
was still a yard. Our people are a read- family of J. W. Bosnian.
Now they are reduced, and they tell us
city, Chase S. Osborn of Sault Ste.
ing, studying kind, and they will workMiss Mamie Bosnian is visiting in Marie, John F. McKinlay, of Detroit,
that it wasn’t their tariff at all (Wilout this question properly for themGrand Rapids, the guest of Mr. and and John W. Burk of Coldwater.
son bill) that caused the reduction, but
selves, and then vote. — Wananiaktr.
Mrs. Toot.
something else. When were they deceiving us?
The Chicago Record of Aug. 17, has
Misses Louise Luikcns and Annie
For a hundred years we have had a De Young of Grand Haven are visit- an extended article, beaded “The
.Every now and then this country nationaljudiciarythat has been the ing the Misses Borgman and other Dutch to Celebrate.” It refers to the
passes through a political as well as a pride and the boast of every true friends.
organization of the Holland Semifinancial crisis. Four years ago we had American. It has been the bulwark
CentennialCommission and the prepDr. John Van de Roovaart and his
the great economical problem of the of the constitution and the union. It
sister Maud will leave to-morrow aration that will soon be set on foot
tariff on our hands, and the effects of has stood like a rock against the pasmorning for their home in Chicago for a proper commemoration of the
that election are still being felt by all sion of the multitude on the one band
founding of this city, and the influx
after a month's sojourn iu this city.
classes, especially the farmer and the and the encroachments of power on
of the Holland emigrationin the west,
vorkingmen. Where is there to-day a the other. It has preserved liberty Ex-mayor Roach of Chicago was a fifty years ago. The writer gives a
Democrat who can point with pride and rebuked license,and like a central guest at Jeulsou Park hotel last Sun- graphic account of the early emiand satisfaction to what his party has sun has held in equipoise the centripe- day.
grants! their coming to America, aod
aceomplished during the past three tal and centrifugalforces of popular Geo. Hanmer of the firm of George the causes leading thereto; how the
years? There is none, and instead of government. All the world over it has Brownling& Co., commission merch- Indians sheltered the colonists; the
apologizing for the miseryentailedup- been the most admired part of our con- ants, at Chicago,was the guest of W. formation of the“Volk8vergadering,”
on the people and applying the right stitution,and a chief instrumentalityP. Scott on Wednesday.
and the way the early pioneers manremedy a new issue has been sprung— in preserving the union of the states. Miss Anna L. Mulder is visiting Mr. aged to subsist,etc. Many interestiree silver. The men who induced you When a large and determined party and Mrs. D. Schram at Grand Rapids ing particulars which will tend totour years ago to vote for a change, iu the country has therefor expressed for a week.
wards making the great event of
knew they couldn’t face the American its hostilityto a co-ordinate branch of
Mrs. E. A. Beckman and daughter next year a success are furnishedthe
people on their record of the past three the government and would destroy the
Marguerite are spending a week at Record’s readers. All in all the acyears, and hence they trumped up this balance wheel of the constitution, It
count in Monday’s issue of the affairs
Chicago.
“new gospel” of the unlimitedcoinage Is time that patriots of whatever name
io Holland Is worthy of a carefu
Mrs. C. Roos is visiting relatives at
should rise iu their power and overof all the silver the world produces.
perusal.
On the whole it is quite acwhelm it. The camp of the popocrat Chicago.
curate. At a later date we may reJoo. Mieras of Grand Haven is visThis country has been on a gold ba- and populist is no place for patriots to
fer to this article more fully.
sis since 1873, and there Is nothing so train Id. The constitutionas it is iting C. Blom Sr. and family.
little

Fur Boas

direct from importers a large stock of
Feather Boas just the thing for the coming cool weather.

trip.

have returned from
in Fennville.

in

We’ve just received

.

ROBERT ALWARD.

elegant line of cotton Wash Goods,

all the latest designs at 6c and ......................../ C-

r

adopted by the old greenbackers,and
is held by many Populistsand others
County Ticket
to-day . Why then was it not adopted
TOr Judge of Probate— J. V. B. GOODRICH.
by the Chicago convention? Simply
ForSberifl-F.VAN BY.
to secure the support of the silver
Tor Clerk— C. K. HOYT.
mine owners. A convention,one of
Tor Regia ter-P. BRD8SE.
whose chief boasts was its antagonism
Tor Treasurer— E. LYNN.
For Proeecuting Attorney- A . VI88CHER.
to all monopolies and all special favors
For Cir. Cl. Corns. -G. E. KOLLEN.L.P. ERNST.
to individuals, adopted a platform
Tor Ooronera-J. MASTS NBROEK, 0. &
making the government put its stamp
TATES.
on silver bullion, and so attempting to
TorBorreyor-E. H. PECK.
make it worth very much more than it
POLITICAL GLEANINGS. was before. If this is not legislation
iu favor of a class there can be no such
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Bicycles sold or rented.

’K

A high liver with a torpid liver wil
not be a long liver. Correct the IB
good, strong, general servant. with De Witt’s Little Early R|j
Ap ly to Mrs. H. G. Blrchby, Elev- little pills that cure dyspepsia
enth street.
constipation.

WanM

A

Lawrence Kramer.
We

aim to dispense the finest Soda
Quick io effect, heals and R
In the city. Bangs sells Drugs. Next
scar. Burning, scaly skin
door to Bosman
26-tf
quickly cured by Dc Witt’s Wit
zel Salve. Applied to
The finest line of Pocket Books ever old sores, it is magic
brought to this city, to he seen at Ste- Always cures piles.

Bros,

Lawrence!

venson’s Jewelry store.
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EFFECT OF THE WILSON

BILL,

The Canadian Farmer Has Protection

S

b'rt the

American Farmer

Has None.

There is no renson why Canada, Mexico, China, or any other country should
supply the United States with a single
egg. Canada does not buy a single egg
from us, and there is no renson why we
should buy from her. When we do, the
American farmer loses the benefit of part
of his natural market
• The purpose of this article is to show
by a few figuresthe benefitWhich the
American farmer derived from the McKinley law; not merely because the
law stopepd imports from other countries,
but because under that law he received
an average of 15 cents a dozen for his
eggs all the year around. Under the
present Wilson-Gorman bill, he hardly
averages 5 cents a dozen; and the people
could better afford to pay 15 cents
dozen in 1892, than they can 5 cents
dozen in 1896.
Prom 1883 to 1890, there was no tariff
upon eggs. The Canadian farmer could
send his eggs across the line from Maine
to California. Mexico, China, France.
Germany and other countries supplied
us with 15,600,000 dozens of eggs, annually,on the average. We paid every
year to the foreign farmer on this small
product alone, at 15 cents a dozen, $2,£$•000. This importation of over 1,000,000 dozen a month or 50,000 dozen a
day was felt, in the way of competition,
our farmers chiefly in the large cities.
Fanners cen get the best prices for eggs
and their products in the large cities;
but when New York, Philadelphia,Boston, Buffaio, Cleveland, Chicago,San
Francisco and many other markets are
supplied with eggs, shipped at cheap
rat0* <* transportationby water, how
can the farmer expect to compete who
has to ship his eggs by rail?
The following statement shows importations of eggs, by countries, the year before the McKinley tariff went into effect
for the year ending June 30, 1889:
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If the McKinley law had been let
viduals. A man who has repudiated his
alone, the American farmer in 1895-6
debts is never trusted again and is rewould be supplying nearly every egg in
garded with contempt by all his neighthe American market. The farmer's
sarles of life might be
bors. And so is a nation.
wife would have felt encouraged to indeficit made up by an *
A
free-colnagelaw is repudiation,ond
crcase her stock qt poultry, on which
Or, if thia ia not deemed
that it is understood in that sense is inshe depended for nin money to clothe
crumcnt paper can be ,•licatedby such lettersas the above.
herself and her children. When the Payment of Debts in Debased CurArithmatio for
Growen specinl Improvementaj
I1 or if under free coinage the silver dolMcKinley law was repealed and the tardeepened and rivers h
nPPrecla*eto the value of a gold
iff on eggs reduced from 5 cents to 3
way.’ He Introduced
rency Means Practically
dollar how will the farmer get more of
Which
Neglects Tax and In- ' $70,000,000
of United
cents « dozen, importationincreased
them for his thousand bushels of wheat?
1,000,000 dozen in one year, at an innotes, with which to
Repudiation,
How
can he pay his debt any easier than
terest
Considerations,
creased price of $125,000. Unless the
•traction of the Nicaragua
be can now?
American farmer can see it to be bis infurther suggested that ‘*we c
No,
it is repudiation the silver men
terest to vote for McKinley and the
availablecoin on hand "
want, and repudiationIs dishonor.—Chirestoration of a proper duty on eggs, the
lured bonds and replace
cago Times-Heraid.
A
NEBRASKA
FARMER
A FREE SILVER MATHEMATICIAN. with paper money.* H<
Canadianand other foreign farmers will
'“W- soon again ship us 16.000,000 dozen a
other bill providing in tl ___
year and the price of domestic eggs will
payment of the $25,000.00
VALUES DECREASED.
rDosens. | Value.
continne to decline,as they have done Fallacy of What is t Considered tho
2 per cent, bonds. He did
Silver Accountants Concede Double
Austria-Hungary..
1,528
1382 for the last two years.
Price* of Live Stock Under Republican
at that point, but gravely 1
Belgium ..........
215, 1(M
83,223
snd Democratic Rule.
“government paper should
Strongest Free Trade
China ............
120.800
Expense in Mexico and Aa0.425 Question. Why Should DemocratsLegisWhen we renamed specie paytho place of national bank
Denmark ..........
74,950
11,800
late
in
favor
of
the
Canadian
as against
ment la 1870 our domestic
are retired,” His theory
France ............
Argument
140
00
•ume Equal Profit*.
the American Farmer?
animals, horse*, mule*, catredemptionof governme.
73,355
14.110
tle.
sheep
and
swine
were
4,914
807
as stated by himself,was 1
valued
at
........
*1,445.423.003
Scotland .............
The
American
farmer
conld
not
sell
4,100
820
the issue of treasury
During the ensnlag six year*,
Nova Scotia, New
eggs in Canada, even if they had no
Warren, Minn., Aug. 6.-T0 the Editor: will be the “coin” reat
Brunswick and
The following letter ia one of many untlF tho election of Mr.
tariffon American eggs. There are only
which to meet them,
Clevelandla 1884, the values
I enclosecomparative slips circulatedby
Prince Edward Island 3.637.222 481.000 a
a few large cities there, and they are that are daily received by the TimesIncreased to ................
2,407.868,024 an advocate of free silver, which subject plained that he meant hot
Quebec, Ontario, Mannear
to the Canadiancheap forms. The Herald. It is supposedto contain the
11,731.804 1,864.020
1 would like your opinion on. It, of ver, wilfully ignoringthe
strongestfree silver argument that can A gain during tlx years of
British
975
80 half-a-dozen small markets in Canada
course, if intended to catch the farmer trinsic value between the
be
addressed
to 'the farmer, and it Is
Republican
role
of
..........
*1,022,445.862
have
a
total
population
only
one-quarter
15.210
780
who ralsea wheat, and deduction! of tbia dollar.
Ko“‘'.v.v.v.v.::
12,408
2,078 as large as that of the city of New York. used by the free silver orators with im- During the ensuing four years
And thia la the financier
kind have had their influence in this disuntil the election of Mr.
20
5 A few electiondistricts in the city of mense assurance of its success:
man for whom honest end a
trict, which is largely wheat growing.
Harrison In 1888, value* de18,587
2,380 New York, or in Philadelphia, or In
creasedfrom ............... 2.407.808.024 I would like the going wages In Mexico aro asked to cast their votea,
Netherlands.
........
500
70
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 8,-To the Editor:
Chicago, afford a better market for
vembert
Cuba ................
2,409.043.418 and the rates of Interest in countrieson
10,503
154
My
lend Is encumbered by a mortgage of T<> ..........................
American
eggs
than
the
whole
of
CanTurkey In Africa ..... .
silver basis as compared with the gold
5
payable In lawful money November A loss during four years of
ada. Yet Canada imposes a duty of 5 *1000,
standard countries. L. Laraberaon.
1, 1897. I must pay this debt with the
Bryan Shown to be Ui
Democratic rule of ..........
68,825.500
Total ............... 15.018,800*2.418,876 centa a dozen on onr eggs, while we im- productsof my farm. Under ordinarycirThe first slip professesto show the net
During the ensuing four years,
There
Is abundant proof
gne
a
duty
of
only
3
cents
a
dozen
on
cumstances I will be able to raise 1000
profit to a farmer of raising 5000 bushels
The next table shows the points at which ber eggs.
until the second election of
Bryan is an insincerepolitician
buabels of wheat next year. If there la no
of wheat in the United States:
these eggs were received:
Mr. ClevelandIn 1802, values
change In onr financial ayatem, thla wheat,
again Increasedfrom ........ 2,400,043,418 5000 bushels, at 50 cents per bushel... *2.800 unreliable adviser of the 1
AMERICA POUTS OF ENTRY FOR EGGS. The Canadians have protection, but at
50 cents per bushel,will pay half the To .....................
was a bolter in 1803 and In
2,401,755.008 Expenses ..................... |i,ooo
Port*.
Dozens. | Value.
debt When the value of a allver dollar
too, he made a speech in
la
reduced
to
50
cente
by
free
coinage
a
A gain daring four years of
Aroostook^Maine...
1,858
*277
dared that the cxchani
Interest .....................
aw
bushel of wheat, without any change In
Bangor. Maine ..... *
640,821
Republican rule of ..........02,712,280 *sxes
68,142
40
dollar dependedon somet
Its value, will be worth a 60-cent(foliar. Daring the last two years,
A Pointer fbr Farmers.
Bath, Maine ........
385
85
2,0 K)
congressional
, >3
With free coinage of silver I shall, thereBoston and Chariest)
onder the second adminisWhen Frank Irvine ----Mas*. ...........
tration of Mr. Cleveland, and
1.938,287 270,000 n I remember one instance that bears fore, be tble to pay the entire debt with
Assumed
net
profit
to
American
the Democratic ticke
5,740, 94€
under preposed and accom020,000 £ rtlcularly upon this question that came the 1000 bushelsof wheat The burden of
farmer ..........................
*700
Supreme court of Ne_._
0,400
1,847 tC me today as I sat here, and that was paving a debt of $1000 has doubled since
plished free trade and sweepThe
second
slip
makes
a
similar
stateI
borrowed
the
money.
I
have
obeyed
the
«;nainpiain,N. r ......
829,891
ing tariff reductions, mines
120,603 tt is: My father came from the New
upported a Populist It
ment
of
the
assumed
profits
of
raising
law*
of
my
country
under
the
gold
atandard
Corpus Chrlotl, Texas.
4 E igland states upon this prairie in 1887. and shall obey them under a silver standard. again decreasedfrom (1883). 2,488,600.081 5000 busheis of wheat in Mexico:
ter from Mr. Irvine, cal
Cuyahoga, O ..........
600
To
the
comparatively
Insigni80 H b told me this • instance once: That The onponentaof free coinageof allver are
attentionto his nnei
Detroit, Mich ........
437,003
51,314 .
ficant total of .............. 1,810.446,306 5000 bushels, it $1.12 per bushel ...... *5,000
present candidate for
appealing to the laborers, the creditors end
Genesee. N. T .......
735
104 *
Ex R*?!8 ...................... $2,000
poilev holders to protect their own per- Showing the enormous loss
Democratic ticket wrote
Gloucester,Maia. ...
15,783
2,342 fl
S8
Huron. Mich .........
his reasons for tolling
11,777
In two years of Democratic
1,418 « rake, and threshing it with the ball sonal Interests. If I should fall to look out
for
my
own
Interests
who
will
do
so
for
60
Key Weat, Fla .......
1,503
the following cool rera
154 n >n the floor, be put it upon a wagon
of ....................604.000,375 Tsxes .........
Marblehead, Mass. ...
-•,060 ances of personal and
1.729
204 a 1 drove It to this city of Milwaukee, meT Is there any reason why I should not
vote
for
the
free
end
unlimited
coinage
of
New London. Conu...
310
33 n ety-six miles away, and sold It here allver?Very reepectfnlly,J. W. Blnger.
for the Democratic can
Assumed net profit to Mexican
New York, N. Y ....... 392.409
Cheap Dollars.
03.845 fc
I regret that onr people
farmer ...........................
Niagara, N. Y.. ...... 1.412.903 240,080 « 46 cents a bushel. This was in the
so deservinga ms a. ,
Everything is cheap or dear according
Reduced to gold ...............
1,280
Oawegatchle,N. Y ..... 1,020.293 141,521 £
The answer is not far to seek.
have selected some one
to what we nave to pay for it. Sugar is
Oawego, N. Y .........
25
When
this farmer borrowedthe money
As
this assumed profit would be In
8
f
out Democrats who at
Paso del Norte, Texas
h<
cheap at 5 cents a pound, but would be
in
— .
i
Z
wueai
it
was
the
equivalent
of
$1000
in
gold.
silver
and
the
wheat
would
have
to
be
for the falling off of the
and New Mexico .....
18.555
2,370 w s 46 cents a boshel, and silver $1.30
dear at 10 cents.
upon the cold standard, this skillful
Passsmaiiuoddy.Maine. 1,122,038 138,181 ai ounce, if the price of silver always It was the same as if be had received it
A
cheap dollar, therefore,is ond that sold
accountant reduces
in gold $20 pieces. He could have
Philadelphia, Pa ...... ........
the merchant buys with less goods Ilian
8 ca Ties with it the price of wheat. And all
I feel that yoa deserve a
Portlandand Falmonth,
had it that way if he so desired. Per- he would have to give for a dearer dol- the net profit to the Mexican farmer
than the one which 1 fear
>en
be
hems
and
haws,
say
to
him:
Maine .............
2,081
882 y.
haps he did, for many such loans have lar. If a merchant now gives twenty $1280. But to produce tbia result this
this fall.
Portsmouth, N. H .....
: is not only confined to wheat, but
been made. When he expended it he got
accommodating
accountant,
while
conpounds of sugar for a dollar, and the dolProvidence,R. I .......
‘SS
‘a tl it other commodity yon yoke up with
During the extraordinary
___
in gold equivalent. He probably
Sound, Wash...
075
lar which he gets is a 200-ceut dollar; ceding that the expense of raising the
80 eil rer. cotton; nnd tell him that for the $1000
__
called
by
improved his farm to that extent or and if the 200-cent dollar is a dishonest wheat would be twice as many silver Congress of 1893, _____
and Beverly,
Cleveland, Mr.. Bryan made a
bought stock or machinery. In whatever
..........
4,184
503 Jj
dollars
aa
in
the
United
States,
asdollar and ought to be replaced by a 100jur*
uvemgeu
only
f
ceniS
which
he
dedared
that:
Banduaky, O ..........
way he used it, unless he burned it up or cent dollar, worth only half aa much; in sumes that the profit on it would I* the
720
02 .
Ban Francisco.Cal .....
6,425 * pound; and that for the four years squandered it, he got value received.
126,300
same number of silver dollarsas in the While the government can say that
Superior,Mich. .......
7,704
1.162 ** iding in 1894 the same class averaged The borrowing and lending was a busi- that case, the merchant tHU give only United States. As a matter of fact the
weight of gold or stiver shall coo
Vermont ............ 2,250,070 377,407 8 cents a pound. Tell him to explain ness transaction nnd the borrower used half as much sugar for the cheaper doltnte a dollar and Invest that
Waldoborough. Me. ...
3,304
485 th at* to you. That was when we had the money to promote his business in- lar as he now gives for the dishonest freight rates in Mexico are higher exwith legal tender qualltlea.It <
Willamette.Or ........
200-centdollar. That is clear, is it not? pressed in the gold standard than in the
10,215
607 free coinage nnd silver was then $1.30
P* the Purchasingpower of th
terests.
All other customs disUnited
States, but assuming that they
This
is
precisely
what
“cheap
money”
Jar. That must depend upon t
i ounce. He cannot explain it. That
tricts ..............
1,255
211 OE
8r
means.
lew
of supply and demand.
are
the
same,
the
American
railroad
comAt no time since that mortgage was
le illaetrntion. my friends,ntterly deIf the number of dollare Ir
Is this what the farmer nnd the work- panies, as soon as they cross the border,
Total..
15,018,800*2,418.070Bt roys the whole silver heresy.-Con- executed, for few mortgages run over
more rapidly than the need
require twice ns many Mexican dollars
five years without renewal, would a ingman really want?
W? “ft* the fold (
Apply this illustration to labor, if you to pay a given freight rate as they rethousand bushels of wheat have paid it.
It would evidently be impossible for
Suppose we had borrowed the money please. The workingman buys dollars quire of American dollarson American
farmers fifty miles in the interior of any
What Stewart Thought in 1804.
from a neighboring farmer more pros- with labor. Does be want a cheap dol- territory, so that the freight rate in Mexof the states bordering ‘ on the Great
Thus It appears that Mr. Br
lar, for which the merchant will give ico would be $1600 instead of $800, as
Lakes, to compete with eggs shipped by
Senator Stewart of Nevada made a perous than he. That neighbor would only ten Pounds of sugar? Or does he our free allver accountant states it. what the exchangeablovalue
water from Canada.
probably have to carry something like
Jar depended on. Hie cl
speech In Congreaa February 11, 1874, in
two thoosand bushels of wheat to town, want a 200-cent dollar,for which the Moreover,interest rates are higher in therefore, ia not because
The McKinley tariff imposed a doty' which he said:
merchant will give twenty pounds of Mexico than in the United States, if
sell it for a thousand dollars,get the
of 5 cents a doxen on eggs. This law
changed, but because be shil
Let everybody know what a dollar is money and hand it over to his sugar? Cheap dollars would cut his paid in Mexican silver dollars, and more- cipics with the varying polit
went into effect October 1, 1890. Darwages in half. He inrely does not want over the Interest would have to be paid
ing the year ending June 30, 1890, we worth. The farmers will then know how friend. There have been in the that.
and that be is wiUmg to do
on twice the number of silver dollars
Imported nearly 900,000 dozen eggs less to measure the differencein price be- past thousands of such transacoffice.
"Oh,
no,”
snya
the
workingman,
“that
than in the year previous, when there tween his wheat in Illinoisand the wheat tions. In fact, in every farming Is not what I want; but, if dollarswere rowed by the American former, so that
In the spring of 1892 Bryan
was no protection. The importation of in Liverpool. The wheat will be meas- community there are a few farmers, cheap, I would get twice as many of even supposingthe rate* of interest in a speech made by him on ti
to be the same, the amount of interest question that the fail of prices
CffA steadily decreased until the repeal ured by the same standard— gold— in more thrifty and of better business qual- them for a day's work.” •
would be double, raisingit from $200 to attributed—
of the McKinley law in 18M, so that Illinoisas it is in Liverpool and any man ifications than the others, who always
Would
you,
indeed?
Not
on
your
life.
$400. Moreover, the equivalent of $40 To tbe Inventive (eolns that
Mtrtjr 16,000,000 dozen eggs can figure it up. But how it is a mys- have money to lend out of their savings.
Free
and
unlimited
coinage
of
silver,
at
tery; the whole subject of finance is a They get the money from the products
taxes paid by the American farmer
u thousand times, In many li
mystery, and what do we see every day? of their farms, but they are not loaning the ratio of 16 to 1, is simply a scheme would be $80 in Mexican dollars, so that
the strength of a single 1
to
reduce
your
wages
without
your
knowenabledus to do today with
We see those who devote their attention those products. They are loaning the
the account of the Mexican farmer, thus
what fifty men could not
wi *r haJin|r VI ?XSU8C for "triking. corrected, would stand as follows:
In 1892-3;<1%),000
in'iSOH. By 1894 to it making large fortunes out of this money, and since 1879 it has been gold
years ago. That Is whet tm
W hat good would it do you to get twice 6000 bushels at $1.12 per bnshel ...... *3,000
neariy $2,000,000 had been taken from mystery.
-----prices down in this country
or its equivalent.Why should they' as
many dollars for a d,y.g work ,f
Let us do as all the people of the world
the foreignshipper, which now went into
where.
not have the same kind of money in re- would buy
have been doing from the beginning—
the pockets of the American farmer.
At
this time another change
payment?
Interest
....................
...
400
The followingtable shows tfce importa- measure our values by gold, adopt the
over the spirit of his whi
Taxes «*••••«••••••«••»«•,,,,,. mo
Is
it
any
wonder
that
the
advocates
of
standard that all can understand, and
tions of eggs since 1883:
dream. He and bis fellow
unlimited free coinage sre charged with coinage, as they will-we admit thatAnnuti Importations of foreign eggs, 1883- get rid of this mrstery.
‘ 4,m ascribethe fall in the prices
dishonesty
and
that
silver
is
called
disdoes
not
the
workingman
know
that
the
*805. *'
Mr. Logan— What does the senator
*1.520 itiea *0 tbe fall in the price
honest money, when by the passage of first thing to go np will be rents the
want?
Year ending June 30.| Doxen*. | Value.
Reducing this to gold, as in the original Mr. Bryan and his ai
a
law
a
thousand
50-cent
dollars
will
be
Mr. Stewart— I want the standard gold,
statement, the net profit of the Mexican that “the crime of It..
and no paper money not redeemed in soffidentto discharge a debt of a thouNews has shown to have
IIS ::::::::::::::::: 10,487.204 -.•vs
2.077.030
i
sand 100-cont dollars? Such a law coinage,instead of being better off, the fanner would be $i00, exactly what that at all, has pulled everything
a 1885
16,008.450 2.470,072 gold, no paper money the value of which
of the American farmer would be. Tfeis
a 1886
10.OW.5ffl 2.178,454 is not ascertained,no paper money that amounts to the repudiation of one-half workingman would be worse off than be is a fair specimen of the illusory and
a 1887
13,038.054 1,900,300 will organize a gold board to speculate the debt obligations of all the debtors in is now. «
How can tbe people believe
a 1888
15,042.861 2,312,478 with it. Who pays for this gold board? the United States.
Think this over, and aee what it all deceptive statements put forth by free who thna stultifieshimself and
silver men to deceive American farmers.
a 1880
15,018.800 2,418,970 Who pays these immense fortunes? How
Whrn Mr. Blnger In the above letter means to you and to your little family.elf on both sides of vital
b 1800
15,082.790 2.074,012
is it that millionsand millionscan be •ays. “The burden of paying a debt of Bpringfield(111.)
*
while, at the efme time, he \
b 1891
8,233,043 1,185,595
Bryan a Grcenbacker.
true to his party associates;
b 1802
4.188.402 522,240 rolled up annually there? Did anybody $1000 has doubled since 1 borrowed the
b ms ................. 3,205.812 382,617 ever calculate who paid for It? It money, he most remember, if be is statA Question fbr Farmers.
Mr. Bryan i*JflL«o much a silverite New*
b 18Q4
1,701,430 190,536 comes out of the producers. How do ing what is true, that the “burden” is not
as he is a greenbicker.He said, on the
C 1805 ,
2,700,411 324.133 these men exist? By the latitude which alone upon him, but upon every other
If the volume of silver money controls floor of the House of Representatives in
a Utoder Free Trade.
The Irishman and the
your depreciatedcurrency gives to specu- business man who has borrowed money. prices, as the free coiners would have Washington,Jnne 5, 1894:
^ b Protected. October6, 1800, at 5 centa per
lation and nothing else.
Merchants ond manufacturersfeel the us believe that it does, so that tho more
"The
___ Usne.of money
ey hr
by the
governfks
Persons who are speculating in your same stress of the hard times as the silver coin there ia in circulation,tho raent directlyto the people
c Gorman 3c Tariff.
depreciated currency are making the farmers do. It is not because they bor- higher is the price of wheal, and the
hsn national
bills!
During the last year of the McKinley money, and they will continue to make rowed gold and have to repay gold that less silver coin there is in circulation safer currency (than
and saves to the peoplsH
tariff the only eggs we bought were from it so long as yon have a depreciatedcur- the burden ia greater, but that their
the lower the price of wheat; then will profit arising from
>m its
its issue. _ When a
Canada, nnd from China for the Chiearnings and assets have not turned out
farmer, who believesin the free Lank issues money, yon must pay' the
We bought non6 whateverfrom "if'the farmers would get rich they as they- hoped and expected. Competi- some
coinage of silver at 16 to 1, answer the
eountriea, as before. Even at have got
become skilled In this fluctuat- tion and overproduction have affected question:
dozen the tariff would not be
.1 and make cornersand manthe whole world, but repudiation is not
How did it happen that wheat was
* market, and if
the proper core for it.
lower in price in 1894 than ever before,
Honesty is the beat policy— as a policy while the amount of coined silver in the
merely, without reference to its moral world was greater than ever before ?qnality—for nations as well as for indi- Illinois State Journal
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SILVER NOT BIMETALLISM.

of Affairs Worse than

Would

Result from

Wa»

Dem-

of silver; and I want to say one thing perhaps of capitalists, hoard and gather
to you— that not one of these professors for the oppressionof mankind. Now let
in foreign universities, not one of these mo call your attentionto one fact The
economists whose name and fame are rree-coinersassert, when they aw told
world-wide, and not one of those great
financiers who have given days and years
of thought to this subject,not one, and
nobody except the leadersof the modern one-halfto one-thirdof the gold annually
Democracy and Populism, has ventured
to advise his own country in Europe to
undertake that task alone. (Applause.)
The question is this, and nothing more:
Shall the United States, alone, undertake the free and unlimitedcoinage of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1? (A few cries ment, my fellow citizens, what an enorof “yes” and “no,” and repented cries of mous sum, enormons aggregate— three
“no.”) Now, see you gentlemen over billions, perhaps fonr billions, of doUtrs
there who called “yes,” and you gentle- are lying in the shape of golden ornamen here who called “no," shows the ments, thousands of dollars of them in
differenceof opinion upon this subject this room tonight. Now I want to ask
(laughter),and to you over there who you this question, if there Is a gold famcome to
'listen to
lOMisien
to me, yon
you will
w listen dis- ine, if the power of gold ia so absolute
digest my argu- and tyrannical aa it is claimed, if its
passionately,youi will dlge
f that by the possessionin the shape of coin gives its
ments, and I hope finally
joroughly that owner such sway over the destiny and
time you have dons so the
you will be inclined to shout “no” with fortune of hia fellow man, how is it
the gentlemenwho responded when you that this enormous amount of gold, perhaps one-thirdof that which is in existresponded. (Cheering and applause.)
ow, let us be entirelygood-natured ence, has not shown the least symptom
about this. I am going to try to give yet of going into the melting pot to be
you the facts, and I repeat it, the issue turned into coin?
Bnt we hear a great deal abont the deis whether the United States shall attempt to do that thing alone, in the monetization of silver, and one would
face of tbe controllingfact that every think to hear our free-coinerfriends decivilized commercial nation upon the face claim that silver bad been entirelydeof tbe earth, except the Central Amer- monetized, that by some malign influican and South American states, years ence the money function of silver
ago and before we did abandoned it ut- throughout the world had been entirely
terly. And if I shall succeed in con- abrogated, and it is a very catching
vincing any of our friends that we are phrase. It has been a very catching
not in position to do it without inflicting assumption, for I will not call it an arguupon the country and upon us all injuries ment.
Now, I say, my fellow citizens, that,
which it will take a generation to repair, I shall be more than rewarded properly considering facts, that statement is inaccurate,not to say untrue. I
for the pains that I have taken, the obassert that silver has never been demonservationsthat I have made, the studies
etized in the sense in which that charge
I have gone through and the reflections
has been made. (Applause.)Demonewhich have brought me to my present tization means to- divest of standard
convictions. (Applause.)
value as money, and I say this has not

‘

-111 nroba
two or three years, and will
will be struck down at a blow if the shal- silver wonld go at a parity with gold if
b,bi; low projects of the Democratic and Popu- you will bnly give us a limitedpurchase
survive to take tthe new medicine
abundance. But 1 say that they admit list platforms be realized. , '
of 64,000,000ounces a year. It did not
themselves— any Intelligent speaker upon
But you have heard from our free go to a parity. How can they say now,
thefaco
that subject admits that the inevitable coinage friends here that other nations
ive done
doi
and irresistible tendency and result of have
this. And there are many good
,»j
j «/v, iMc
Me iw .—led 'then
the free coinage of silver in this coun- people who believethat France is doing it ia going to work entirely different tad
*r

Now

try will be to drive out the gold.
let ns see how they propose to obviate it

it, and that the Latin union— so-called—
so-cnlled— is
ft
doing it Now, I wonld like to know why
they can’t tell the entire troth abont this

»

a

«,

satisfactorily

now?

me that one of
OS
BATH).
ons was matter. Let us not deceive each other
htened champions
----------- ew York.
baa been and let nobody deceive ns. The L:itin
union is composed of France, Belgium, Hr Bang a Different Song on th«
Italy, Switserland and Greece. It was
Subject When He was in
formed in 1865 by treaty between those
Congreaa.
mention at St. Louis and by tbe bill PowerSjWhereby each agreed until the
which he procured to be introduced in year 1880 to take the coins of the other
On the 16th of August, 1893, on the
Congress and which had the endorsement power* at the ratio of 15% to 1.
floor of the House of Bepresentativea,
of the silver and _Populist
__ S sentiment But Germany demonetized silver
there, they proposed to bridsa
oridge over this had ceased to coin it, and so, in ’1873, Mr. Byran said:
yawning chasm which they themselves those great nations, headed by France
“Iu fixing ^he ratio we should select that
country one which will secure the greatest adwould open beneath their feet (the most scientifically-governed
in the world, and the one which has the
strnck

------

BmH
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most accnratefinancial ideas), I say those vantage to tbe public and cause the least
countries,after Germany had demone- Injustice.The present ratio, in my judgdepositof United States bonds to be ia- tized silver in 1873, limited their silver ment, should be adopted. A change ia
oed of coarse for that purpose. Now let coinage, and by 1876 they suspended It the ratio could be made (as in 1834)
___ , by
as look at this coolly and calmly and fig- entirely. _ They, those great European reducing the size of the gold dollar, or
ipeech deliveredat 8t. Paul Au*
are upon it a little, like men of sense who nations— France, the strongest monetary by increasingthe size of the silver dol. Stator C. K. Davis pointed out
kto infinitely interestedin this matter nation in the world, with her allies— un- lar, or by making a change in tbe weight
the fact that free silver ia
«a one of business concern and let ua dertook with all their power to do pre- of both dollars.A larger silver dollar
lism and showed what evil
ee how this project would work; wheth- cisely what the free coinersof the Unit- would help the creditor.A smaller gold
would follow Democratic sue*
ed States are asking this government dollar would help the debtor. It is not
er It would not merely
said that for the first
to undertake in the light of such con- lost to do either, but if a change mast
the election „uext preced§kik snd Him the ulcerons sore.
be made, tbe benefit should be given to
freat Civil vsiir, we are
Whilst rank corruptionmining all beneath spicnous failures of other nations.
Infects unseen.
the debtor rather than the creditor. Let
to guard the very fonndaInvariable Standaads Needed.
no
me of defending the justand bulwarks of national stability*
We have $620,000,000 of gold in the Now, everybodyadmits— I think the nessoneofaccuse
any change; but I repeat it, if
ini honesty,of financial conUnited States. I think more. It would most rampant free-coiner declaimer
we are given a choice between a change
e Democratic party which met
disappear at once in the face of free would admit— that the money unit should
which will aid the debtor by reducing
in convention in July suffered
silver coinage, or even the certainty of remain as nearly Invariableas possible.
the size of his debt and a change which
change in that convention,
it Let this election go Democratic- Now, I say gold has so remained. Sil- will
aid tbe creditor by increasing tbe
oracles and guides of the party
Popnliat,let the American people record ver has fallen commerciallylike other amount which he is to receive, either by
!ely turned aside. It was occutheir will that the coinage of sUver shall articles. This is denied. They say sil- increasingthe number of bis dollarsor
demoniacallypossessedby a new
w free and unlimited,long before Mr. ver has not fallen, that gold has risen; their size, the advantagemost be given
imething which has not raised
Bryan and his cohorts conld place the Now, that is the way you look at it to the debtor.”
In the political conventions of
edict into the form of law, the just finan- Yon can look at It through the deluding
Legislationin favor of debtors or of
party for thirty years. If there
cial fears of mankind, of people here glass of idealism, and it may appear that creditors, as a class, would be class legtty one thing which the 2,000,000
in this audience and of people every- way, but it is an opticalillusion. Now islation and wholly unjustifiable.Quesi who went out to defend this counwhere, at home and abroad, would draw jet me put an illustration fr6m nature. tions between debtors and creditorsare
ago thought that they
that gold from every vault wherein it The waters of Lake Superior,that great properlysettled in the courts; and every
obliteratedwhen they rebeen done with any dollar of silver csln lies protectedand it would sink into the inland sea which floats so much of onr coart will hold that what Is right for the
Shall We Go Backward or Forward?
was the malign doctrine of
that was ever minted at any mint. (Ap- earth as the waters which came down commerce and is such an element In our one is right for the other also. Mr. Brywhich lay at the bottom
Shall we, for our own interests stand
ae impetus of the greatest along with those nations with which we plause.)It is true that many nations from heaven last night. I say it would prosperity,have for many years been an, therefore,did well to disclaim ad*
disappear at once. This bill of Mr. St falling, until now they are lower than vocacy of any change of the existing
j which ever reared Its head
have classed ourselvesand who are leadt a civilized government Lo and
John so admits, and that disappearance they have been at any time for fifty ratio. Should a change be made at any
ing the march of humanity, or shall we
years, and everything on their surface time hereafter It cannot and ought not
in that convention, from the go with Mexico, South America, China
is the very ailment which he proposes
of Lake Supe- to affect contractsantedating such
South CaroUna, as of yore, you and Japan, the rearward half of the nations have told the owners of silver to remedy. Bnt in this universal abwhich lay concealed in the earth we will sconding of gold there would be no gold rjor. like the universal,spread-out plane change.
• declarationof the same state
great army of human progress, and join
But in advocating the unlimited coinin the same spirit as in the an- those imperfectand rudimentary civiliza- not longer buy it at a certain ratio and bullion to deposit, people would not take of humanity, bearing everything upon its
and done in a connection,my tions, which are an occular demonstra- at a certain price. Even that has not it out of hiding to exchange it for any surface— those waters bear the fleets, age of silver bullion, at the present ratio.
been entirely done, and I repeat my paper money whatever of the govern- vesselsand craft of all kinds, and ves- for 'the owner and without cost to him,
citizens, which must appeal to the
tion that no nation ever undertook alone
it and repugnance of every jib- the coinage of free silver that did not de- statement that tbe assertion that silver ment which proposed to make all these sels and craft and fleets of all kinds have Mr. Bryan does propose a change of tbe
and country-lovingman. Ev- prive itself of gold entirely.(Applause.) has been demonetized is one calculated obligationspayable in silver. (Applause.) fallen with the water. What wonld yon entire basis upon which businessIs tranethink of a man standing on the deck of
> knows anythingabout me
This remedy js counteracted so far by one of those vessels saying, “This ves- acted. We are Informed by him that
And you have but to glance upon the to mislead,and is not true in fact
there are three ways by which the ratio
I am not a political admirer map of rour school boy or school girl,
“Tbe Crime of ’TS.”
the assumption and admission that gold sel has not fallen; this vessel stands just between gold and silver coin can be alv. Cleveland; but if there was
will disappear.
your little son or daughter, to see the
All
onr
woes
are
dated
from
1873,
the
where
it did. but the universal shore of
tered: 1. The shrinkage in size of the
i act of his administrationwhich,
fact recorded there for the education of period when the free-coinerapersuade
Now as to deposits of silver bullion. Lake Superior has risen?" [Laughter gold dollar. 2. The enlargement of the
contentions of history have
youth, to know that every one of those their disciples that, to use their stock ex- The world's product of silver in 1894 and applause.]
silver dollar. 3. Making a change in the
to rage about his acts and his
nations stands upon a lower scale of pression, silver was demonetized, or that (commercialvalue) was $216,892,200. Now, I say, my friends, that since the size and weight of both dollars. Either
y, that will remain star-bri
than
the
nations which have one-half of the aggregate wealth of the If we could get the world’s entire pro- Latin union, from 1873 to 1876, aban- of these three methods contemplates a
his action, when
the policy upon which the Unit- world was strnck down at a blow. Now duct (as we conld not), it would take doned free coinage, there hns existed in nearer approximation of the coinage rai beat low, when comlet us bring this statement to the crucial, three years to fill the void of $620,000,- European nations and the United States tio to the commercial ratio- and Is so far
was cut off by rioters ed States now stands.
My fellow citizens,the warnings of his- absolute test of figures, of what records 000 of vanished gold. The nations of the only practical bimetallism.Let me forth honest. If this approximation of
fo, by which, upon principles and
tory are all against it. The present ex- and statistics say upon this subject, and the world will not melt down their repeat this. I feel that I cannot bear It the two ratios were carried to the point
laid down by Ueorge Washyears before, be evoked the amples of nations who singly are endeav- not trust to the vague declamation of coined silver to deposit it in the United into your minds too often or too urgently of ideality, the change suggested ,by him
oring to sustain themselves under a single any person. The value (and I will give States treasury and receive merely a that these nations, including ours, are would be absolutelv honest— provided
of the United States to rethe only nations on the face of the earth that it is not retroactivein its application
and order in this country, standard forbid ns to enter upon a voy- you my authorityfor this statement in a silver certificate.
age upon, I was going to say, untried moment), the value of all silver coin in
that have any bimetallism whatever. to outstandingdebts.
and cheers.]
Some of the Evils.
And why? Because they went to the
This is not, however, the change which
f is covertly (and ' covertly is waters, but no, upon a voyage which we the world in 1873 was $1,877,000,000.
can plainly see other nations ate making In 1895 it was $4,100,000,000.
The
Bnt the third alternative is one of danger line, as we went, and then would follow the adoption of free coinI a word) denouncedin the Chiat
the
present
time,
where
we
can
plainstopped.
[Applause.]
Hie
universal
value
of
all
the
gold
coin
in
the
world
in
age at 10 to 1. There is still another
most malign portent. It is proposed to
More than that. If there
the value of all .use the interest-bearing
bonded debt of teaching of history demonstrated that possible change to which Mr. Bryan
this country or in any na- ly view rocks of distress, the shoals and 1873 was $3,015,000,000;
quicksands
of
their
coarse
from
the
sethere
was
a
dead
line,
beyond
which
the gold coin in tbe world in 1895 was the United States in order that the miner
made no referencein his speech, namely,
ch the stability of the gov. the very keystone of cure mainland upon which the American $4,200,000,000. Of this quantity of sil- or owner of silver may take his bullion silver could not lie pressed without the the shrinkage of the silrer dollar. A
people
now
stand,
and
from
which
onr
immediate
annihilation
of
its
companion,
ver current in the world in 1895, $3,439,- to the mint meanwhileand get evidences
silver dollar containing 371% grains of
arch upon which the ranged
the nltimate principleof opponenta are attempting' to lore them 300,000 was full legal tender. Now at- of public debt two 'for one— a privilege gold, as a useful,working money medi- pure silver, worth 63 cents In gold, which
by
false
lights
and
false
alarms.
(Apum.
And
when
any
man
gets
up
and
tend to me for a moment while the math- not granted to or claimed by any farmneverthelesspasses current for 100 cents
t that must exist somewhere
plause.)
ematical deduction is made. By this er, artisan, manufactureror producer dreams and soliloquizes and philosophizes in gold, Is an anomaly in finance, unless
its, it is the courts of our
before
me
and
tells
me
he
knows
it
won’t
Now
we
have
got
to
take
facts
exactly
statementit appears that the qnantity upon God’s heritage. I say it is proexplained. The explanation is simple.
sequestered from politihero if we try where others failed, I Fifty-threecents of the current value of
old in the world Increased,between
and politicalambitions, as they are. We are not dealing with
posed to use the interest-bearing
bonded
tell
him
that
an
ounce
of
fact
is
worth
1 and 1895, only $1,200,000,000, debt of the United States. Now, what
this dollar is visible; 47 cents of its valne
scales of justice even be- glittering and glowing generalities.We
ing passions and contend- are administeringsociety and human con- while the increaseof silver coin for the does this mean? It means an increase a ton of theory, and that something bodi- is invisible,and consists in credit Free
ly
is
worth
a
million
of
disembodied
and unlimited coinage would destroy this
decide for their fellow citixens cerns: society, a being perfectly concrete, same period was $2,283,000,000—more of the bonded debt. People who have
credit. In advocating free coinage at
iw ia And for more than 100 infinitely practicable,somewhat selfish, coined in the twenty-three years since got their bonds as investments to get ghosts. [Applanse.]
16 to 1. therefore. Mr. Bryan proposes to
court of the United and I am going to appeal to the selfish- 1873 than remained up to that time of
What ia Ratio*
their living from in tbe way of their anmake the ailver dollar amalier— not to the
i sat in that exalted position, ness of this andlence to know whether all the coinage of the world since Noah
nual
income,
or
anyone
else,
are
not
And
vet
these
gentlemen
favor, in the eye. but in fact
the capital of the nation be- they will assist in bringing about that left the ark. (Apnlanse.)And nearly
This wonld be a change of ratio in the
which I think I can prove will result double more silver has been coined than going to pnt their bonds on deposit in the face of these historicalexamples and
: Senate and the House of Beptreasury
to
get
a
treasury
certificate.
warnings,
that
the
United
States shall pnrchaslng power of the silver dollar, as
a typical object lesson of from the arts of tbe gentlemen who are gold since 1873. What becomes, then, of
And so the chasm conld not be filled make the unit of coinage the silver dol- compared with a gold dollar, from 18:1
the assertionof the equal and equable
and of their sublime en- attempting to mislead them.
to 31:1.
restraineither, and has done
Now, my friends, tbe world Is divided, production of silver and gold from year in that way, neither by gold, by silver lar at the ratio of 16 to 1.
Now, what is ratio? It is not $16 to
To avoid this result Mr. Bryan gravely
conduct the government to the jut as sharply as it is by oceans and to year since time began, and of the de- or by the illimitableissue of bonds.
which it occupies, I was going mountainchains, between tbe gold conn- monetization of silrer since 1873, in the So this chasm could not be filled. They 31, as some people claim. (Laughter.) proposes that we ahonld do one of two
Ratio means this: That there shall be things: double the weight of the silver
all the statesmen which this tries, who employ concurrentlywith gold face of this showing that, between 1873 admit it will last three years. What
ever produced.(Applause.) more silver money than all the silver and 1895 the coinage of silver was near- will take place meantime, in the very sixteen times more silver in weight in a dollar, or else coin gold dollars half tbeir
platform strikes at that countries contain or circulate.(Ap- ly twice greater than that of gold? They face of the danger of it? We are in silver dollar than there la weight of gold present weight. Anvbody can see that
uuc ui
of these
mtw wonld
tvuuiu nave
iniTe to be
lm* none,
done, in
at all courts, and enun- plause.) I say that tbe gold countries talk of tbe demonetization of silver since the midst of commercial distress almost in a gold dollar. Or, to put the definition one
malign prophesy of the reor- of this world, including the United States 1873 in the face of a silver coinage nnexampled in onr history; a panic such in another form, that sixteen ounces of order that identity should be estnblisned
i of that court and of any other
(and I call them gold countriesfor the throughout the world since that year of as the world has seldom seen. It would silver, when coined, shall be the equiva- between the coinage ratio and the comary. to registerthe fitful purpose not of definition, hat of clear- over $2,000,000,000, of which $538,- throw 3,000,000 of men oat of employ- lent of one oobce of gold when coined. mercial ratio.
Which of these two expedients does
»te and repudiatingedicts of ness of expression), employ and circulate 444,467 was minted by the United ment. It would depress and starve the When gold measured by silver is worth
Its iu
ns that enmisguided men, of mistaken more silver than all the silver countries States! (Applause.)And of gold the wage-earner, and it wonld deprive him $16 per ounce, no disparityin value can Mr. Bryan favor? He tells
parties.
of the world employ, contain or circulate. United States minted daring the same of being the best consumer ana purchas- exist; but when measured by silver tbe larging the silver dollar wonld help the
I make another proposition.I appeal period $937,400,633. And here, also, is er that the American farmer has, and ounce of gold is worth $31 an ounce com- creditor. It conld only help him by
A Crisis Is lapoadlag.
to history and to contemporary facts answered a statement confidentlymade by that reflex action inflict unexampled mercially,disparityresults. Such is the maintaining the present standard of
value. He also tells ns that halving tbe
which no man can dispate, that every and plausiblymaintained, and yet erron- misery npon our agriculturalpopulati
tion. present condition, and yet the free ailver
men assert that it will be no such thing gold dollar wonld help the debtor. If so,
free coinage country is on a silver basis. eous in fact, that there has in all this (Applanse.)
7t
it would be by a change in the present
In that state of things tbe abyss mast in case legislative fiat endeavors to make
ch the veterans of the Isn’t that so? (Cries of “Yes.”) I make time been an enormons contraction of
two
and
two
five instehd of tbe old- standard of valne. Finally, he tells na
tbe
currency
all
over
the
world,
yet
another
statement
for
yon
to
think
of,
be
filled.
No
nation
could
stand
snch
they had achieved and
that he prefers the latter expedient,befashioned result, two and two four.
sentiment of the North for I am not going to elaborateit— I am these figures conclusively demonstrate a contraction. The most radical remedy
The trouble is that onr friends have cause the debtor has rights superior to
had ach eved. it was the ob- going to get into the figures pretty soon that that statement is not true. Now, would be absolutely necessaryto remy friends. I have not taken this from store It, and there wonld only be two- confusedthe ratio of weight with the the rights of the creditor.
>*1I sectionalismin this coun- —every gold country uses silver and gold
the statistics of any other speaker or
ratio of valne, and are trying to confuse
e to have no South, no North, In amounts nearly equal by money naone is to get back to the honest, solid
The Lesson of 1802.
West, any more. The whole tions. Isn’t that so? (Cries of “Yes.”) from any other book. I know where the standardon which all the commercial the people with it. The ratio of weight
statisticsare gathered with the care
and the ratio of valne were once tbe
What
happened
in 1892? Everybody
s ta be a unity. But in these Isn’t that so in the United States?
nations, including the United States,
we see the solid South com- [£rie* cf “Ye*.”) In France? (Voices which commands tbe respect and confi- stand now, or to nse an irredeemable same, but they have changed. They had money, plenty of money; and then
Yes. ) I make another statement for dence of the civilized world, and on tbe paper money, perfectly limitlessor il- changed more than thirty years ago. they came to yon and whispered in yoar
banks of the Ohio and the
before the war, and with your calm and cool reflection,that no sil- 29th of July (only a few days ago) I limitablein its amount And when that Other nations saw it and obeyed the im- ear that althoughyon had plenty of
ands upon an economicis- ver standard country has any gold mon- telegraohed to the director of the mint comes to pass silrer will vanish In the perial behest of that change before we monev and plenty of work that you were
such as was made before ey whatever. (Applause.) Don’t take regarding information upon these sub- face of paper as gold vanished in the did, and tbe ratio is now throughont not buying what yon bought cheap
the world 32, or abont 32, to 1.
enongh; that they were taxing the many
And now, with the piich- my word for it. Go and investigate this jects. and be answered me:
“Hon. C. K. Davis, St. Paul, Minn.: face of silver. (Applanse.)And then
Now I say that no legislative fiat what- for the benefit of the few, and too many
a stirring up the doctrine subject. I say that no silver country has
yon
would
have
another
chasm,
another
ever— It does not lie in the power of man of the American people listened to it
with the bomb of Altgeld any gold money whatever, and von can The total value of all silver coined in tbe
issue of money. The wreck is complete, (I was about to say something more exworm in 1873
iota Ii estimate to have
nave been
lx
ition of our courts and of search from Mexico to Cape Horn and world
It was the arousing of the class of emand
the
United
States
stands
entirely
$1,817,000,000 and 1895
1805 $4,100,000,0
treme than that, which it would not be ployers ngainst the -employed; and the
$4,100,000,000.
Cleveland thrown under the find that this statement Is correct.
on
an
irredeemable
paper
money
basis,
proper to say)— it dees not lie in the employed against the employer; and we
of our government, they have
Another statement— and I make It up- Tbe world’s stock of gold in 18i3 is espreciselythe place we occupied before power of man to enact that a given diforward as an issue some- on a sense of my responsibility after an tiraated to have been $3,046,000,000r
had the change. They gave us the cheap
rT
Pres- the war, and from which we straggled mension, volume or capacity shall be a
touches more Immediately exhaustive examination of statistics, in- rSSV
stuff, bnt in what condition did they
the passions,the cupidity vestigationsand records—that in every ton, director of the mint” And these with so much passion of honesty and hair’s breadth greater than tbe laws of leave tbe American people?
y of men, and which in It- silver standard country wages are pressed figures I have just given you are tbe fig- love of national honor to emancipate tbe Almighty have fixed it from tbe beIt reminds me of a colored gentleman
*
tele- ourselves.Do you want that again? ginning. (Applause.)
more disintegratinginflu- down to tbe very minimum of a wretched ures which I have just read iu the
who wanted to cross the Arkansas river,
nrosperity than nil the subsistence It is so in Mexico, it is so gram of the director.Tbe greatest busi- (Cries of “No, no.”)
and had no means. He sat down awhile
Bnt. my friends, to look a little deeper
ed that I have mentioned, in Japan, It Is so In South America. I ness transactionsin the way of finance
npon a log and waited anti! someone
itic convention,or the say that in every silver eonntry wages on the face of the earth are made upon Into this subject. The misery goes fur- necessary for the production of tbe thing should come up. Shortly a white genare pressed down to the very minimum statements like that, and when what I ther that would be inflicted. I have been itself called money, speaking of it in Its tleman approached. He aays: “Boss,
have said is discussed the only answer talking heretofore about lawful money, great volume, os the volume of money in
pEpulistparty in'bohds^f lln- of a wretched subsistence.
that will be made to it is probably that and I mean by that, money issned by tbe the United States. We see analogies I want to cross this river; will yon
demand that the
The Reasons.
Mr. Preston and tbe United States gov- governmentsof the world, the United everywhere; we see an analogy in nature. please give me two cents? I haven’t a
a position upon
in the world.” “Well, sir,” he anid,
of this country which I,
Now if it Is true (I will not go Into ernment is one general universal gold States Included. But did you ever think Take the air we breathe.It is a com- cent
bag.
(Laughter.)
how
littleof the business of this world pound substance, made up from oxygen ‘If you haven’t a cent in the world it
the reasons for It), but If it is true as a
Now let me give von another state- or of any community like St. Paul and and nitrogen at the ratio of about 77 don’t make a damn bit of difference
concrete, absolute fact, that no silrer
ment.
The coinage of the nations of the Minneapolis is done on what is called to 23, and while this ratio lasts it is from which side of this river you are on.”
country, no country which has adopted
to this country than the the silver standard hna any gold drcnla- world in 1892. 1893 and 1894 was as lawful money? Statistics would seem to it we all draw our HVes and have our And so it is with all cheap goods that
|aw.r could possiblyb-ing tion whatever. I say that it follows that follows: Gold, $172,473,124;sUver, show that 95 per cent, of the transac- being. But change to any material de- these gentlemen furnish na. They fill
$155,517,347: 1893, gold. $23^,420.517 tions between man and man In civilized gree and, Insteadof being tbewital, life- tbe stores with tbeir clothing,made of
the only practicablebimetallism on the
ds the subject that I have planet is by the nations with which the silver. $137,952,690:in 18M, gold, $227,- nations,especiallyin the United States, giving air, it becomes a deadly and de- shoddy, brought in under an ad valorem
law by which tbe importer Is made to
921,032; silver, $113,005,783. A total in is by way of cheeks. In cities they are structivemiasma.
to talk to you tonightabout,
Bnt tbe free-coiners assert that unlim- swear that it is worth
tEi nothing, and it
three years of $1,039,389,498. With all balanced against each other in the clearto do so, as I said in the beDot with any attempt at deco- is this bimetallism in the United States deductions for recoinace this output of ing house, and a few tbonsand dollars ited coinage of silver will restoreIt to a is worth nothing. It is made out of
which
the new Democracy and Popu- coined money is of immense volume.
balanced money closes the day’s transac- parity with gold. It has been tried by old bats picked up out of the streets
. not denouncingany men
lism are endeavoring to destroy by subNow I have thrown ont these sugges- tions. Where clearinghouses do not ex- many nations of th. world. Has It done and alleys of onr foreign cities, of rags
choose to differ from me, for
stitutingo silver inon.unetalliiiTn. (Ap- tions and will pass from that branch of ist— I mean in towns and villages— tbe it in a single instance? Not one. They from Switzerland and rotton socks from
my fellow dtixena,that many
The bimetallism which this the discussionand call your attentionto depositing of the checks in the banks, and said the same thing when Congress Italy. It Is sent over to be placed upon
nya thousand men who differ plause.)
country and the nationsof which I have another assertionof the free coiners;I the collections of tbe banks adjust bal- passed the Sherman net of 1890. They American backs. That is not the civil' t0rn °U h8 ?“!ter 0De
spoken enjoy is the bimetallism of fact alluded to it cursorilya few moments ances in tbe same way.
said buy of as freely 4,500,000 ounces a ization we want We want American
will be wondering why and
and actual enjoymentextending to that •go, but I propose to now treat It in
Now, this is tbe greatest currency of month, or 64,000,000 ounces a year, and wages, American clothing and Americame to do it. (Applause.) full extent which human judgment huthe same manner in which I have treat- civilization.Numbers are inadequate to you will see that silver will go up to can civilization.Now, in 1896 they
ahnll go on. I may be tedious.
man experience, human apprehension— ed the last preceding question. The free express its infinite superiorityin numeri- $1.29 an ounce immediately.In the face came to us. We had plenty of money
!#ve you facts and fig- call it what you will— teach is the procal relation to tbe lawful money
of clamor, in donbt as to what might be
goiug to draw on my portion In which the metals can lie em- coiners assert that contraction has in- which we have been talking. This ia the the result, in willingness,(it went too before, now we have no money. They
flictedall the financial and economic
to us and say they are going to
m7 facts at all. ployed in a degree that one will not de- miseriesthat mankind has endured since currency that no statutory fiat can ex- far) to give such claims every oppor- come
give it to ua; and they propoae this
•hall five you will be
pand,
although
it
can
contract
it.
But
it
tunity
to
be
demonstrated
whether
they
stroy or drive out the other and that 1873. Now I say that they themselves
doubling of the face value of silver.—
fflP for yrou to judge
both can co-existtogether. (Applause) coolly propose to bring about a contrac- fa a currency which will contract instan- were correct or incorrect, that legislation From a speech by Congressman Fowler
ous
shall draw For there Is. my fellow citizens, an un- tion of currency in the United States un
taneously to its very minimum by the was enacted. And silver did go jn (ha
of New York at Milwaukee.
course of about ten days to $1.19 an
questionabledividing line— I shall prove exampied In the world’s history. I say operation of the Democraticand Poni
For. cor- it further along, though It Is not neces- that they propose to bring about a con- listic theories as announced in their bint- ounce (Applause by one man) and tbe
Carlisle’* Five Points.
Of the question is al- sary for men who have rend history, traction in the United States unexampled forms. Now what does that mean? It frco-colnerswere exalted, and said, “I
I.
step towards the solution even cnraorily. for me to prove it— there in the world's history and frangbt with means simply that the merchants,the told rou so.” But, my friends who ap“There Is not a free coinage country
The question is not is a dividingline bevond which you can- more evils than are recorded in tbe an- manufacturers, the employer, the man of plaud at that delusive statement, it last- in the world today that ia not on a silver
,d .J* t|»e free and not pass in the employment of the metal nals of human woe. In that case, If that every kind who pays ont money 'o his ed but a short time. Silver proceeded to
», v.
or for material %ill
will fall lower than it ever fell before. (Great
of silver in the mints of less valne without Its driving out the ia tbe logical result and inevitabledes- fellow-men for labor,
IL
by tbe consent of the other and entirely supplanting It. And I tiny of what they propose, I want to cease so far as he Is concerned to emit applause.)
*There la not a gold standardcouD'
that
currency
which
rales
all
business
It
did
not
take
It
long
to
do
It
Tbo
anil nations of the globe
say that he who insists (I say it logical- know wherein tbe goldbog is worse than
The lack of confidencewill produce that nual average production in the United try in the world today that does not use
agreed upon. That is ly) that the United State* shall or can, tbe silver eel?
contraction
In that currency. Tbe clear* States for ten years before that act was silver as money alon^ with gold.
all might agree that acting alone, coin silver without limit,
Hare la tba Proof,
ingi
in
the
United
States last week were passed was 44,000,000 ounces, in 1891 it
about, as it will be. as required by the Democratic and Pop“There is not a silver standard country
Now you ask me for my proof and I $811,000,000.In the clearing houses ran to W.000,000 ounces, and in 1892
conducts itself with ulist platforms,is not a bimetallist; he Is
will nroceed to give it Tbe unlimited alone. mind you, and not through tbe in- to 62,000,000 onnees. nearly 20,000,000 In the world today that uses any gold
question, I say we a silver monometalliat,who. after spendand free coinage of silver in this country fluence of interpositionof the hanks ounces more than we produced in the as money olong witjndlver.
»ng years In attacking what be deems will drive out tbe gold. This is as indis- where there are no clearing houses. The average of ten years up to the time when
’Tho Republican party the Idol of the dark Idolatryof mono“There Is not a silver standard country
putable as any law of physics, such as clearances of the city of St. Paul Inst that bill was passed, and it was then
e platforms metallism. ends by Immolating .himself tbe law of gravitation.
. ..... l Ithssdriven out 'Week were something over $4,000,000. seen by all wise men, by all men who in tbe world today that has more than
tional upon its sltar. (Apolause.)
gold in every country which has unlimit- Does any man think that such vmount had the stability o(
of the currency and tbe one-thirdas much money in circulation
Now let me right here-not exactly in edly coined silver. Do von want the histhat was used in St. Paul prosperity of tbeir country at heart. *ith per capita aa tbe Umted States.
the logical connection-throwout
torical and clear proof of It? In fact,
H), 000— or in the nation,
Intelligent vision, that that immense volthought which to me haa a great deal of there Is not an enlightened gentleman
transact their business? ume would break down— indeed it did
“There Is not a silver standard eonntry
consequence.It is representedthat gold who will talk to you in advo<
ie
by
this
currency
of
civilizabreak down- tbe very theory npon vhich In the world today where tbe laboring
of
h«. become « W"nt th.tHj power h„ coinage of silver who does not
no nation can produce, which
man receives fair pay for his day’a
^ ^can
n regulateor control, and .I
this will be the inevitable
work.
say It will only last two
currency, more Important
silver or cold or national paper,
great comoinauoni,pernapa or nations,
ocratic Success.
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ADDITIONAL LOCALS.
and I was frightened. Carried him
out into shed, put him in road cart,
Geo. Steketee, who was repentjy intook him to the river and put him in.
I put the irons on him. Don’t know jured at Shelby, is improving nicely.
anything about strap. I was at river
The West Michigan furnltuUefacnext day early. I sounded for depth tory is running ten hours daily and
of water. I went to see if he was out orders are coming in rapidly.
of sight. There was no arrangement
The West Michigan Seating Co :iB
about doing away with him. I did not
is at present employing between fifty
intend to kill him Sister thought
and sixty hands and orders are coming
best to have ceremony performed;
in daily. The factory is running ten
thought it would give appearance of
hours per
v'
marriage, and we would not be so easiHenry Brink while running a planer
ly traced if they found him. Signed
my name as Porter because it is moth- at the West Michigan furniture facer’s maiden name; thought it would, tory yesterday morning had three
not be recognised; though it appeared fingers of bis left hand cut off Dr.
we lived as man and wife, in fact we 0. E. Yates dressed the injured hand
fell
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day.

did not.

v The contract for the new •Church
Cross-examined by Mr. Visscber-y! edifice of the Fourth Ref. church h
Did not dress entirely before going t^J been awarded toRlchard Klomparen®,
He Was Found Guilty.
the river; don’t remember of going up-^The building will be 40x45 feet and th
Of murder iu the first degree.
stairs again; was not In sister’s room/ gj^geiectedis the corner of First A ve
Such was the verdict of the Jury that after struck the blow: left the roocil and Fifteenth street. It is to be com
tried Raymond Coates, and with this sideways, to watch him. Didn’t dareH|pleted lhj8 ta\i
verdict they returned into court at turn around; if I left was afraid he
Joseph Warner, the artist, has on
4:60o’clockonSaturday afternoon.It would kill my sister; be had knife in
exhibition at the Macatawa Park hodid not require much time, and no ar- his right hand. It occurred to me I
gument, to arrive at this unanimous would have to get him out of sight; tel four beautiful paintings,two of
which represent sceneries on the bay,
conclusion. Three ballots were taken. struck quite a bard blow or be would
On the first two there was a variance not have fell. Put rope and irons on while the other two are views of park
property. The paintings are much
on the part of the jurors as to the de- after body was in road cart; I drew
admired by the resorters and are fine
gree of murder, whether it should be road cart to the river; it was middle
of night; It was light enough to Hod SMClmens of Mr. Warper's work,
first or second.

3
The mocnlight excursion given by
MAIL FOR SMALL TOWNS.
ns too late for this week’s issue.
the Epworth League of the M. E.
Delivery Can Be Bad by Fftjla#
for It.
Heavy shipments of peaches are be- church Wednesday evening on the
Small communities,denied letter-car*
ing made dally over the Holland-Chi- steamer Music was a success. A large
crowd took advantage of the oppor- tier service by the post office departcago steamboat lln&
tunity and a pleasant evening was re- ment, can have such servicelegally at »
The frost on Wednesday morning ported by all.
comparativelyemail expense to th*
caused considetiblddamage to vegebeneficiaries. This has been demonThe examination for the teachers of strated at Berwick, Columbia count jv
tation and garden truck,
Ottawa county opened at Grand Haven Pa.
Miss Lyda Ver Schure of this city yesterday. Among those who attendBerwick, inys the New York Post,
to been engaged to teach the Ven- ed from this city were the Misses Cora I was one of the 46 poet offices selected to
tura school the coming year.
Kimpton, Allie Kuite, Anna Kuite,
ot
Soto* of our correspondencereached

I

1

--a,

ftnd

A scow load of bolts arrived Tues- Beatrice Kimpton, K.te Pfaeetlehl,wteniUgthefi^dellTe^KrTlc.totb.
day from Grand Haven for the A. Van A00.Kle,n and Gertmde
Putten & Co. butter tub factory.

Van Drezer has bought the
lidingof Wm. Verbeek on Eighth

L. E.

^tfeet,

now occupied by him as a

lurant.

Memmen Slagh is building a

jan8,

I in operation for five years, the patron*
having ac- of the poet office were quite willing to
Wted the Positionof city clerk for provide for iu continuance at their owa
the unexpiredterm of the late Geo. H.

) Theedltl0r of the

News

Ftot

,or ’,h()m I Uvr to inyplit. /Xr-c.rrl.rktu™
the kind favors of J and papere for all peraone who havw
< to be completed the latter part of
ig patrons and friends.
given each carrier a written order for

jrlck

veneeredstructure in the

.r»

text

nt

A

^EW8 Speaks

month.

their mail matter. Thla regulation had
Frank
I
H. Davendorf,to whom a!
H. Thaw, the bazaar man, re- United States court Jury, at Grand not been used anywhere, it la believed,
for a general system of delivering let*
ceived a telegram yesterday announ- Rapids gave a 825,600 verdict for inten.
cing the death of his mother at Wash- juries in a C. & W. M. wreck at ZeeThe post office department,although
ington, D. 0.
land, will have the option of accept- not rescinding the regulation, has not
The Holland Starlights crossed bats ing $15,000, or submitting to the cost I favored a private carrier system, and
J.

with the Zeeland base ball club yes- of a new trial, the Judge holding the
terday afternoon, resulting in a score •25,000 verdict excessive.

I

of 9 to 4 in favor of the latter.

The lumber yards near the dock prea scene of activity. Schooners
MillcrBrns., who have opened
Pending the delivery of the verdict irons; heard a noise when going to the / wm. 0. Van Eyck has opened a
and
trains
arrive daily with cargos of
uit store on River street, kindly reand the polling of the Jury Ray con- river. When within twenty rods of [law office in this city in the rooms
embered
us
with
a
basket
of
deli- lumber from various points in the
.
tinued very composed, displaying that river stood asids; thought I heard a [formerly occupied by De Hollander
state for our furniture factories, and
cious Crawford peaches yesterday.
same air of apparent indifferencethat rig coming; then went on. Did not/printing office. Mr. Van Eyck is a
contractors and builders are constantcharacterized his conduct during the meet anyone when I returned; put/] graduate, from the State University j The steamer Lizzie Walsh will give
ly adding to the supply on hand.
examination of the witnesses and the cart back under shed and went intdl at Ann Arbor, Is well versed in all an excursion to Saugatuck next Sun- Judging from present appearances
recital of his bloody deed . But once, the house; pulled off rubbers. Then\ branchesof law, and all legal business V3)’* les' iog Holland at 8 a. m., and
vesselmenfind a ready market for
and that only momentarily, he was saw blood and cleaned up; washed ray entrustedto him will receive due at- neturning leave Saugatuck at 2 p. m quick sales.
a sent

|

A

_

^

^

if:

ff1™* “ ® rea#on that lt "‘to.!
deadly blow at box rents.” The carrier
system in Berwick hsd cost the government 8236 a year. No trouble was experiencedin obtainingthe consent of
225 families to hare their mail delivered
twice daily for one dollar per annum.
So anxious were the business men to
have a carrier system that many offered
to pay enough to give the carrier boy#
twice their old salary.

r'

RATTLERS IN THE ROCKS.

In

Big Snake Hast
Lumber Camp* Mi
— ..... ..... .
J The many friends of Lane Van Putthe Allegheny Monatalne.
C. & W.M.
W. I. Harvey, lumber contractor ol
tett'will be pleased to learn that he is
Grand Rapids and Ottawa Beach
some of the five lumber jobs on Hayeu
improving nicely under the medical
Excursion, August 80.
run, In the Allegheny mountains,tell*
dry, he stated that last week over treatment at the Battle Creek saniLast chance you will have this year a tale of rattlesnakes that might seem
why sentence should not be passed up- did not speak to my sister; I stayed in
tarium.
to visit Ottawa Beach on Sunday. incredible, says the Pittsburgh Com*
600 shirts were on his order book with
on him, he merely answered, “No, I bed till daylight. Abbie asked about
Would like to have you enjoy a d
a correspondingincrease in collars,
The Free Silver Democrats and Pop- there and to enable you to do so will mercial Gaxette, were it not known to
don’t think it could do me any good.” her papa. I said her papa had gone
cuffs, etc. Business never before was ulists meet to-morrow in county con- sell tickets on above date at low rates. be true. For some time past the localJudge Padgham thereupon pronounc- away. Alice looked pale. Don’t think
better in that line, and extra help is vention at Grand Hiven to nominate If you prefer to spend the day in Grand ity around these camps became so ined the words that will incarcerate him I ever explained the matter to her;
fested with rattlersthat th6 woods apcoostanlly needed. Mr. Pessink stat- their county ticket. It will be a fu Rapids we will be just as well pleased.
within the walls of the Jackson prison t^d nothing about killing. Don’t
Bicycles free. Train will leave Hob peared perfectly alive with them, and it
ed further that a stock company will sion affair.
land at 10:40 a. m., and leave Grand became extremely dangerous to work
during the balance of his natural life, know what became of the clothes or
probablybe formed and the two launM. G. Manting contemplates the Rapids at 6:30 p. m., Ottawa Beach at near Where there were any rocks or
and in the afternoon of the same day watch. Don’t know I had a watch.
dries consolidated ere long.
erectionof a fine residence near the 6:45 p. m. Main Line passengers may places where a snake could successfully
Sheriff Keppel took the traiu with his Alice did not ask me any questions;I
also leave Grand Rapids at 11:30 p. m. locate. Recently all hands prepared
At one time H. J. Roelofs and John corner of Fourteenth and Pine streets. Rates will be 25c to Ottawa Beach and
did not answer any. We talked about
charge for Jackson.
for a siege, and.anulngthemselves witih
The trial of Alice Lawrence is like- leaving; she must have known he was Weverof Vrlesland were partners in The first load of stone was brought on 60c to Grand Rapids.
guns, axes and dubs, went on a hunt
31-2w Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.
ly to commence week after next. Her gone; don’t know whether I told her I the manufacture of brick. For a year the lot yesterday.
for snakes. They were found in such
-------------or
more
these
relatlonf
have
been
suscase has been set at the foot of the cal- put him in the river or not. Don’t
large numbers as to almost stagger
On Monday South Haven shipped
Good lews from South Dakota.
their assailant*. Under every nook, in
endar, to be taken up after all the jury know whether she saw trouble or not; pended and they have been trying to 30.000 baskets of peaches by train and
The glorious results of this season’s
cases are disposed of. This was done she may have fainted. She said it was arrive at a settlement. Various ways 40.000 by boat to Chicago. Peaches are harvest of golden grain will pour a every crevice, under rotten logs and
wherever a snake could find a retreat
1 argely for the convenienceof all the an awful thing; don’t recollect what were resorted to, both in court and out
rotting on the trees. Prices range stream of sound money into the pockrattlers were found, and the number
ets of every Dakota farmer.
parties identifiedwith the case, as wit- more she said; Alice didn’t seem to of court. Theothei day the Wever from 5 to 15 cents a basket.
South
Dakota
has
thousands
of acres killed footed up just 100. The big per
nesses and otherwise, and also to ena- like to talk on the subject, and of faction, so-called, tried a bombardAt a meeting of Columbia Hose Co., of choice farming and ranch land ly- cent, of them got away among the rocks,
ble the court to discharge all the jur- course I didn’t. Never said anything ment of Roelof’s dwelling, with apwhere they couid not be unearthed.
No. 2. the following officers were elect- ing east of the Missouri river, and
ors not sitting on the case.
to Alice about finishinghim now. ples. They organised for an assault
within one day’s ride from Chicago nr The snakes were of all sizes and ages,
ed: Foreman, A. C. Keppel; assistant Milwaukee which can now be bought
measuring from three feet to almost
Alice did not help; I did not put on and demolished several window panes,
foreman, Gerard Cook; secretary, Al- reasonably cheap, but which before seven, and having from two to twentyfor
which
they
afterwards
appeared
in
strap; never saw strap or cloak: never
The closing features of the trial on
the end of another year may be ad- four rattlers.
bert Kloos ter; treasurer. J. Lokker.
saw either on. Heard no groaning. justices’ . court, acknowledged the
vanced in price.
the part of the People were the testiLast year this camp was troubled
Did not notice his breathingany after corn, paid their little bill, and went [.'J’tie, Democratic township caucus
The stock-raising industry in South
mony of Rev. P. De Bruvn, who pervery
little with snakes, but about Iff
home some wiser.
was held Wednesday afternoon and Dakota is profitable,and Eastern capformed the marriage ceremony be- he fell down; thought he was dead.
ital is now being Invested in cattle miles west of here, near Cato, the/
Did not know 1 had broken his skull.
were so numerons vfcat a party of six
The last concert of the season will seven delegates were elected to the and sheep growing in that state.
tween Ray and his sister, Mrs. Nellie
county convention. The attendance
Clothes were gone when I came back.
Diversified farming, the growing of men, who went on a hunt for them*
be given by the Holland City band in
G. Squier, deputy county clerk, who
Don’t remember standingon anything
CentennialPark next Wednesday eve- was small, not a dozen being present. live stock, and the products of the killed 220 in two days, and atone place,
issued the license; Sheriff Keppel, to
dairy, are placing South Dakota fore- in overturning a stone, uncovered a pile
when I struck the blow; think he ning. Heretoforethe members have
whom Ray had made a partial confesList of advertised letters for week most in the ranks of the successful
of rattlersbig enough to fill a bushel
threw up his left hand; too confused to given time and money in furnishing
ending August 21, at the Holland, Western states.
sion, in April, while in jail.
know whether I struck his hand or f/ee concerts and the coming one will Mich., post office: Mrs. Samuel Bag- Those desiringfull informationon basket. From this It would seem as
In this confessionRay stated there
if the rattler was a migrating reptile.
not; was about a foot and a half away be a ^‘Subscription Concert,” when a
the subject, and particularlythose
gott, Jeames Cley, Ollle Comstock,
had been trouble on the evening of
who wish to seek a new home or purfrom him; had a hatchet in my right double programme will be rendered.
Chas. McCarthy, Mrs. F. J. Merrill,C. chase land, are requested to correWRITES UPSIDE DOWN.
the murder between Lawrence and his
hand.
The
members
need assistance and all M. Travis. Cor. DeKeyzer, P. M.
spond
with
Harry
Mercer,
Michigan
sister. Lawrence bad said he didn’t
His Haadi rating Is Leglbls- and Letters
Passenger Agent, 7 Fort street W.,
Well Formed.
know what to do, whether to kill all ' As the respondent left the witness who can are requestedto aid them in
It's no wonder John Vandersluls is Detroit,
31 3w
stand he asked permissionto say a few their work. If they receive proper
There
is
a
man who lives in Gamand then leave, or kill himself also.
always busy when be can give people
words to the jury, but the request was encouragement they promise to furbler, O., who writes upside down from
Lawrence started towards Ray with
such bargains as he will give them next
Harvest Eienrsion.
force of habit Be has become so used
not granted. Some ladies had brought nish the city with as finely an
something in his hand that glistened,
week on feather boas. The idea of
In order to give everyone an oppor to the idea that he never writes Uko
him a bunch of flowers, but court offi- equipped band as could possibly be
and Rav hit him with the hatchet.
buying a fine feather boa fo- 50c and tunity to see the grand crons in the other persons.
Ray disclaimed all knowledge about cer Klaver was sensible enough to put desired, but, on the contrary, they al- 81.25 each? Read his ad
Western states and enable the IntenOne day he walked into the Ebbitt
his foot down on any such demonstra- so feel that if their work is not appreding settler to secure a home, the house in Washington. The clerk
the strap that was tied around Lawtion.
ciated the result of disbanding is the
R. C. and F. J. Miller of .Sauga- Chicago,Milwaukee & St. Paul R’y turned the register book around in the
rence's mouth. Ray alone placed the
has arranged to run a s erics of his
only
admissible
method
of
procedure.
In
rebuttal
the
people
introduced
tuck
have opened a fruit store in the
usual manner, so that he might inscribe
body in the cart and drew It to the
west excursionsto South and North
building
on
River
street,
formerly
oc- Dakota, and to other states in the his name, but, to his astonishment,
the
following
witnesses
to
establish
river.
The Blue Rock Gun club have chalcupied by N. Van Zanten. They will West, Northwest and Southwest on the stranger reversed the volume quietDuring this confession Ray also the character and the refutation for lenged the Valley City club for the
handle their own fruit and carry on a the following dates: July 21. August 4 ly so as to make the writing all upshowed Sheriff Keppel a letter written truth and veracity of Mrs. Gillet: John state championship for the shooting
and 18, September
15, 29 and Octo- side down from his point of view, and
Witteveen, Orlando Bottom, John and fishing trophy medal to be held wholesale and retail fruit business duber 6 and 20, at the low rate of two added the name: ‘‘A. W. Mann,
to him by his sister the day before
Aussieker, J. Cochran,Hiram J. Davis.
in the near future. The members ring the season. The Miller Bros, dollars more than one fake for the Gambier,” in the proper place.
(Alice was confined in a cell, upstairs)
are enterprisingyoung men and by round trip. Tickets will be good for
The
argument
to
the
jury
was
openThough writing his name upside
composing
the team for the contest of
in which she urged him to confess the
selling their own fruit, will give the return on any Tuesday or Friday down he did it with as much ease and
ed
by
G.
J.
Diekema,
who
was
followthe
local
club
are
Stephen
Arleth,
A.
crime, and thus save her, for the sake
within twenty-one days from date of
ed by W. I. Lillie in behalf of the re- E. Ferguson, Will Thomas, H. H. people an opportunityof securing first- sale. For rates, time of trains and quickness as a man would ordinarily
of her children.
class goods.
further details apply to any coupon do it rightside np. The clerk did not
The defense was outlined by Mr. spondent,Prosecuting Attorney Vis- Karsten,and Wm. Van Eyck, with
ticket agent in the East or South, or know what to moke of it and asked him
scher making the closing address for C. J. De Roo for substitute.At the
A sliver conferencewas held In the
Lillie In bis opening to the jury, in
address Harry Mercer, Michigan Pas- to explain whether he always did ft
that way. The stranger repliedthat ft
which be stated that Mr. Lawrence the People. After the court had shoot held Tuesday afternoonthe fol- parlors of the New City Hotel on senger agent, Detroit, Mich.
charged the jury, defining the degrees lowing scores were made: 25 singles, Saturday afternoonfor the purpose of
was as comfortable for him to writ*
was a quick-tempered man; that the
of murder, they retired to their room, known traps— Ferguson 17. Thomas combining the silver forces of the
in that fashion us in the ordinary manwitness Mrs. Anna Gilletwas net reA Valuable Prescriptionner. He added that ft was not difficult
and were out about half an hour with 19, Bender 14, Karsten 22, Harmon 11, county. About twenty- five were
liable and had tried to break up the
Editor Morrison of Washing, Ind., at all to learn, and that anybody could
the verdict above given.
Holley,
14,
De
Roo
14,
Baumgartel
14.
present, among those being mayor R. “Sun” writes: “You have a valuable
family; and that the respondent had
acquire this peculiarart, though ha
Says the G. H. Tribune: “Coates has Second event, 15 birds, unknown K. Stallings, B. A, Blakeney, D. O. prescriptionin Electric Bitters, and
acted in self-defense. The first withad never met anyone in this country
been ugly ever since the trial and told traps— Harmon 8, Thomas 7, Bender Watson, E. D. Blair, Peter Danhof, lean cheerfullyrecommend it for
ness was Abbie Lawrence, the twelveConstipationand Sick Headache, and or in Europe who knew how to write
a tramp in the jail that he had killed
year old daughter of the murdered one man and might just as well do an- 8, Karsten 11, De Roo 7, Holley 6, and H. T. Root of Grand Haven and as a general system tonic it has no upside down. He claimed to have origman. She testified that she never other, meaning sheriff Keppel. The Ferguson 12, Vau Raalte 6. Third others from the eastern part of the equal.” Mrs. Annie Snehle, 2625 inated the system.
And this intonation was not consaw any of the bugging and kissing be- tramp informed the officers and upon event, 5 pair doubles— Karsten 4, county. The sentiment of the meet- Cottage Frove Ave., Chicago, was all
searen an iron slat was found-whichhe Thomas 6, Holley 4, Ferguson 4, Van ing was for ex-mayor Geo. P. Hum- run down, could not eat nor digest veyed by word of mouth, because Mrj
tween her uncle Ray and her mama as
food, had a backache which never left
had worked loose from his bed. Coates
mer for congressmanof the Fifth her and felt tired and weary, but six Mann is a deaf mute. He is a clergystated by Mrs. Gillet, and that she hsd denied intendingviolence, but he un- Raalte 4, De Roo 6.
man, and preaches by signs at Gambier,
District.
bottles of ElectricBitters restored
heard her papa say at one time that d mbtedly meant to murder the sheriff
The third annual convention of the
her health and renewed her strength.
knowing bis punishment would be no
Title# of English Kings.
“he would kill some of us.”
The annual meeting of the Grand Prices 50 cents and 81.00. Get a Botmore severe. Sheriff Keppel can how- Fourth District Union Michigan Y.
The
title “excellent grace” was given
Geo. W. Campbell, Nelson Ogden, ever be relied upon and a man like P. S. C. E., comprising the counties of River Valley Medical society was held tle at
to Henry VI., “most high and mighty
H. Walsb.Holland,
Roland Nichols and Darwin C. Huff Coates would have a very big Job in Ottawa, Kent and Montcalm, opened in the Y. M. O. A. rooms yesterday,
prince” to Edward IV. and “highness*
A. Dp Kruif, Zeeland.
were introducedto attack the reputa- doing him. The murderer was exceed- at Grand Haven yesterdayfor a two and the doctors report it to be one of
to Henry VIIL The title was also ojk
ingly glad to leave the county jail as
the most interesting sessions yet held.
tion of Mrs. Gillet for truth and veplied to Henry VIII. until, toward th*
he has been in fear of lynchingor vlo days session. The progtam is one of
News 81.00 per year.
racity.
close of his reign, the more lofty expreslence while he remained in the county. interest and fair-siteddelegations are The morning session was devoted to
sion of “majesty”came into use— being"
The respondentthen took the stands Before leaving he expressed a desire to In attendance from all the counties. the usual routine work together with
THE MARKETS.
the expressionwith which Francis
He denied all intimacy between Alice see his sister,but this was denied him.” Among those present from our local the election of officers which resulted
addressed
him at their interview in 1520.
WhMtV
buihel
................
..
Sheriff Keppel arrived with his pris- societies are: Rev. H. G. Blrchby, as follows: President, Dr. 0. E.
and himself, only such as should exist
By* .................................
@20
Yates;
Ist
vice
president,
Dr.
W.
S.
between brother and sister; charged oner in Grand Rapids Tuesday, at 3:00 Edith Kimpton, Kate Pfanstiebl, Bes
Buckwheat .....................
Children Cry for
Barley *e«t. ......................
so
Lawrence with being quick-tempered p. m., and left him at the jail until sie Pfanstiebl, Anna Dehn, Josephine Walkly of Grand Haven; 2nd vice Ooro
Vbaihel ...................Z!-iB
2*
Pitcher’s Castorla.
and quarrelsome,and knew of bis go- 6:00 p. m., when he took the train for Kleyn, Mrs. C. Blrchby, Henry Van president, Dr. H. W. Heasley; secre- Oats V bushels ....................18
Clover Mrtfbuhel ...............| 4 79
tary,
Dr.
B.
B.
Godfrey;
treasurer,
Jackson.
He
was
well
dressed
and
enArk, Jennie Werkman, Nellie Winter.
ing for Mr. Ogden with a pitchfork.
Coming down to the night of the mur- joyed a social chat with the other Kate C. Wagner, F. Mansens, John S. Dr. D. G. Cook. At the afternoonsesder he testified in substance: Lawrence prisoners. To one he gave his watch, Baum,’. Blanche Cathcart, Gertrude sion valuable papers were read by Dr.
quarreled with his wife at times. On with another he exchanged hats, and McKay, Esther Cathcart, Henry Dut- C. T. McClintock of Ann Arbor and
3
the 4th of April he made threats. still another traded shoes with him.
ton, Alice M. Miller, Frances C. Post, Dr. Griswold of Grand Rapids, followHaylT
10 0?@13$
Soon after 1 had retired, when I had
10
Later.— At two o'clock this (Fri- DenaCotts,Owedia Oleson, Edward ed by discussions.Dr. G. J. Kollen of
gotten into bed, I heard him say he day) afternoon Pros. Att’y Vlsscher D. Kremers, J. A. Blrchby, Hubert Hope College was present and spoke
„
would kill everyone in the family be- received word from Judge Padgham to Blrchby, Helen Bowman, Fanny Stro- in commendable terms of the good
J
fore morning. He kept it up for some hive his witnesses ready early next wenjans,Daisy Davidson, and Almon work carried out by the association.
It Is the best. Ask your
The evening was spent at the resorts
time. I was uneasy. During the night Wednesday morning, for the trial of T. Godfrey.
Beans W bushel ................ .... M f 100
and a very delightful time was reportI thought I heard my sister scream; Alice Lawrence.
isate:::::::.::--::::
H.H. Ki
Monday’s local option in Allegan ed by all. The meetings were well at
he was by her bedside with a knife in
tended.
A
committee
was
appointed
The
steamer
Wisconsin
will
run
an
county has resulted In a reversalof the
his hand, and said, ‘T’ll kill you then.”
‘I1!
“LI’
I retreated into the kitchen. I hit excursionfrom Grand Haven to Otta- existing order of things. The majority to determine the place for holding the
next meeting.
in favor of license is about forty.
on the head with a hand ax. He wa Beach next Sunday.
Tallow*™ .......................
•.i,-;-'. -j
. ,v. Vj 1 ' ••
ffiHKWtUIHIIMII NIHIIII I IN II HI
seen choking down his feelings.

hands; then sat

down

.

_

by side of stove j tention
On Wednesday the convictedman don’t know how long. I got to think.T Ip an interview with G. J. A. Peswas brought into court for sentence ing of what had happened; finally went
sink, of the Holland City Steam LaunBeing asked if he had anything to say upstairs to bed; did not go to sleep;
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Curry and Arthur Walker were
drowned.
In a quarrel at Little Sandy, Ky.,
two Harrison brothers and two Whitt
brothers were killed.
During the week ended on the 15th
there were 651 deaths from sunstroke
in New York city.
Fire in the business district of Rockford, HI., destroyed property valued

Sat.

•*»«

&

leather merchants, failed for $125,000,
Henry W. Hiscock & Co., wool dealers,
failed for $125,000and the Consolidated
Iron and Steel company failed for
$125,000.
A terrific rain and windstorm in
eastern Iowa did immense damage to
buildings and crops.
While bathing in Dog river, near
Mobile, Ala., Viola French, Margaret

at $100,000.
Alois Dinkleman, aged 50, shot and
killed his wife in New York, and then
30 31
committed suicide. He was demented
over the loss of property,
Fifteen persons were killed and ten
injured by a cyclone which swept over
Augustine, Ala.
Two men were shot and killed and another man was mortallywounded at
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
the annual convention of the national
party in tho Cherokeenation,nearTahDOMESTia
A ten-year-old boy named Mills lequah, I. T.
jUUed the two little children of Frank
The Farmers’ Loan & Trust company
jPowers at Hollywood, N. C., because of New York has filed a suit in the
fthey would not atop crying.
United States circuit court at San FranBy a flood in the Tiptown river in the cisco to foreclosea $15,000,000 mortgage
vicinity of Bourbon, Ind., houses, barns executed in its favor in 1889 by the Ore:*nd crop* were destroyed and 25 per- gon Improvement company.
taons lost their lives.
Frank Jacobs, an aeronaut, lost his
E. B. Sanborn & Co., of Lynn, Mass., life at Quincy, HI., while making an
•manufacturersof ladies' shoes, failed ascent, his balloon bursting when about
Ifor $100,000.
150 feet from the ground.
' Josiah E. Kelley, for 27 years assistant Lightningstruck the state university
(cashier of the First national bank at building at Quincy, 111., setting it on fire,
South Bend, Ind., killed himself because and destroyed property valued at many
lof a shortage of $24,000 in his accounts.
thousand dollars.
^The Michigan Buggy company’s facBy the collision of a trolly car and fire
itory at Kalamazoo was burned, the loss
engine at Buffalo, N. Y., one fireman
(being $100,000.
was killed and six others seriously inMiss Celia Bose, 24 years old, is in
jured.
Jail at Mansfield, O., charged with killA sea turtle weighing 1,800 pounds
ling her father, mother and brother
was captured off Cape Cod by the crew
iwith poison.
of the mackerel fishing schooner MinIn a wreck on the Lake Shore road
nehaha, of Swampscott.
near Otis, Ind., Engineer James GrifAt Troy, 8. C., the boiler of Toft’s
fin and Fireman Michael Roach, both of
sawmill exploded, killing five men and
Elkhart, Ind., were killed.
injuring four.
The Knights and Ladies of Industry,
During a severe storm which swept
^benevolentorder with headquarters
over central Virginia many fatalities
St Louis, went out of existence.
! 8. F. Myers & Co., manufacturing from lightning were reported and much
Jewelers in New York city, failed for valuable property destroyed.
While 25 workmen were engaged in
8800,000.
tearing down Music hall, a four-story
jjunng
During a storm at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
And vicinity
vicic
six lives were sacrificed structure at Eau Claire, Wis., the buildiand thousands
thou
of dollars' worth of ing collapsed,killing three men and injuring 15 others,some of whom will die.
property laid waste.
Three men were killed, ten or more inLena Gurley, aged 18. went out of her
fllepth while bathing at Toledo. On and jured and several buildings demolished
jOeorge Danterman, a prominent mer- by the explosion of 25 pounds of dynachant, tried to save her and both were mite at New Holland, Pa.
By the death of a farmer known as
drowned.
Edward Duffy and Edward O’Con- Marion Elston, who had lived near St.
nell, of Cincinnati, each aged 18. were Joseph, Mo., for 25 years, it was discovered that the deceased was a woman.
villed by the cars at Acton. Ind.
The New York Times was sold at . The recent dry, hot weather has cut
to the organization committee, the cotton crop In Georgia off at least
led by Spencer Trask, for $138,000. one-third.
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The News

Condensed.

<

Hale Johnson, of Newton, 111., was
formally notified in Chicago that he
was the nominee of the prohibition
party for vice president of the United

Headache Destroys Health

Resulting In poor memory, Irritability, nerStates.
vousness and Intellectual exhaustion. It
At the populist convention in Raleigh,
induces other forms of disease, such as epiN. C., William A. Guthrie, of Durham,
lepsy, heart disease,apoplexy, insanity,etc.
waa nominated for governor.
The “sound money’' democratsof Dr. Miles* Nervine Cures.
Michigan will meet at Lansing an the
26th inst to nominate presidentialelectors and to elect delegates to the Indianapolis convention.
The democrats of the Se<enth Indiana district nominated Charles M.
Cooper, of Indianapolis, for congress.
Senator Sherman opened the republican campaign in Ohio with a speech
to a large audience at Columbus. ExGov. Foraker and Gen. Woodford also
spoke.
The Washington populists in convention at Ellensburgnominated John C.
Roger* for governor.
The national executive committee of
the gold democraticparty met in Chicago and issued an address to the public stating their v'cwa and urging ail
democrats who are apposed to the platform adopted and candidates nominated

at Chicago to organize in iheir

September 2.
Miss Abigail Hamilton Dodge — "Gall terribly with severe headaches,dizziness,
Hamilton,”the famous author — died :»t backache and nervousness, gradually growHamilton. Mass., aged 66 years.
ing worse until my life was despaired of,
Rev. J. B. Smith, pastor of the A. M.
E. Zion's church of Troy, N. Y., is dead.
He was the editor and proprietor of the
Echo, the organ of the colored men.
Nominations for congress were as follows: Rhode Island, First district,
George T. Briggs (national); Second
district, E. S. Pierce (pop.). Kentucky,
Second district, C. D. Bell (pop.). Mis-

mort powerful

INVIGORANT ever produced.

On sale by

all

druggists.Book ou Heart

Fourth district, George p. Crowand Nerves sent FREE. Dr. Miles Medical
ther (rep.) renominated. Tennessee, Co., Elkhart,Ind.
Eighth district, T. W. Sims (dem.).
It is announced that Maj. McKinley Dr. lilts’ Remedies Restore Dealtii.
will not take the stump during the
Sold by all druggists.
campaign.
FOREIGN.
Mollah Reza, who assassinated the
shah of Persia in May last, was hanged
0.
at Teheran.
Millais,president of the
Royal academy, died in London, aged
67 years. He was famous as a painter.
Dr. Nansen, the arctic explorer, has
arrived at Vardo, Norway. He did not
discover the north pole as announced.
Tung Fuhsiang, in obedienceto the
imperialcommand, has begun a massacre of all Mohammedansthat he
cornea across in China. At H&iningfu
he slew 3,000 business men and sold
their wives and female children.
Floods were doing terrible damage in
China. Entire towns and villages were

submerged, many deaths had taken

6.

*y Infallible—Sure

FRICK,

M.1.5

.T.

81.00

Xure.

PER BOX.

CO. WASHINGTON. DC

FRANK HAVEN, Lumber Dealer, Sole Agent.

LAUGH AND
GROW FAT!

HOLLAND,

r-

MICH

ind and as

ra

De Kraker

and

you

meat

De Koster.

ich hr $1

Ml

as $2

buys anywhere

else.

Parlors.
Street#

We aim to keep up with the times in all
provements in

modern

im-

DENTISTRY
to

perform all opperations painlessly as

possible. Natural teeth preserved by
Plastics. Artificial

filling with

and

Gold

metal and rubber oase. Crown and Bridge

work and

Boer.

We have assumed the

will if

get your
at

50 Eighth

Inserted on

Wo

ill

Central

And endeavor

Office Eighth St., over P. O.

You

MEATS

COOK, M.D

PHYSICIAN AND StrtGEON,

John

Bottling Bus-

iness heretofore carried on by C. Blom,
Sr., and are preparedto furnish Tole-

50

1

SALOON

Largest and best equiped dental

FRONT.

Spain charges the United States with
month, there are over 3,000 people, 70
business houses completed and many violations of the neutrality law and
claims damages.
residences finished.
The total number of deaths from
Frank Horey’s barn was burned at
Attorneys.
St. Paul, Minn., and 34 horses were cre- cholera in Egypt since the outbreak
of the scourge W 14,755.
mated.
Attorney
rviEKEMA.G.J.,
Attorn® at Lew, Collection*
Official returns from British Colum- Is promptly attended to. Office,over Firit
Emig’s Grove camp meeting ground
State Bank.
near York, Pa., waa visited by fire ami bia to the dominion government show
Ian assignment
that
in
1894
the
aggregate
value
of
\f oBRIDE, P. H., Attorney.Reel Estate and
the five double cottages, a large taber• An explosion occurred at flomerford's nacle and a dining hall were destroyed. precious metals mined in the province -VI Insurance.Office. McBride’s Block.
awmillj near Navasota, Tex., and killed
The visible supply of grain in the was $1,000,000.Last year the value was DOST, J. O., Attorney and Counsellor at law.
L Beal Estate sno Oolleotions. Office,Post's
.three Sen.
United States on the 17th was: Wheat,
Stock.
45^76,029 busbclsj cora, 13,750^)00 byshLATER.
T ATTA, P. A.. Attorney st L»w. Office over
Rlnck & Co.’s Furn. store. Eighth Bt.
the week ended on the 14th aggregated
Advices received in Philadelphia say
000 bushels; barley,612,000 bushels.
8849,061,266, against $011,997,784 the prethat
ten
men
of
the
crew
of
21
of
the
Carl Schjnidt, a pioneer citizen of
Banks.
vious week. The decrease compared
British bark Flora Stafford, which waa
AtcVisoh, Kan., blew his head off with
correspondingweek in 1895
ji
the Missouri river
at sca 9evcra* wee^B a£0, Per" I?IRST STATE BANK. Commercialand Bav-

office in

western Michigan

Gillespie the Dentist.
Office

hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
hours by appointment.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

$5,018,375.

Nerv-

Nerves, a Positive cure for all form, of
Debility, prompt, safe ana sure*

and try what we would, I found no relief
And get the finest In H
until I commencedusing Dr. Miles' Nervine.
I have taken five bottles and believe I am a
well woman, and I have taken great comfort in recommending all of my friends to
use Nervine. You may publish this letter
If you wish, and I hope It may be the means
of saving some other sick mother’s life, as It
did mine."

souri,

narta of the country will meet in Cleveland on August 31 to organize a national liquor dealers'association.
Henry A. Casperfeld, dealer in diamonds and Jewelry in New York city,
Tailed
led f
for $200,000.
Owen Francis, the oldest established
(boot and shoe dealer in Lima, O., made

K

Tk

Mrs. Chas. A. Myers, 201 Hanna St., Fort
Way no, Ind., writes Oct. 7, 1894: “I suffered

place and hundreds of homeless men, io Bottled Beer:
women and children were starving to
12 Quart bottles ...... $1 .00
death.
2 Pint Bottles .........
The British parliament after listening
to a speech from the queen adjourned
Orders may be left with C. Blom, Sr.
sine die.
ind will be promptly filled.
The United States minister at Constantinople, Alexander W. Terrell, has
IN
Ochs, of the Chattanooga Four weeks ago there was not o demanded the immediate release of
BLOM & NICHOL®
Times, will become the publisher.
house or inhabitant at Mena. Ark. To- six Armenians, naturalized Americana,
7 lv
Holland, Mich.
Wholesale liquor dealers from all day, on the commencementof a second who are imprisonedat Aleppo.

!

GREATEST. NERVE TONIC.

re-

spective states and send representatives
to the conventionat Indianapolison

Sir

N?2

M.I.S.T.

m.

Othet-

Telephone No. 33.

HOLLAND

a

CHICAGO

LINE.

,

U

"^Itn
is

5.1.
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ahot^up

;-*•

stroye

de-

P

______

ings Dep't. I. Caippon. President.

Gem

V. Mokioa. Cashier. Capital Stock $50,000.
There were 298 business failures in
The Costa Rica congress has authorFrom
officialinformation received by
the United States in the seven days
ized the executive body to expend $100,- f OLL AND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial
the treasury department from 21 countl and Savings Dep't. D.B.K. Van Baalto,
«oded on the 14th, against 269 the week
000 in encouragingimmigration.
Pres.O.Versohnre,
Versohnre, 0Mb. Capital stock
Block $50,000.
Pres.O.
tries the coinage of silver during the
previous and 196 in the corresponding
Work
has
been
commenced
in London
calendar year 1895 amounted in the agperiod of 1895.
on the first underground electricrail
Boots and Shoes.
In s wreck on the La*ke Shore road gregate to $113,672,200.
I

The president will receive Li Hung way in the world.
M ., D*aler
D*a1er in Bo<
Boots
I I EROLD M..
The national prohibitionistsin Kan- II
Chang August 31. Li will not go to
oesaor to E. Horold & Co.
sas met at Topeka and nominated Henry
Gray Gables, nor will the reception take

mt Chesterton, Ind., 20 head of blooded
cattle were killed.
The secret service bureau of the treasury department has been requested to
look into a report of extensive counter-

and Bboes, euo-

ON AND AFTER JUNE 20TH.

“

Leave Holland Daily (except Sunday) ..........................

“
“

.

....... 8 P.

..

place in Washington.It is probable Douthitt, of Hiawatha, for governor.
Clothing.
Prof. F. Nicholls Crouch, author of
-RATES OF FARE/*that it will occur in New York.
While bathing in the St. Joseph river “Kathleen Mavourneen,”died suddenly DOB MAN BROTHERS. MerchantTailorsand Between Holland and Chicago. Single $2.25. Round $3 60. (Berth included).
D Dealers In Ready Made. Gent's Furnlsb- Saturday morning (Bpeclal)to Chicago .......... ........... ......... ,...$1.00
at Niles, Mich., George Coddling, aged 12 at Portland, Me., aged 88 years.
Five men were reportedkilled and tng Goods a Specialty.
Sunday Afternoon ....... ............................... $1.76 (Berth extra).
years, and Martin Flannigan,aged 16,
others
injured
by
a
falling
cage
in
the
were drowned.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
St. Lawrence mine, near Butte, Mont.
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
Delaware democrats in state convenout A KRAMER, Dealers in Dry Goods, NoGroceries,Floor, Feed, etc., Eighth
A vaat assemblage gathered in Madi- tion at Dover nominateda ticket headed
street.
son Square garden in New York city by E. W. Tunnell, of Sussex, tor govi^BHSHHHSSHSasasasaSHSHSESHSaSHSHSHSaSLtfe
tsasasHs^
y AN PUTTEN. G. A ON General DjUersln
to witness the notificationof William ernor.
Jennings Bryan and Arthur Bewail as
Nationalists in state convention at Caps, Flour, Produce, etc. ’ River Bweet.
nominees for president and vice presi- Waupaca, Wis., nominated Robert Hendent on the democraticticket
derson for governor.
Drugs and Medicines.
Robert McKelley died at Upper SanAt a mass meeting in Madison Square
dusky, O., at the advanced age of 81 garden, New York, Hon. W. Bourke I'VOXSBURG, J. O.. Dealer in Drags and Msdlyears. In 1845 he was appointed register Cockrnn made reply to the speech of [J dues, Paints end Oils. Toilet Artiolee, Imported and Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street

feiting of United States silver dollarsin
one of the Central American states.
According to reports of township asflessors Kansas has a population of 1.336,€88, a gain over last year of 1.925.
< Moonshinerskilled the two sons of R.
C. Jones at Licksburg. Ark., because of
teatimony given by Mr. Jones against
them in court.
Estimates place the Kansas corn crop
this season at 300,000,000bushels, the
greatest crop in the state’s history.
The state bank at Peru, 111., closed its
doors with liabilities of about $100,000.
Attorney-GeneralMoloney says that
women can be legally appointed township treasurers in Illinois.
George Russell,aged 58 years, quarreled with his wife at Owosso, Mich.,
over the dispositionof some property
to their children and fatally stabbed
her and then served himself in the

.

j

B

B

GOOD WILL!

of the Unitod States Isnd office by Pres-

ident Polk.

Mrs. Lucy F. Moorehouse, who was
nominated by the national prohibition
slate convention in Michigan for the
office of superintendentof public instruction,cannot make the race, as the
attorney-general
says that a woman
cannot hold an office fqr which she

William Jennings Bryan delivered in the
same amphitheatera week ago.

The democraticstate committee of
South Dakota met at Mitchell and de-

I

Hardware.

cided to indorse the populist state ticket

have disposed of

my Stock

of

Shoes

and

good will of the bnsiness and trade
lately carried on by me ou River Street, to
Mrs. K. Verschure, who will continue -the
business by her husband Mr. J. Ver-

the

and the nominees of the Chicago conITAN OOBT. J. B. General Hardware and
vention— Bryan and Sewall. ;
V stove*.Repairing promptlyattended to.
same manner.
In the national lawn tennis tourna- Eighth Street.
Gov. Turney has called an extra sesment at Newport, R. I„ the championcannot vote.
sion of the Tennessee legislature to
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
The following congressional nomina- ship in doubles was won by C. B. and
meet September 7 for the purpose of tions were made : Michigan, Fourth dis- K. S. Neel, of Chicago.
r'LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Mannfacprovidingagainst a threatenedtreas- trict, E. L. Hamilton (rep.). Missouri,
At a yacht race off South Sea, Eng- P tory and Blacksmith and Repair Shop.
ury deficit
Dealer
la
AericaltaralImplements.River Bt
land,
the
Meteor
ran
down
the
Isolde
D#»l«r
ihAgrlcnltarslImplwnant«.
Sixth district, David De Armond (dem.).
During the six days ended on the Kansas, First district, Rev. H. E. Ballou and Baron von Zedwitz, a German privy
14th there were 587 deaths from the (pop.); Fourth, John Madden (pop.). councilor and member of both the reich- 11 UNTLEY, A., Practical Machinist, MUI and
11 Engine Repairs a specialty Shop on Bevheat in New York city.
Virginia, Eighth district, J. F. Rixey stag and the Prussian diet, who was eatb street, near River.
The American line steamer St Paul (dem.). California,Second district, G. on the latter yacht, was crushed to
made the trip between Southampton L. Johnson (rep.) renominated.
Meat Markets.
death.
and Sandy Hook in 6 days and 31 min,
The Tennessee republiesna In state
J. H. Tucker, a farmer, shot and killed r\H KRAKER A DE K08TKR, Dealer* In all
utes. breaking all ocean records.
convention at Nashville nomlaatcd G. N. Elisha Downs, another farmer, near
klndaofFresh and Salt Meat*. Market on
Three Yaqui Indian prisoner* wl
Tillman, of Nashville,for governor. The Red Hill, Ky„ because Downs had alien- River Street.
were captured after a battle at
pisiform reaffirms the 8(L Louis plat* ated the affectionsof his wife.
WILL VAN DEB VERBS, Dealer in all kind*
gales, A. Tm were taken out of town form and indorses McKinley and HoTV of Freeh and Balt M*au. Market on
While drunk Henry Wild, a peddler, Eighth
Street.
by Mexican soldiersand shot to death. bart
aged 46 years, shot and killed his wife
Spreading rails caused by the intense
Chicago has been chosen as the head- at Louisville,Ky., and then committed
Painters.
Beat wrecked a train on the Denver A quarters of the democratic national
suicide.
Bio Grande railroad eight miles west committee.
Eugene Burt, who murdered his wife
«f Pueblo, Col., afid Charles Vanport
The state central committee of the and two children at Austin, Tex., about
R.,i>4otP at r*,ld#n®#’0D 8*T#nth 8L.
engineer,and W. F. Keppert, firemen, “sound money” democracy of Iowa has
nix months ago, wss arrested in Chiwere killed.
called a state convention for August
Physicians.
y
Mr. and Mrs. Thadeua K. Martin, in Des Moines.
Heavy
rains in southern Town and
aged 80 and 45 years respectively,were I In Michigan the republicans renomand Borgeon. Be
corner of Market,
Idlled by the cars in the suburbe of inated' 8. P. Bishop for congress in the throughout Missouri and Arkansas did K d«cc* on t w •Stb "i
Brooklyn while waUdng on the track. Ninth dUtrict and W. 8. Mesick in the damage to fruit, cotton and other grow- Offiss at drag .tors, lighthBt^
ing crops.
Eleventh on the 362d ballot

U

T

schure.

Thanking the public

of

Holland and

vi-

cinity for their liberal patronage, I recom-

mend my

continued favors. I am satiafied that at all times they
can rely upon honest goods at fair prices,
and prompt service.
Buccessor to their

I

j

J

,

M.

Sunday..... ........ ...................................
2 p.m.
Saturday Special ............................. ...... 6:30 a. m.

M

cago.

MVB

,

J. D.

HBLDER

1

W'

Geo. Baker,

CLAIMS PART OF DETROIT.

M.D.WOOLD

YOB

BEUEYE Widow

Ijibm^Uc Pkjiieiaa ni SirgMi.
The Statement of Some One la Holland
Office ovei Van der Veen’s Store, corUnlcker Than Borne One In Florida I
ner 8th and River Sts. Office open
Supposing you had backache, a weak or
day and night. Special attention
given diseases peculiar to children.
lame back, a worn-out,listleea feeling that
you wanted to get rid of, and you read of
•ome one in Florida who had been cured,
would you believe it 7 Not these days wheu
Maltlncr clothes look nearly as good as
so many claims are made by unscrupulous
new Is the work we do in our shop.
persons; we think not. But if some one
A. KLOOSTERMAN,
right here in Holland, some one you can
First Ward near Wm. Van der Veere’s
see, can inquireabout, can satisfy you that
Meat Market
what he says is true, "that would be different,” wouldn’t it? Well, now, that’s the
3-SH5R

Cleaning and Repairing

Bicklei’i into Siln
of William Jonee Soya She Wants
The Best Salve in the world for
the Land.
Jntfi, Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, SaltDetroit, Aug. 16.— A San Francisco
Rheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Cnapped
woman is in the city who lays claim to Hands, Cnilblains Corns, and all sxin
a portion of Belle Isle park, and also the Eruption and positively cures Piles,
land on which the Brash street depot or no pay required. It is guaranteed
stands. She is the widow of William to give perfect satisfaction^or money
Jones, who lived here in 1862, and who refunded.Price 2K cents per box.
amassed a considerablefortune and For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drug-

of

and vising from disorderedkidneys.
Martin Van

Lath

land. He

du

Poel is a citizen of Hol-

resides at the corner of N. River

and First Streets. He says

:

“For a long time I have had what is
commonly called ’bad back.’ I do not

and Shingles.

know what caused it, the pain was right in

kidneys;it affected ms by spells,sometimes I would be in bad shape for two or
the

Scott & Lugers.

three days at a time, then again I have been

Lowest Prices.

more. Daring spells
like that, I would have to give up work.
It was during ons of these bad attacksI
heard about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and as
they were highly recommended for backache, I obtained a box at Doesbuxw’sdrug
re, and their action was noticeable from
Dr. De Vries Dentist,
the first They have relievedme of the
pain and I have not had it since,although
this was soma time ago. I would recomabove Central Drug Store.
mend Doan’s Kidney Pills to all who suffer
Office hours from 8 to 12 A. M. and from backache,for my experiencewith them
laid up for a week or

Look Here!

MEMORIAL

ML

G
d
s
o

found above the
Central Drug Store.
hereafter be

Office Hours: 9 to 10 a. m.. 8 to
5 and 7 to 8 p. m. Sundays at home
corner 12th and Market St.
31.

iSHSPSHSHSESaSHSHSHSHaS?

i
Doors,

Window Frames,

1
0

Mouldings, Flooring,
Siding, Paints,

Oils,

U
h

and Glass.

CO

2

Phoenix Planing Mill

CO

0

Grand Rapids, Aug.

X
D

0

.

>h

U.Z

0|
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Hu
UlZ
00

U)
Prices the

Lowest.

J
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Lugers.

SOCIETIES.
K. O. T.

-

BOOKBINDING
J. A. Kooyerp, Grondwet Office,

THE^A
iGonpiy
A

COMPLETE USE

EIGHTH STR&ET

rtpiciii,

Of'

DRUGS

N. Tuttle, Chemicals,

girgHi ud

ElNtrieiiD.

Office at resident Oor. River

and 9th

Ste. Telephone No. 82.
Office Hours:— JO to 11 a. m., 2to 8
and 7 to 8 p. x. Sunday 2 to 4 p. x.

Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,
Paints,
Oils

and Varnishes.

Kellogg Bros.
Imm

Fiiiihiig,faiitiig

ud

tilei-

aiiiig.

Estimates given on work.
Addreee.BoxSO.Ottv.

New

York, Aug.

IB.

Now a irnll-Fledgeddesalt.
DetroiL Aug. 17.— During the six
o’oclock mass at 8L Peter and Paul’s
church Saturday morning, in the presence of a large congregation, Rev.
Thomas Ewing Sherman, son of the late
Gen. William T. Sherman, made hia
final vows of purity, chastity and obedience and was forever joined to the
Jesuit order, which he entered in Maryland in 1878. The day was the feast of
the assumption of the Virgin Mary, in
honor of which the altars in the edifice
were handsomely decoratedand vkera
resplendent with numerous lights.

18.

—

LARD ..........................
3 80
PORK— Mean, Old ............8 00

«;V CHICAGO.
CATTLE-Beeves

EGGS

...........................
12

tell to

fit

USE OF

(ME

CIGARS.

yon cell at-

LEE’S

Pore Wiles

ud

Liqoers for Medicinal

- Parpesce.

OPTICAL PARLORS.

[

on theMth d*y of Janaary, A. D. IBM, and re- ty of O tawa and atatc of Michigan, party of thw
corded in the office of the RegUcer of Deeds of second part, dated on the 18th day of November.

§ggf^ And

have you eyea perfectly fitted end eave
noney, time and beat of all pour eyet.

EXAMINATION FREE.

V-e. an

acasra vsraiujumymniti

of

there is elsimei to be doe at the time of thle
notice the sum of Three Hundred Thirty-Ms

an

at-

torney fee of Fifteen Dollarsprovided tor by

law

Dollars and Fifty-EightOrats, besides

and In sold mortgage; and no sail or proceedings having beet) Institntedst law or In eqalty
to recover the debt ireured by said mortgage,

ot

intereston said mortgageon the day

payable, wherefore under the MDdltloas of sold
mortgagethe whole amount of the principal

sum of sold mortgage with

term

Van Kampsn
tors

October. J. D. 1866,

BUTTER-WestcrnCr’m'y..

less.

necessary to pay ths amount dne on sold mort-

Dated Holland, July
Jacob Van
G. J.

M—

15th, A.

bu

D. 1606.

Van, Mortgages.

Diusma, Attorney for

Mortgagee

gsge with interest and ooats of toreelosaraand
sale,inoladinyan attorney fee of FifteenDollars;
said

Mw

Grand Haven, Ottawa ooanty, Michigan,(that
belog the plaoe where the olreait ooart for the
ooanty of Ottawa is holden),on

Guardian’s Sale.

In the matter of the estate of Isaac Kramer, Monday, the Nineteenth day oj October A. D. 186$
a mentally incompetent person.
at ten o’clockIn the forenoonof said day; the
Notice la hereby given, that I shell sell at

said mortgaged premises to be sold beira de-

Mon-

Public auction,to the highest bidder,on

scribedIn said mortgage as all that certain piece
day, tbs seventh day of September, A. D.18M, at or parcel of land sltaatedand being In the toweten o'clock In the forwnoon, at the front door shlp now city of Holland,ooanty of Ottawa,
of the hones shunted upon tbs premises here- and state of Michigan, known and desoribedsc
inafter describedIn the city of Holland, In ths follows, to- wit: Lot Numbered Thirty- Three
county of Ottawa, stale at Mtohig^, (38) in Addition Numbered One (1) to Van Dsn
pursuantto Uoeose and authorltv granted Bergh Plat, accordingto the recorded plat

ms on ths seoond day of March, A. D. 1866, thereofon record in the office of the Register of
by the ProbataCourt of Ottawa ooanty, Michi- Deeds for said Ottawa county.
Doted Holland, July 88,4. D. 1606.
gan, all the right, title, interest or estate of
said Isaac Kramer, a mentally incompetent perLub botti Van Kaxfkn,
son, in or to those certain pieces or paresis of
Executrix of ths lost will and testaland situatedand being In the ooanty of Ottament of Irart Vu Kampea, dd»
wa, In ths state of Michigan, known and deoeased, and sole residuary legatee
scribed as follows,to wit:
therein named.
Ths West Half of Lot Bight (8) In Block Thir- G. J. Dibxkma. Attorney for Executrix.
ty-Eight (66) In the eity of Holland, Ottawa 18-13 W
ooanty, Michigan »lso
Ths West Half, except the Booth Ninety (60)
feet of the East Thirty-On#(Bl) feet of the West
Forty-One (41) feet of Lot Eleven (U) in Block
Thirty-Eight (88) In ths dty of Holland, Ooanty of Ottawa and State of Michigan.

W.

News

Dixiima, Onardl an.

11

61.00 per year.

Meyer & Son's

H.

-’^gCS

VM

Music House

54

DEALERS IN

MILWAUKEE.
GRAIN— Wheat, No.

2 Spring | 64
Corn, No. 2 .................
Oats, No. 2 White .........
Rye. No. .................. 81}
Parley, No. 2 .............. 33*
PORK— Mesa ..................
6 20
LARD ..........................
3 25 ©

A. B. Chase

1

Crown,

i

3

»

DETROIT.

Russell,

GRAIN— Wheat,

No. 2 Red.. | 61%*
Corn. No. 2 ................. 24
Oats, No. 2 White .........
Rye, No. 2 ..................

Smith and Barnes.

ST. LOUIS.

CATTLE— NattVe

Steers.... $3 50
......................
2 BO
..........................
3 00
........................
2 25

Texas

©

4
8
3
4

50
60
50
00

Story and Clark,
United States,
Farrand and Votey,

OMAHA.

t

New Home, Wheeler &

Attor-

all

Pianos, Organs and

RIVER

Wilson, Domeatio,

Standard.

Sheet music, Folios and

The

"m

Sewing Hahines
hold, and

Science is

’.vl

Lawrence Seven- Cot.

STREET.

House
.

Kinds of Musical Instruments,

Sewing Machines Rented,

-

HOLLAND. MICH

knowing how.”
secret about Scott’s

only

11

Emulsion is years
science When made

of

WHERE

in

large quantities and by im-

TO

an emulsion must be more perfect
than when made in the oldproving methods,

BUY

.m

way

Staple

with mortar and

Friebourg.

and every spoonful

and
Fancy

pestle a few ounces at a time.
class of 32, being the largest in iu ten
yeera’ history. The school now tanks This is why Scott’s Emulsion
first in the United States in attendance
and reputation among mining schools of cod-liver oil never sepaand stands second only to the great rates, keeps sweet for years,
imperial German school of mines at

Lawrence, which has occupiedthe entire time of the circuit court since
Tuesday, came to an end this afternoon. The jury brought in a verdict
of guilty of murder in the first degreOk
Bfitt beirjj out minutes. __ ,

m

to

Corn, No. 2 Cash ...........
Oats, No. 2 Cash ...........1
Rye, No. 2 .................. 29
Barley, Fair to Choice... 25

time

Grand Haven, Aug. 15.— The trial of
Ray Coates for the murder of Enos

sole to take place at the north outer door
Ottawa county court house, at the dty of

of the

Springy ....................
2 60

15.— The Michigan
mining school on Friday graduated a

Convicted of Murder.

his heirs, exsontors, administraor assigns, became due and payable Imme-

diatelythereafter,and LubbcrtjeVan Kampea
forenoonof sold day. The executrix of the last will and testament of sold
said mortgaged promises to be sold being de- Rrart Von Kampsn. deceased,and sole nak!*.
scribed In said mortgage os all that certain try Legatee in his will named, Lareby declares
piece or panel of land situated in the town- her electionand option to cootMer the whole
ship of Holland. Ooanty of Ottawa and State of amount of the said principalsum of said mortMichigan,known and deeertbedas follows: gage das and payable: Notloe Is thereforehereThe south half of the north half of the sooth- by given, that by virtue of the power of sale fn
west quarter of section numbered ten (10). in said mortgage contained,and the statute ta sueh
township numbered five (« north of range six- cose mode and provided,sold mortgagewill be
teen (16) west, containing according to United foreclosedby sole, at public vendue of the mortStates survey, forty (40) scree of land, mors or gaged premise^or so mach thereofas may be

Minina School Graduate*.

000,000 feet of saw logs and extends up
the river, filling it from bank to bank,
for ten miles. This will swell the total
amount' of logs brought down during
the season to 360,000,000 feet.

|

arrearagesof inthereon,at the option of the said Ira it
all

'M

BOGB^roah '.V.'.'.V.V.V.V.V.V.' ^
POTATOES (per bu.) .........25
PORK - Mess .................
6 25
LARD— Steam ................3 40
FLOUR- Win ter ..............
2 00
GRAIN— Wheat, September.

$

payment of
when the
same became dne and payable, and the nonpayment of said interest In defaolt tor more
than sixty days after the some become dne and
payable by reason of defaultIn the

Rough

son, hardware merchant, lighted a CATTLE- Steers ............. |3 00 @ 4 06
Cows .......................
i 25
8 10
match to see if the gasoline barrel was
Ffeders ..................... 2 50
3 60
2 75
8 00
empty. He found it nearly so, bul thero HOGS ..........................
& If
was enough in to cause an explosion, BHEEP ......................... 2 80
which was heard all over town. The
Who can think
head of the barrel was blown against
some simple
Idea of
thing to patent)
him with great force. He lies in bed
wealth,

Houghton,Aug.

day of November A. D. UQ1 In Liber 44
mortgagee, on page 66. on which mortgage

the 16th

at 10 o'clock in the

SHEEP

A. Nicker-

Money for Boldlera’ Home.
Lansing, Aug. 18.— State Treasurer
Wilkinson has received from the general governmenta check for 611,400,
representingthe regular quarterly
installment of the fund set aside by the
federal government for the support of
the state soldiers’home. The fund
varies according to the number of inmates in the institution.

•-Vi

A. D. 1881 and recorded io the office of thsiwgiatsrof Deed*, of Ottawa ooanty.Michigan, on

HOGS—

HOGS
SHEEP
S.

Monday, IKo Tteol/lhday

a:-6w

Cows

is

equal to

Stationery, Fancy-Goods
every other spoonful.
Groat Log Drive.
Periodicals.School
Menominee, Aug. 17.— The rear of the
la atbvr MauUlotu you or* llabte to
& College Books
Menominee river drive reached here
got aa Haven benefit—aithor aa
a Specialty.
Saturday afternoon. It eontains 144,over or under dooe. Get 5cott'«.
i FELL

A. B.

i-Uy of

Doted July 22nd. A. D. 1866.

............ |3 10
Btfl
tockers and Feeders ..... 2 40
and Bulls ............ 1 25
Texas Steers ...............
2 60
Light ..................
3 20
Packing ..........2 80
........................
2 00
11

u

-When othm

townsh p of Holland,county of Ottawa and
the firstpart, to Jiioob Van der Vsn, of the
Grand K ipids. county of K u.t and state ststaof Michigan, partiesof ths first part, to
of Michigan,party of the second part, dated Evert Van K am pen of (he city of Holland, ooan-

of

prise otter

Tea*. Coffees,
Splcea, Extract

L.

THE MARKETS.

betting ring also, and it is believedthat
this will keep out the young men who KLOufl— Minnesota Patents I 85
Minnesota Bakers' ........2 40
receive their first lessons in gambling
WHEAT-No. 2 Red.... ..... ,
there. Incidentally it is said that the
No. 1 Hard ................. 64<
fair will be a hummer in every way and CORN-No. 2 ...................Ki,
September ...
everything points to a big success.
OATS- Western .............. 21

Took Her Own Life.
Grand Rapids, Aug. 14.— Mrs. Amelia
Rutkofski committed suicideby cutting
her throat after vainly attemptingto
kill her 19-year-old son. She lost a
baby a year ago and has been brooding
over it ever since. Several times she
has threatenedsuicide, and said that
when she died she wanted to take her
son with her.

akin? Powder.

Dr.

Judge of Probate

in a critical condition.

Exclusive
Dealers in.

GOODRICH,

V. B.

Wanted-An

N. River St.

Holland

JOHN

80-3

Steers ......... |4 60
Sheep .......................
2 00

He Found Oat

OrMMotTent, No. 68, mMti in K. 0. T. M.
HaUat7:30p. m., on Monday night next.
Sir Knight, ere cordially Invited to attend.
Cheapest Idle inrance Order
known. Fall
partionlan given on
t>n application.
J. A. MABBa,
Mabbs, Commander.
B. W. Rbiqlb, B. K.

w

prevlon* to said day of hearing.
A true copy, Attest.)

lowed on the grounds. An admission
fee of 25 cents will be charged to the LIVE STOCK—

Cedar Springs, Aug.

M.

In.

15.— The directors of the- state fair have shut down
upon the great bulk of the gambling
there this year and it is announced that
there will be no wheels of fortune and
not even the cane and ring game al-

Baggy Factory Barncd.
Kalamazoo, Aug. 14.— Fire broke out
in the fonr-story wooden factory of the
Michigan Buggy company at six o’clock
Thursday night from spontaneous combustion and destroyed the structure.
The loss is 675,000 and insurance $40,000. The firemen saved the Kalamazoo
Wagon company’s mammoth plant adjacent. The factory was running with
a small force. The building was erected 12 years ago.

D
Scott

J

!•«
Aaili
The Ironwood Miners Are Oat of Work Xpttui
sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises,
Of
end Money.
or so much thsreotas may ba nsoaasary to pay
Ironwood, Aug. 18. — The closing
the amount dne on said asortgsge with
down of the mines here has thrown
Probate Order.
Interestand ooste of foreclosure and sale, Inmany men out of employment. A STATE OF MICHIGAN,
elading in attorney fee of FifteenDoUare, sold
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
large number have gone west but 400
sole to take plaoe at the north outer door ef
At » RM«ion of tbo ProbateCoart for the Oouo
or 500 still remain here idle. About 150
the Ottawa Ooanty Ooart Home, at the city of
ty of Ottawa, bohten at tbo Probate Offlco, In
of these idle men held a meeting at the
Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, (that
tbo City of Grand Haven, In laid county,
city pvk to demand either work or on Metdoy, the tenth day of Auguet, In the being the plase where the olroalt ooart for the
bread as one miner put it. A number of year one thousand eight hundred and ninety- ooanty of Ottawa la holdsn) on

z
*

THE

mtri~ end executedby Martin O. Caswell abd -LS oond tiors of paymeutofacertalomotiVon WleOeorga W. Caswell, of the township of Holland, gage made and exeented by Gerrlt
ren
au
t HendrtkjeVan Wleren his wife of tte
ooauty of Ottawa and etale of Mlcbigan.paitles

tue of the power of sale In said mortgage or any part of It ; and the whole of the priodpaT'"
contained,and the statute In snob ease mads Bum of said mortgage together with all amoraid provided,said mortgage will be foreclosedby agee of interestthereon,having become due tad

A GLOOMY OUTLOOK.

the leading citizens addressed the men alx.
and told them plainly that they could Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge of
expect but little help from the county, Probate.
as the poor fund had been practically Io the matter of the estate of Gerrlt Van
exhausted and that the only thing re- denBeldt,deceased.
maining for them to do was to seek On reeding end filing the petiUon, duly verifled,of Gerrlt J Dear, executor of eeld eetete,
work elsewhere.
praying for the examinationend allowance of
his final account,that be may be discharged
SERVICES.
from his trust, have bla bond cancelled,end said
Graves of Departed Members of the A. eetete closed.
O. D. W. Decorated.
Thereupon It Is ordered, That Taeaday,the
Jackson, Aug. 18— A. 0. U. W. and
his proven thev will do the work.”
Eiyhth day ofBeptmber,next
from 1 to 5 P. M.
Sold by all dealers—price 60 cents. Degree of Honor memorial day was cel- at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,be assigned for the
Any on wishing to see me after or Mailed by Foeter-Milbum Co., Buffalo, N. ebrated in a fitting manner by members hearing of said petition,and that the heirs at
of Twilight, Jackson and Schiller law of said dre eased,and all other person* Interor before office hours can call me up V., sole agents for the U. 8. Remember
lodges, A. 0. U. W., and Eventide and ested in said estate are required to appears**
the name, Doan’s, and take no othu.
by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th
Friendshiplodges, Degree of Honor. aesslonofsaid Ooart then to beholden at lot
Forsale by J. O.Does burg.
The five organizations formed a proces- Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, in
St.
sion, which, headed by Boos’ band, said county, and *how cause, if any there be,
marched to
Evergreen cemetery, why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
where the graves of departed members granted : And it is fartherordered. That said petitioner give notice to the persons Interested in
were decorated and addresses delivered
said estate,of the pendency of said petition, and
by Grand Watchman Townsend and the hewing thereof by ceasing a copy of this
Grand Recorder Mary C. Dodge, of De- order to be publishedin Thk Holland City
gree of Honor.
News, a newspaperprintedand circulated in
Has moved bis office and will
said county of Ottawa for three saoeesalveweeks
Will Charge Admission.

Dr.H.Krein6rs

Mortgage Sale.
rtEFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN

A-S conditionsof paymsut of aoertain mortgage

Ottawa county, Michigan, on the first day of
died in California 33 years ago. Mr. gist.’
February. A. D.1BW, In liber 44 of Mortgagee,
Jones also left property in Chatham,
on Psge IN; on which mortgage then
OntM and hia widow found that the
Soothing, healing, cleansing, Da is claimed to be dne at the time of this noCanadian statute of limitationsran
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve is the en- tice the earn of One Hundred Sixty-fiveDollars
against her claim. Transfersof the
emy to sores, wounds and piles, which and Fifty Cents, boildee an attorney fee of ;FUBelle Isle property have been looked up,
it never fails to cure. Stop itching teen Dollars, providedfor by law; and no
but no transfer to Jones can be found. and burning. Cures chapped lips and salt or proceedingshaving been institutedat
It was found, however, that a mortgage cold-sores in two or three hours.
law or in eqalty to reoovertbs debt seoared by
kind of proof we are going to give you about for 6450 on the Brush street depot propLawrence Kramer said mortgage, or any part of lit
Notice la thereforehereby given, that by vira remedy for backache and all complaints erty wgs given to William Jones in 1815.

Lumber

Telephone

Mortgage Sale.
TkEF AULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN THB

SCOTT’S EMULSION has been endomd
by the medical profession for twenty yean.
L4i4 your doctor.) Thle Is because It Is

Groceries
"Small

fawn

gratefully

received:'

AT

NEW

and %iax> sites. The small
the may be enough to cure your cough or
help your baby.

Boot & Kramer's STORE.
EVERYTHING FRESH ANDTOLBAN. m
Wanted-An Idea S—H
.

TEAS AND COFFEES CANNOT
WHILE THERE TAKE A LOOK
DRY GOODS

DEPARTMENT.

r

and to prohibit ceitaln
More Utulnese Wanted.
amusementson the streets of the olty of
The state and national banks of
Holland,"passed December14. 1888, and approved December 15, 1888, Is hereby re- Michigan have recently published the
pealed.
statements required by law to be made
Bee. 6. This ordinance shall take effect four times a year, and the aggregates
twenty days after Its passage.
for the 21 banks and one trust comPassed Angart 19, A. D. 1896.
pany doing business in Detroit are now
Approved Angnst 19, A. D. 1896.
Jampb DeYoung, Major.
available.A comparisonof the figures
Attest : U. Van Eoh*lvin.City Clerk.
with the correspondingitems, May 4,
.... ...
1893,i is interesting. The last named
. Silver Money and Wages.
The free silver advocates occasionally date svas shortly before the retrenchclaim that silver is the money of civil- ment occasioned by the panic comixation. Now hero are the 24 countries menced, and the volume of business
was larger than at the time of any
using' the gold standard of values:
other statementbefore or since. Some
United Kingdom, France, Germany,
of the items aggregated at that date aa
Belgium, Italy, Switzerland,Greece, follows:
Spain, Portugal, Roumania, Servia, Capital stock ....................... I 8,150.000
Anstria-Hungary, Netherlands, Can- Surplusand undivided profits ...... 3.14J.19B
Due banks and bankers .............7,776.831
Savings deposits ...........
26,707,548
ada, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, TurTotal deposits. ..................... 53.677.401
key, Australia, Egypt, Cuba, Haiti, Loans and discounts.............
34,579.678
Stocks, bonds and mortgages ...... 18.669.064
Bulgaria and the United States. And
Due from other banks ..............7,106.606
Specie ...............................
2,1*" 395
here are the eight countries using the
e
silver standard: Mexico, Russia, Cen- ' The correspondingitems at
of
business
July
14,
1896,
as
tral American states, South American
follows:
states, Japan, India, China and Straits
Capital stock ........................$ 7.200,000
settlements
Surplus and undivided profits .....
2.905.695
Now which represents the best civil- Due banks and bankers .............7,668,116
Savings deposits .................... 26,643.103
ization, the 24 golji. standard or the
Total deposits. ... .......... ....... 51,822,795

Talk about Hard Times or
Agitation about Finances is
out of question with the

re

.

Bee Hive
The way we have been clearing out our odds
and ends shows it. "We are now preparing
to receive Fall Goods, which we have been
buying while in Chicago. We will soon
have the finest line of Fail and Winter
goods at the lowest price ever brought to

the

gains

we

the city.

-WISE.

J_

FOR ALL.

;

eight silver standard countries?

BEE HIVE

Loans and discounts ................ 30,042.469
Stocks, bonds and mortgages ...... 19,221.828
Due from other banks ...............7,706.547
Specie ................................
2,607,01?

With referenceto wages in two of
the silver countries, the Hon. S. E.
The most significantthing about the
Gracey, formerly consul to Foo Chew,
China, gives the followingaccount of comparison is that while the deposits of
the conditions existing in China and all kinds are only 81,854,000 less than
in 1893 the loans and discounts, which
' • i d. f'
“When I went to China in 1890 the represent the active business use of
Mexican silver dollar was the common money, are 84,537,204 less. The reDave Butcher, 30 hours labor
3.75
currency in use by the natives in their mainder of the differences in deposits
Peter Van Sip, 10 hours labor
1.85
dealingswith foreignersand Were worth is accountedfor by the increase in the
Jacob Boer, 10 hours
1.26
93 cents in gold. After the change of the comparatively idle uses of money found
G
Blom, drayage ..........................
8.41
value of the rupee in India the value in deposits in other banks, stocks,
G. Blom,
7.20
A. J. Ward, lift days superiuteudlug setof the Mexican dollar rapidly declined, bonds and mortgages, and specie. The
ting boiler end buildinghouse, 3800 brick 48.32 and in less than a year the Mexican latter, chieflygold, has increased 8600,Bt. John. 82 hrs labor ....................
io,25
dollar was only 63 cents, and in ’93 it 000, and this is entirely idle capital
H. Slatbove,15 hrs labor ...................1.87
fell to 53 cents, and since then has The savings deposits are almost as
Wm. Damson, drayage .....................25 maintainedan average of 61 cents or large as when at the highest tide, but
A. Harrington,
85
53 cents.
there is less disposition to draw on
I. Harris,hauling sandstouc and boiler. . 11.75
“The
price of all foreign goods was thfem for investment.Much of the
F. Smith, 47 hours mason ................. 11.75
immediately affected and was soon time during the last year the supply of
M. Poppe, 47 hours mason .................9.40
doubled. All native products were money has been greater than the deJoe Poppe, 47 hours laborer .............5.87
also advanced, but not to the same ex- mand for legitimate business use.
H. DeFoe, 47ft hours carpenter ............8.31
tent. Native labor continued at the What has been needed, and what is
B.H. Cook, 47ft
........... 8.81
F. C. Johnson 20
...........3.00
old price. We paid our help just the mainly needed now, is not more money,
J. DeFeyter,drayage ....... ............2.25
same number of dollars per month in nor cheap money, but more business,
M. Jansen, labor on gates ..................
1.20
’94 with the same silver dollars we and a protective tariff, with reciprocity
ElectricAppliance Co., electrical supplies. 88.09
bought for 53 cents of gold, that we treaties, will bring this much more
General Electric Co., carpenter Rheostat..9.00
did in ’90 when we paid 93 cents for speedily and certainly than the talk
Allowed aud warrants ordered issued.
them.
about free coinage.
Richard Van den Berg, night police, reported
“The natives will not work for forhaving oolleetodfor the mouth ending Au*. 15,
Free Silver and State Banks.
eigners as cheaply as they do for con1806, the sum of S19.08.-P11ed.
Some
curiosityhas been expressedaa
tractorsof their own country, and we
UNFINISHEDBUSINESS.
had to pay the high wages of 84 Mexi- to why no effort was made to insert a
The council proceeded to fill the vacancy In can per month, or about 14 cents per plank in the St Louis platform favorthe office of city clerk, and upon the first formal
day, which on a gold basis was about ing the repeal of the tax of ten
ballot. Gerrit Van Bchelvenhaving receiveda
8 cents, and they found themselves in per cent on state bank circulation.
majority of votes of all the aldermen, was deeverything.
Native contractors could The south was quite strenuous for the
clared electedcity clerk, vice Geo. H. Slpp, deobtain the same class of laborers for adoption of such a plank in 1892. It

We

will close out

TAN SHOES-**.

Mexico:

lomcuL.

Common

Council.

Holland. Aog.

18,

1896.

Common Council met in regular eeaaion
«nd wm called to order by the mayor.
Preaent: Mayor De Young. Aide. Lokker.
The

Schouteu, Flieman,Dal man, Takken, Kulte,
Habermann. Vleaoher and Kooyen.
Ovlng to the death of City Clerk Geo. H. 81pp.
the mayor appointed his former aeeietant,kf lea
Bra Anderaon, aa clerk pro tem.
On motion of Aid. Kuite. the reading of mlnntea vaa auspended.
rarrmoNB and aooounti.
To the Honorable the Mayor and
cil

of the

Common Coun-

City of Holland:

Qkhtlbkbn:-! hereby petition your honor•ble body for the pririlegeof placing material

Intheatreettemporarily for the erection of a
buildingon Eighth a treat known aa the Gao.
Jevett property now owned by Tonnalier Broa.
of Beaton Harbor, deacribedai the a 83 ft. of w
» ft. of e 60 ft. of lot 10 in thla city.
Youra Reepectfuly.
L. L. Mirkill. Contractor.

£

Petitionvaa granted aubject to ptorlalona of

-

-

the ordinance.
r. T. Van den Boaoh and fourteen others petitioned as follova:

To the

Honorable, the

Council of the City

of

Mayor and Common

Holland.

“‘
labor

.

.

'•

“

t

1

the

and

property owners in Van den Bosch and
Doornlnk’s additionand alone the north aide of

,

it

in

20 DAYS.
Many

are going

way below cost. Note these

prices:

.

undersigned, residents ceased.
has not yet given up the idea, but it is
The electionof city surveyorwas postponed from 81.50 to 82 Mexican per month,
and for the best skilledlabor, mechan- proceeding on a different plan. After
until the next regularmeeting.
the failureof this measure in the FiftySixteenth street between Maple and Pine streets,
On motion of Aid. Habermannthe council ics, citizens,etc.,' not more than 83,
third congress Speaker Crisp said, in
which
at
the
present
value
of
the
Mexhag leave to call the attentionof your honorable went into the committee of the whole on the
the hearing of a Michigancongressman,
body to the fact that the ditch leadirg from Six- General Order of the Day. with Aid. Vlsecher in ican dollar in gold in that country is
about 81.10 to 81.60 per month, or from “We shall have the west with us the
teenth street to Fourteenth street baa been filled the chair.

Gbntlemhn We,

Regardless of cost and will do

"

“

our entire stock of

Ladies Tan Lace (fine) price ......

ti

a n (•

“

“

<<

(<

Children’s

i«

now only $2.25

2.50

<«

Slippers “

00

83.

......

'«

3.00
1.20

“ **
“ “
“

“

I.fO
1.50
75

and Mens, everything goes.

HAGY

BOGE

&

meiower

Block

Shoe Store.

next time we make the attempt. The
up, leaving them no way to drain their property
After aome time spent therein the committee 4 cents to 6 cents per day in gold.
under present conditions. We would therefore arose and through their chairman reported hav“My son spent last winter in south- people in the west want free silver
respectfully petition your honorablebody to ing had under consideration an ordinance en- ern Mexico, and he tells
that la- coinage. They will not get it unless
InveeUgate this matter at your earliestconven- titled, “An Ordinance relativeto the use of biborers on the coffee plantations there the repeal of the state bank tax is

me

may cycles , velocipedes.and other similar vehicles
which Is respectfullysub- within the city of Holland ;M that they have mods

ience and to provide such drainage as you

deem proper.All

i#;

m

of

nsltted.

severalamendments thereto aud recommended
Referred to committee on streets and bridges. that eald amendments be concurred lo, and the
The following bills were presented and allowed : ordina'ce placed on the order of the Third ReadA. Bril. I daya 8 hours labor on cement
log of Bllle.
crossingson River street ................ 114.50
A. Hekkena, 6 daya 8 boon laboron cement
crossingson River street..

......

..

......... 10.20

On motion of Aid. Habermannthe amendments were concurred la and the ordinance was
plrced on the order of the Third Reading of

W, Wiebenga, 45 hours on Oolaigfrla Park. 6.62
Bills.
^ John Vanderaluls, 14 yards of cloth ........ 1.70
THIRD READING OP RILLS.
. John Vanderaluls, 80 yards of bunting ..... 1.S0
The
ordinance
was read a third time and passIt. Hotter, one poor order.... .............. 2.00
H. Wiebenga.for cleaningcity Jail .........1.00 ed by yeaa and naya^as follows:
Yeas
Lokker,Schouten,Schoon. Flieman,
O. Bchaftecaar,71 boon labor and draylng
Dalman, Ttkken, Kulte, Habermann. Vlsscher.
two loads of brush ........................
9.48
Kleyn and Harris,one yard gravel ......... 65 —9. N'ayi— Kooyers-l.
W. Dyketra,

daya 8 hours labor on cross-

Adjourned.

cents per day Mexican,labor which in banks were established. Then the
this country commands 82.50 to 83 per notes of Indiana banks would not cirJ. Dlnkeloo, lettering and numberingrubAn Ordinance
culate at par in Michigan,nor those of
day gold.
ber hats and ooets for fire department ... .75
Lokker A Rutgers, 14 firemen'shats ........ 3.03 Relative to the use of Biajdes, Veloci“What can our American working- Michigan in New York. If a man had
pedes, and other similar Vehicles, with- men be thinking about when they 8100 in state bank currency at the beC. L. King A Co.. lumber ..................101.13
in the City of Holland.
E. Vaupell, 14 rings on firemen’sbats ....... 35
crowd Faneuil hall and shout them- ginning of the week he might find,
Aid. Schoon here appeared and took his seat. The City of Holland Ordains:
selves hoarse over a proposition to pay when his bank note detector came at
kspobts or standing committees.
Section 1. No person shall ride any bicycle them in silver dollars worth only 53 the end of the week, that the currency
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Common Conn- In any of the public parks, or on any side- cents, when all the world except coun- was not worth 875. It is a revival of
walk within the limits of the cltv of Holland. tries like China, India, Japan, Mexico, this system that the south wants, and
eil of the City of Holland.
Gkntlemkn Your committeeon streets and Sec. 2. No person shall ride any tricycle, etc., which are on a silver basis, is the demand will be made that this
bridges,to whom was referredthe communica- velocipede, or other similar vehicle, on the maintaining a 100-cent dollar as the system and free silver coinage go totion of De Jager and others referring to the side- sidewalksof Eighth or River streets In said medium of payment to all wage earn- gether. They are fit companions.A
walk on the west elde of Land street , between city: provided howtver,that the provisions Of ers?”
^fty-cent dollar in coin, and an unseThirteenth and Sixteenth streets, would repre- this section shall not apply to cripplesand
cured dollar in paper made a congenial
sent that they have given the matter careful con. persons using such vehiclesby reason of
A short time ago Mr. Bryan, Demo- monetary companionship.
aiderationand arc of the opinion that the side- their Inability to walk.
pop candidate for president,was speakwalk should be laid as Unit ordered by the esunBee. 3. No p^rson shall ride any bicycle,
How It Affect* Wool.
in Ackley, Iowa, when one of the lectoil. aud that the prayer of the petitionersbe not velocipede,or other similar vehicle, on
The latest wool statisticsfurnish a
urers
asked
the
question:
f*Mr.
Bryan,
granted. J. Lokker, | Committee
Eighth or Biver streets In said city, at a
A. V BSCHER. Von Streets
will the adoption of the free good object lesson on the tariff. The
speed’greater than twelve miles an hourEvabt Takken, ) and Bridges,
number of sheep in the differentsections
coinage
of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1
Adopted.
Sec. 4. No p ?rson shall ride, usejor propel
of the country in 1892, under a protecCommitteeon pwr repartel, presenting any bicycle on any of the streets or avenues cause a business depression and panic, tive tariff,and in 1896, under free trade
as
Secretary
Carlisle
and
other
great
the semi-monthly report of tbs director of ?.ald city, unless such bicycle has attached
in wool were, respectively,as follows:
of the poor and said committee,recom- thereto a bicycle bell or gong, of the size and financiers predict?” Mr. Bryan an1896
mending 929.(0 for the support of the poor for kind usually affixedto bicycles, whlchlboll swered promptly as follows: “Yes. in New England ............ 1.241.8'fi 621.691
the two weeks ending Sept. 2,1896,and having shall bo rung not more than ilfty feet nor my opinion, it would have that tend- Middle states .............-’dJOiflifll.Wl.iWJ
Southern states .......... 9.1 (7.162 7,133,61i
rendered temporary aid to the amount of #19.
less than thirty feet before crossing any ency. But if a man is sick there is no
Western states .......... H.027.7.W 9.981.336
Approvedand warrants ordered issued.
crosswalk and before entering upon !any use putting off giving him his medicine Pacificstates ............7.730.H»9O.syMOS
Rocky
Mountain region.. 9.962.7.1111.6)2.461
cross street or way In said city; provided how- and lettinghim get worse. I think it
MESSAGES FROM THE MAYOR.
ever. that It shall not be necessary to ring
Total ...................
44.938.385 38,299.483
The mayor presented an invitationfrom the such bell as hereinbeforedirected, unless will cause a panic. But the country is Average price ............62.i8 <1.70
Grand River Valley Medical Society to attend at the time of ih> approach of such vehicle, in a deplorablecondition, and it will
Total value .............1110.121,29)105,167.673
take extreme measures to restore it to
their annual meeting to be held Thursday. Aug.
In 1893, under the McKinley tariff,
one or more persons are standing,walking,
20. 1096, at Y . M . C A. rooms
- Accepted
riding or moving upon the sidewalk, cross- a condition of prosperity."This delib- we imported 111,652,368pounds of wool
walk or streets of said city within fifty feet erately courting a panic and business valued at 813,953,549. In 1895, under
COMMUNICATIONSFROM CITY OFFICERS.
depression in order to cure it after- the Wilson tariff,we imported 248,989,of any crosswalkat such street crossings.
At a meeting of the board <f public works, the
wards. is an odd kind of financial 217 pounds valued at 833,770,159. As
See.
5.
It shall be tin duty lof cverylperfollowing resolutionwas passed and recommendvagary.
son
riding
any
vehicle
mentioned
In
this
orthe imports increase our own flocks deed to the Common Council for adoption :
crease, and the profits of this important
Resolved, that the Common Council be asked dinance, when meeting, overtaking'or pasA prominentsouthern Democrat said industry go to the foreign flockmasters
sing any other person, or vehicle, jto keep to
to Instruct their 'ommittee on atreetsand bridges to oanse a culvert to be put io at the inter- the right, and In all^espects obey.the laws of the other day in New York: “We want instead of to our own. • And that is the
the road.
to push our products into all the mar- way free trade Works every time.
section of Nineteenth aud Market street!.
Bee. 6. It shall not be lawful for any per- kets of the world, and the only thing
The committeeon streetsand bridges was authorized to coustruot said culvert as requested, son to throw, scatter,sweep, deposit or place which stands in the way of onr so doA manufacturer who favors free silon any street or avenue within the city, any ing is the high price of our labor. ver coinage recently made the candid
on the east side of Market street.
The followingrlalme, approvedby the board glass, tacks, crockery, scrap iron, nails, tin. Everything that we make has come admission: “We want to push our prodof public wq^ks, were certifiedto the Common wire, ashes or other thing or substanceliadown in price. But while everything ucts into all the markets of the world.
ble to cause punctureto the tires of any veConnell for payment :
?lse has declined in cost, onr labor still The only thing that stands in our way
Buss Maahtne Co., gratebars,castings. eto $ 6.08 hicle mentioned In this ordinance,or'that
Sticks at the old prices, and there doesn’t is the high price of labor. Everything
would
Interfere
with
theHuse
thereof.
"
Waverly Btoue Oo. . 2* cords atone ...... 8.00
seem to be any way to bring labor we make has come down in price.
Bourbon Copper A Braes Works. 3 Im8ec.7. Any person who shall violate any
down except through some sort of a Labor is still at the old high price. If
proved Fire Hydrants .................... 78.00 of the provisionsof this ordinance, upon
Lokker A Rutgers, cords wood ..........8.87 convictionthiraof,shall be punished |by a protractedrevolution. Free silver, tree coinage of silver became the law
JoboKerkbof,team work ..... ......... . 8.42 fine of notexceeding twenty-five dollars and however,would solve the questionin we could pay labor in 50-cent dollars,
A. L. Hoimee, materialfer new plant ...... 49.01 costs of prosecution, or by Imprisonment In An hour. It wouldn’t advance the which would bring it down to the level
J. VanDam. 03 hrs labor new water pluut. 1068 the city Jail, or county Jail of the county of price of any kind of labor, because all of other commoditiesas they rule now.
Martin Kerkhof. 93 hrs labor
10.W Ottawa, for a peihd not exceedingYhlrty labor is how at inflation prices, and This accomplished we could compete
JobnOstema 48 hrs
6.00 days: nod lu case a fine and costs ouly shall just as high as it would be under any
with any country in the world in forAlbertOaUma. 23 hours labor
2.87 I>e Imposed, he offeider may I* sentenced
‘onditlons. But if free silver were eign markets." This might be a good
Wm. Prince. 27 hours
8.87 to be Imprison*1 In the cltyf'Jnilor county
idopted, we would pay labor in 50-cent thing for the exporter, but how about
John Kerkhof, 111 hours labor
27.75 Jail of Ottawa county , ur til the payment of
dollars. That would cut labor in two the laborer and the farmer? To the
Mr Van Lente. 48 hours labor
6.(0 such fine and costs,fora tom notexcoedlDg
it once, thus fetching it down to the laborer it would mean a reduction of
John ftx. 45 boon
5.02 thirty days.
plane of everything else. This accom- wages and scale of living to the Eurot Bchaaf. 53 houis labor
6.62
Bee. 8. An ordinanceentitled “An ordlnplished, we would be in shape to suc- pean or Chinese standard. To the
I hours
11,00
ance relative to coasting, skating, the use
lessfully compete with England or any
lulls, 83 boon labor
4.12
fanner it would mean the loss of his
of velocipede*, bicycles and tricycles, on
lies! market, for 90-eent wage earners
i Tabbltta. 8 boon labo.
1.00 the sidewalksof Ilghth and River streeta, other country for the markets of the
ings

|

6

are usually paid about 20 cents per day coupled with it” And that is the
in Mexican silver. This would be present scheme. It is not in the platmuch better than the wages of Asiatic form, but it is in the plan: Even if the
laborers in their country, for in China Democrats carry the day the west canthere is no Sunday, and men work not pass a free coinage law without
from new moon to new moon, and the aid of the south. And the repeal
from 10 to 12 hours a day and call it a of the state bank tax will be the price
which it will have to pay.
month.
The platform upon which Mr. Bryan
“I recently met a gentleman in Boston, who was here to secure four or was nominated proposes to take from
five American citizens as superintend- the national banks the privilege of isents for departmentsin a watch factory suing circulating notes, reserving that
he has established at Osaka, in Japan, power exclusively to the government.
and he asserted that he conld obtain But the national bank notes are infithe best classes of native skilled, la- nitely better than the state bank curborers for work in his factory at 20 rency that existed before the national

It’s not..

Necessary

on Eighth and River streets .........7.87

1893

.

.

every other day.

Drop in and
See Us.
We’ll give you

no end of

the prices won’t

suggestions,

and

stand in the way either.

Best goods, best prices

and best service is

our motto.

Jacob

Kulte. Jr.
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To have the same kind of meat for dinner
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Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

To Kout.

A house on Columbia ave,
Lincoln Park. Inquire of
W. Hopkins. ' -

-

....

Have you tried Bangs’

Soda? 26-tf

Bangs

sells

Drug-

.....

